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ABSTRACT

Terrorist acts have increased in alarming numbers in

many areas of the world today. Americans, once virtually

immune from becoming terrorist targets, are being singled

out as targets of choice by a rising number of terrorist

organizations. Relatively safe forms of transportation,

like cruise ships and American-based airlines, have

experienced dramatic acts of terrorism directed at Americans

using those services in both 1985 and 1986. Media coverage

of these events has compounded the fear of many Americans

about when and where the next act of terrorism may occur.

As airports have been the victims of some of the most

vicious terrorist acts occurring in the past year, airport

security has come under increasing scrutiny by television

documentaries, such as "60 Minutes", and by many sectors of

the American public.

While experts predict that acts of terrorism are about

to occur on American soil, what are security officials at

American airports doing to prepare for this potential

threat? What lessons have we learned from terrorist acts

which have happened at other airports around the world, such

as the December, 1985 attacks at the Rome and Vienna

airports? Airport anti-terrorism operations and contingency

planning can be the weapons which airport security managers

use to successfully battle the increasing trend of terrorist

acts on airports today.
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"The history of failure in war can be summed up in two
wordsz Too Late. Too late in comprehending the deadly
purpose of a potential enemy; too lat*e in realizing the

mortal danger; too late in preparednessl too late in uniting
all possible forces for resistance; too late in standing

with one's friends."

General Douglas MacArthur
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTI ON

During the past eighteen years the adequacy of airport

security measures, as they relate to the safety of aircraft

passengers, has occupied the attention of the public in

varying degrees. The first major wave of public colcern

occurred from 1968 to 1973 when many Americans experienced

the startling reality of becoming the victims of an aircraft

hijacking to Cuba. The high level of public concern

generated by those hijackings brought about the first

primary structuring of airport and airline security

standards in America. The date of January 5, 1973, remains

a landmark in American aviation security, for on that day

100 percent screening of air passengers and their carry-on

baggage was initiated. However, that was the last major

change in airport security requirements which had an overall

impact on all airlines and the airports which they served.

No change in Federal Aviation Regulations or operating

procedures has created such a profound impact on the

American aviation industry.

Since that time the scope and depth of potential

international terrorist activities, which might be directed

against aircraft and airports within the United States, has

taken on a new perspective for both the American public and

airport/airline operators. New challenges in protecting

Americans, who fly, have appeared with increasing numbers

during 1985 and again in 1986. The time has once again



arrived for an in-depth examination of the adequacy of

airport and airline security practices in protecting the

American public against potential acts of terrorism.

Based on this position a case study was conducted. The

purpose of this study was to examine the type of planning

and policies which airport officials devoted to both anti-

terrorism and counterterrorism operations. The study was

conducted through the use of interviews and observations at

three mid-sized, "feeder', airports located in a midwestern

state. The study sought to answer five primary questions:

1) Are airport managers and security officials prepared to

admit that "their" airport is no longer immune from becoming

a target of opportunity for a terrorist group? 2) Are

airport security officials prepared to confront a growing

presence of international terrorism which potentially poses

a threat to local airport facilities? 3) Is the development

of policies, plans and procedures which govern airport anti-

terrorism operations more proactive or reactive? 4) Are

present security procedures at mid-sized airports sufficient

to counter an increased level of terrorist activity?

5) Where should future research on airport security issues

be directed?

Evidence of this type of study in the past could not be

located. Significant amounts of literature have been

devoted to the issue of international terrorism and its many

facets. A very limited amount of published information is

2
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available concerning airport security (only one book could

be located). A number of recent surveys have addressed

Americans growing concerns about international terrorism.

However, no concise source could be identified which marries

the issue of the international terrorism threat to American

aviation and how airport/airline officials are addressing

that threat to lessen the flying public's concern for their

safiry. No source identifed what factors could influe-.ci

the quality of airport/airline anti-terrorist operations or

how improvement could be made in those operations.

More studies of this type are needed to validate these

findings and to identify, more specifically, additional

airport security issues which need to be addressed. Only

through continued evaluation and attention will the state of

airport security preparedness to combat international

terrorism be truly identified. Once identifed on a broad

scale application, public concern, just as it did on January

5, 1973, may once again bring about a fundamental change to

improve airport and airline security operations.
4•

Problem Statement

Existina security oolicies and procedures at mid-sized

airiorts exhibit a serious deficiency in Dreoaring to

conduct anti-terrorism operations. This problem has been

identified through a review of Federal Aviation

3
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Administration regulations, United States Senate and House

congressional records, Department of Transportation hearings

and interviews with airport and aviation officials.4
Need for Continoency Planning

The primary goal of providing airport and airline

security is to reduce the risk to the flying public, as well

as airport and airline employees, of being subjected to a

threat. A threat can occur either on the ground, at an

L' airport or in a flying aircraft. A threat could come in one

i of many forms: a bomb, a hijacker or an overt attack by a

terrorist group, just to name a few. When reducing risk is

the goal of security "contingency planning is of the highest

* importance* .1

Several incidents of terrorist attacks against airlines

and airports throughout the world in 1985 and again in 1986

have demonstrated the pressing need for improved contingency

planning on the part of security officials. Inadequate

security measures at the Athens, Greece airport were

highlighted in the summer of 1985 with the hijacking of

Trans World Airlines Flight 847. Inadequate baggage

screening procedures were dramatically emphasized on June

23, 1985 when two airline disasters occurred claiming more

than 330 lives: the first when Air-India Flight 182

disintegrated off the coast of Ireland due to a bomb

4
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explosion; and the second when baggage being unloaded from

Canadian Pacific Air Flight 003 at Narita International

Airport in Tokyo exploded killing two baggage handlers.

Both flights had originated at Canadian airports and caused

officials there to scramble to initiate tougher standards in

the aftermath of those incidents. The violence against

innocent civilians continued in December, 1985 when

terrorists conducted nearly simultaneous attacks on the

airports in Rome, Italy and Vienna, Austria. Now 1986 has

continued to see an increase in the number of victims

claimed by acts of terrorism directed against airlines. On

Wednesday, April 2, 1986 four civilians (a man, two women

and an infant) were sucked out of the aircraft and fell to

their deaths when a bomb exploded on-board Trans World

Airlines Flight 840 over the island of Corfu. Terrorist

acts directed against airports and airlines throughout the

world have continued to grow in numbers. Yet some people

continue to say, *Those incidents did not happen in the

United States they all happened 'over there" so why should I

be concerned?*

Although almost all of the recent terrorist acts

directed against airports and airlines have occurred outside

of the United States, experts are now predicting that

terrorism will continue to thrive and that the United States

will be "hit at home'.2 Says Dr. Robert Kupperman, a

professor at Georgetown University's Center for Strategic

5
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and International Studies and a noted expert on

international terrorism:

*Certainly within the next decade - I would say in
the next three to four years - you will see
terrorism migrating to the United States. If we
engage in reprisals (such as the recent raid
against Libya) they are going to want to attack
us even sooner. 3

This concern was echoed in January of this year when a

panel of experts gathered at a Forum on Terrorism sponsored

by the Stanford Research Institute (SRI International), one

of the world's largest nonprofit research and consulting

organizations. Parker W. Borg, U.S. Ambassador-At-Large for

Counterterrorism predicted.

"Terrorism will be with us for the rest of the

century..,despite the efforts of the United
States and other governments. Future terrorist
acts can be expected to increase and be even
more violent.8 4

Additional issues further compound the possibility that

these predictions could materialize. If terrorists perceive

the United States as being at the root of corruption,

imperialism, and exploitation, then it not only becomes a

target which is attractive, but one which is also highly

desirable. If terrorists are successful in other countries

(as they have been recently), that success may strengthen

their confidence in leading them to believe that they are

now ready to handle a strike against a target in the United

States.5 There is also a strong possibility that as other

6
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nations throughout the world step up their fight against

terrorismt often having a severe impact on civil liberties,

terrorist groups may turn to our more open society as both a

land of exile and a new stage for their continued

operations. As one author on terrorism in the United States

put it:

"I'm not a soothsayer, but Z'd have to say it's
an odds on bet that we're going to have some
very serious problems in the next few years. We
haven't seen much big-time terrorism in the
United States yet, but you might say the clock is
running. Now don't misunderstand me. The
probability of a major terrorist incident here Is
quite low, but if one occurred, the costs would
be so dramatically high that you can't afford to
ignore the threat.06

That is the crux of the need for contingency planning

for anti-terrorism operations at airports in the United

States today. While the probability of a major attack here

may be low (although it would appear that probability is on

the increase), the fact remains, that If one did happen, the

cost incurred in human lives and public fear would have a

profound impact on the American aviation industry. Because

airports and airlines are organizations which continue to

exist by making a profit, the terrorist threat to their

operations cannot be ignored. To do so invites disaster, in

both an actual and financial sense. Only through conducting

effective anti-terrorist operations and sound contingency

planning can the threat of terrorist acts against airports

and airlines be realistically minimized. Although this risk

7



can never be totally eliminated, it can, through effective

planning and operations, be maintained at a level which is

acceptable to both the aviation industry and the American

public which it serves.

Contingency Plans and Planning

The New American Webster Handy Collece Dictionary

defines contingency as 0a circumstance; what may happen,"

and planning means *to devise ways and means for." For the

purpose of this study, contingency planning means:

*developing a preconceived course of action by devising ways

and means to deal with a particular circumstance, natural or

man-made.*

Contingency plans for anti-terrorist operations can

provide major benefits to airports and airlines which have

and routinely use/exercise them. Well-developed contingency

plans will allow security operations sufficient flexibility

to meet situations as they change and still provide for

expansion and growth as necessary. Contingency plans can

avert chaos and frustration when a terrorist threat

situation arises. Contingency plans can be the basis of

success, lack of them the basis for failure. Two examples

may best illustrate the impact of contingency plans

on international terrorist acts directed against aviation.

One was termed a success, the other was a failure.

8
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On Sunday, June 27, 1976 the world watched in horror as

a major terrorist act involving an airline unfolded before

it. Shortly after a noon take-off from the Athens, Greece

airport Air France FlIght 136 was hijacked by a combination

group of terrorists from the German Baader-Meinhof urban

guerrillas (now the Red Army Faction) and members of the

Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine (PFLP). The

flight was forced to alter course and proceeded to

ultimately land at Entebbe, Uganda. Having originated in

Tel Aviv, Israel, the flight was primarily composed of

Israelis. This event caused a nation, accustomed to dealing

with threats of terrorism against its population, to

activate one of the most sophisticated anti-terrorism

contingency plans developed in the history of civil

aviation. With the initiation of 'Operation Thunderbolt* a
hI.

well-developed, highly exercised plan was put into effect,

which would show the world that terrorism did not always

0win. Whin a hand-picked group of airborne commandos struck

across 2500 miles on the 4th of July, that year, and

returned to their country with over one hundred freed

hostages, only losing three, a clear sign was given that at

least one nation had planned ahead and was prepared to deal

effectively with such contingencies. However, this type of

success is not always the case.

On Tuesday, November 26, 1985 headlines across the

world bore titles similar to this one: "Experts find no

I U 
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winners in airline raid.7 That head)ine described a

commando assault carried out on Sunday, the 24th of

November, against a hijacked EgyptAir Boeing 737 being held

on the runway at Valletta, Malta. That operation cost the

lives of 60 people, including one American woman and nine

children. That number accounted for more that three-fourths

of the total hostages being held. Most of the victims died

as a result of fire, bullets and explosions in the final

assault by Egyptian commandos on the aircraft. Following

the ordeal many perceived the operation as being

ill-contrived and poorly executed. When questioned for his

opinion about the incident Dr. Kupperman saido OYes, we

lost; we lost a lot of lives. From any human perspective it

was horrible'.8 What the rescue attempt had accomplished

may have best been summarized by Neil Livingstone, president

of the Institute for Terrorism and Subnational Conflict in

Washington when he said: "What they have done basically is

to have a second disaster which was even worse than the

original one.0 9

The comment made above is the real reason why

contingency plans exist, so that security officials can

avoid creating a second disaster which is even worse than

the first. Anti-terrorism operations extend this avoidance

mechanism even further by concentrating on the prevention

roles which security can carry out in discouraging a

potential attack by terrorists. Preventing attacks by

10
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terrorists or making people or facilities less attractive as

targets is regarded as the best defense.lO It is through a

viable combination, of both anti-terrorism operations

directed towards prevention and contingency plans developed

to deal with any penetration of those preventive efforts,

that the best security for airports and airlines is afforded

and risk reduction for the public, who use their services,

is maximized.

V
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Lack of Anti-Terrorism Operations and Continoency

PlanninQ: A Persistent Pr~blem

Considering all of the benefits to be gained from

airports and airlines conducting anti-terrorism operations

and contingency planning it would seem overly risky, if not

foolhardy, for any airport security planner to fail to give

sufficient attention to these critical issues. For, in

other sectors of industrial security, the increasing threat

of terrorism towards businesses and their executives has

recently created a good deal of attention. Many security

professionals and planners must now include the specter of

terrorist attacks in their contingency plans and

*scenarios. 1 1  However, in studying current aviation

security requirements and procedures relating to these

concerns, it is apparent that while additional measures may

be desirable, and even necessary in some locations, they are

not always identified or implemented. It is obvious that if

this problem is allowed to continue, without a proactive/

preventive approach being applied, the only remaining

response which aviation security officials will have is an

after-the-fact reaction. As Canadian aviation authorities

discovered after the loss of Air India Flight 182, the third

worst disaster in aviation history, a reactionary response

becomes a very deadly and costly proposition to bear.

12



Causal i ty

In order to search for an appropriate solution to this

problem, it is imperative that the primary factors, which

contribute to its existence, be identified. Available

information directs the focusing of the issue on a number of

existing limitations which combine to cause this problem:

limitations in threat understanding/appreciation by

officials involved with reducing the risk of that threat;

limitations on available information which can more clearly

define the threat; limitations in the availablity or

application of substantive security requirements which

clearly address the issue of terrorism; limitations in

necessary security resources or the fiscal means to acquire

them; limitations in essential training) and finally,

limitations in the communications process between facilities

and agencies. When these limitations are all totaled it is

no coincidence that they have such a stifling effect on

current operations and planning.

In order to generate a meaningful response to any

issue, an individual must obtain adequate knowledge about

the issue and its potential impact(s). Once that exists,

reason and experience can be applied in the formulation of

an appropriate response to the issue. There are two basic

means of gaining knowledge about the threat of terrorism.

The first is through experiencing a first-hand exposure.

13
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While some individuals have been placed in that position,

like the members of TWA Flight 847 last summer, most people

have not. The other is by conducting an extensive (not just

a cursory overview) examination of a variety of information

available through a number of sources (media, books,

bulletins, etc.) about each particular organization which

could real - ::1ly pose a potential threat. While most

security officials associated with aviation have not had

that first-hand exposure, the majority must rely on an

examination of available information. The availability of

that information tends to vary between locations and

individuals, and so does any response which may follow.

Information on terrorist groups and the threats which

they pose exist in many forms. The most critical of these

forms is ant Iligence. Timely and accurate intelligence

data is absolutely necessary if appropriate prevention and

response strategies are to be planned and initiated. A

basic problem exists in our national intelligence network in

that a great deal of intelligence amassed within our country

is not distributed to those who may encounter terrorism in

the course of their law enforcement duties.12 Airport and

airline security officials are not exempt from this problem.

While Federal Aviation Regulations spell out certain

basic security requirements, which are supposed to have

across-the-board applicability, this is not always the case.

14



This flexibility in application has been, and continues to

be, a source of irritation between airport operators,

airlines and the FA. Airlines have been traditionally

held to a fairly strict compliance with their passenger

screening requirements, with substantial penalties

being levied by the FA for noted deviations. Airports,

meanwhile, are often granted lengthy extensions of time for

compliance with fencing, lighting or other basic safeguard

requirements. Another issue which compounds this problem is

that in practice, large metropolitan airports are generally

held to a more rigid adherence to established guidelines

with more leeway being given to the smaller airports.13

.These practices create an imbalance in standards application

J and in the actual security procedures in operation from

location to location. This variability in standards

application can have a direct bearing on the vulnerability

level. If security measures in operation are stringent and

well-executed, vulnerabilitles may be decreased. If

security measures are only partially applied or weak, that

location may be viewed as a "soft target" and its

vulnerability dramatically increased.

Availability of security resources, in both equipment

and manpower, is another limiting factor. Most airports in

the United States are owned by local or regional

governments. They are generally operated by authorities or

commissions who report to the elected officials of that



government. Whether the airport routinely operates at a

stable deficit, breaks even, or returns a surplus to their

governmental unit, any increase in costs will create a

financial problem. There are generally three ways that

problem can be resolved: increase airport revenue by

raising fees (i.e. parking, landing, hanger), reduce airport

services, or draw from the general revenue of their

government unit. None of those alternatives are very

appealing to the general public. Hence, all airports, but

especially the ones smaller than metropolitan size,

generally have operated with moderate to severe financial

limitations.14 For the purpose of this study, smaller

airport refers to those facilities which are non-hub,

serviced by at least three and generally no more than ten

airlines, and with yearly passenger counts ranging from

100,000 to 700,000. These financial limitations directly

impact on the quantity and quality of security resources

available for day-to-day airport security operations.

The quality of training for airport security personnel,

as well as law enforcement officers who may support their

operations, has a direct bearing on the application of any

security program. In fact, *Education and training .. is now

recognized as an essential element of any successful

security programg.l 5 Any well-run airport security program

should have an on-going training program for all its

16
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employees-subordinates, superiors, and new employees, as

well as experienced employees.16

All of the sworn security officers at the facilities

studied had initially been certified under their state law

enforcement officer training standards certification

program. Any additional training past initial certification

varied dramatically from location to location. Situations

may range from having a well-developed, regular training

program conducted by an appointed training officer, to

having no training staff and an extremely limited amount of

continuing training. Lack of a standarized airport security

training program with broad application has created vast

differences In the array of security procedures being

applied between each facility. While this situation may

have some merit in lessening the predictability of

operations between locations, it generally reduces the level

"* of protection which may be afforded by the existence of a

sound training program.

Finally, communications between airports and airlines,

and their security staffs is extremely important. While

each facility operates in its own Individual spheres there

are many security needs which are common to all. There are

needs for a secure perimeter, for unauthorized access

control, and for monitoring "secure" areas to ensure that

status is maintained. The security staff of each facility

often devises unique and cost-effective ways to deal with

17



these requirements. Yet that information is all too often

not communicated to other facilities which may yet need to

meet similar requirements and have not found the right

solution. A networking system, which provides for a

cross-flow of information between similar-sized facilities

or operations, could meet this need. At present a system

such as this does not appear to exist.

It would be improper to assert that any one of these

individual limitations could be the sole cause of the

deficiency being addressed. Yet when combined, they have a

significant impact on preventing changes from occurring,

changes which could bring about Improvements in the

responsiveness of aviation security in dealing with its

vital role in risk reduction. To create an atmosphere,

which will allow those changes to take place will require a

basic change in the present mind-set of airport and aviation

officials. As Dr. Robert Trojanowicz, director of Michigan

State University's School of Criminal Justice said recently

during an interview concerning terrorism: "The American

mentality is such that we are not orientated toward

terrorist activities...as victims. This must change.0 If

airport security planners are to create a useful and

meaningful plan to successfully confront the growing threat

of terrorism they must think like a potential victim and

plan for the worst. To do anything less only increases the

risk of becoming a victim and ultimately invites disaster.

18



CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

In troduc t ion

Much literature has been devoted to the issue of

terrorism, and same to airport security, but each as

separate subjects. However, very little information has

addressed the relationship between these two areas. Most of

the available information is in the form of articles written

for periodicals or professional journals. These articles

generally develop a concise position or analysis of one or

more issues concerning one of the areas. A review of the

resources located at the Michigan State University Library

and the State of Michigan Library uncovered only one book

which addressed both subjects. A computer search of the

National Criminal Justice Reference Service disclosed a

limited number of useful documents. The majority of

information used in this study was derived from the InfoTrac

Database and the Criminal Justice Periodical Index. In

turn, articles identified often produced leads on additional

relative information.

The literature described hereafter was used to develop

an understanding and appreciation of the problem. Once that

was attained it was possible to proceed to develop a problem

19
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statement, Identify causes and design a method of research

which would address the issue.

Understanding Airport Security.

In order to realistically examine any security

operation it is necessary to understand what threat or risk

that operation is designed to protect against or prevent.

Airport security operations provide a vital role in allowing

aviation services to continue without disruption by various

threats. In this sense an airport security operation

conforms to a traditional definition of security; it

provides:

*Those means, active or passive, which serve to
protect and preserve an environment which allows
for the conduct of activities within the
organization or society without disruption."17

Those two terms, protection and preservation, are the

cornerstone for all security programs including airport

security. 18 The protection and preservation services at

airports are generally provided through a combination of

protective service programs. Public Protective Services

(Governmental) are provided through the airport authority

governmental unit. These services may be provided by an

Airport Police Department, Public Safety Department or a

branch of a local department, i.e. Sheriff's Department,

maintaining a detachment at an airport. In each case
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members of those units are generally responsible for

activities related to law enforcement, crime prevention,

loss control and property protection. 19 Additionally,

to comply with Federal Aviation Regulations Part 108

requirements, the airlines contract for Private Protective

Services (Proprietary) to conduct their passenger screening

operations at the airports which they service. These

operations are carried-out by private guard service agencies

to protect the airlines assets and operations from direct

losses. 20 The combined efforts of these two protection

programs should provide for the security and risk reduction

requirements of both present and future threats. An

examination of those threats can elaborate on the problem.

A General Perspective of the Threat.

Before any security planner can develop some plan of

action against a particular threat it is necessary to first

gain a clear understanding of the elements of that threat.

It is imperative that planners see clearly what the problem

is before they attempt to propose solutions. An examination

of the incidents that have occurred in the past and the

groups responsible for them should be a key item on the

agenda of every airport security official. By studying what

has already happened, airport security planners will be able

to compile a bank of intelligence allowing them to operate
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in a proactive rather than the prevailing reactive,

stance.21

The prevailing threat against airport security has

taken a major shift since the hijacking threats of the late

60's and early 70's. The primary threat, which occurred

during that time, came from the lone hijacker seeking to

divert an aircraft on an unplanned trip to San Marti Airport

in Havanna, Cuba. Of the 22 hijackings, which occurred in

the United States in 1968, 19 of those were required to fly

to Cuba.22 It was the result of these and similar

hijackings that the one-hundred percent passenger screening

requirement in the United States was instituted in 1973.

Those measures appeared to have a significant impact in

bringing about a dramatic decline in the subsequent numbers

of hijackings which would be initiated in the United States.

In 1976, when author Kenneth C. Moore published his book,

Airport. Aircraft & Airline Security, there had not been a

successful hijacking in the United States in the previous

four years. However, he cautioned that airport security

officials should not rest on past laurels when he statedt

OTerrorist activities in Europe and the Middle
East suggest that the present calm may prove
to be only the eye of the hurricane.023

It has taken the United States these past ton years to see

that hurricane eye move slowly over our land. In the

front-side of the storm we experienced the numerous
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hijackings which took place prior to 1976. The acts of

terrorism directed against American civil aviation and

citizens in Europe and the Middle East in 1985, and again in

1986, have established the trend that airport security

planners should be studying and concerned with now. For

this trend could become our *back side of the storm". To

better understand this threat it is necessay to make a

closer examination of who these groups are, how they are

financed, how they operate, and what makes them a formidable

threat to any airport security program.

The Q~gV2

Although many terrorist groups could pose a threat to

airport security in the United States, none bares need for a

closer examination than do the Middle-Eastern, Palestinian

associated terrorist groups. These groups were founded as

a result of the tumultuous political situation which exists

in the Middle East. As terrorist organizations, these

groups' actions continue to represent the extreme in cruelty

and ruthlessness in their operations. Often viewed as "the

founding father of international terrorism* the Popular

Front for the Liberation of Palestine (PFLP) exemplifies

this type of terrorism.

The PFLP was established in 1967, following the Six Day

War, by a merger of several smaller guerilla groups, who
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supported the Arab National ist Movement, founded by Dr.

George Habash. Until his death in 1978, their operational

commander was Dr.Wadi Hadad. As the head of the PFLP

Foreign Operations Group, Hadad built up significant

contacts with terrorist groups from other countries,

especially with the European, Japanese and South American

groups. So close were these ties, that many of their

notable operations were carried out with the assistance of

other terrorist groups. Examples of these "combined

~operations" against airports/airlines include Entebbe (West

Germans/PFLP), Mogadishu (PFLP supporting the West German

kidnappers of Hans Martin Schleyer), and the Lod Airport

massacre (Japaneese Red Army supporting the PFLP). Its

targets are primarily linked with Israel, imperialism, and

capitalism. The PFLP international links extend beyond

their operations. They are supported by several countries

including Libya, Iraq, Algeria and South Yemen. Having

connections with other groups in Italy, Turkey, Iran,

Holland, and France, the PFLP is the framework in which

international terrorism functions. Combined, they are

truly a terrorist organization which flourishes with one of

terrorism's biggest tools, FEAR!24

Another group, which has emerged from the extremist

mold and gained increasing public notoriety during 1985, is

. the Fatah Revolutionary Council (FRC), whose leader is Sabri

e al Bann&, a.k.a. Abu Nidal. The FRC is a splinter group of
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the PFLP, and all of the top aides in the organization were

once members of the Al Fatah unit of Yassir Arafat. With an

operative strength of between 500 and 800, FRC members have

carried out more than 100 terrorist operations in twenty

countries. Attacks by Nidal's members have been noted for

their extreme ruthlessness. Such was the case December

27th, 1985, when his operatives struck almost simultaneously

at the Rome and Vienna Airports. Those attacks left 19

civilians dead, including 5 Americans (one an 11-year old

girl). Although these operations took a small toll on Abu

Nidal's membership, he has little problem refilling his

ranks. The FRC recruits normally receive between two to

five times the pay per month that a veteran PLO fighter

receives, with many other noteworthy side benefits as well.

It is small wonder that when his recruits are drawn from

such places as the Sabra and Shatila refugee shantytowns

outside Beirut, that the life of a "freedom fighter" working

for Abu Nidal might not be quite appealing. For as a

Palistinian in Damascus, a former top aide in the PLO said:

"To the whole world they are terrorists, to our own people

they are heroes.*25 As long as FRC members view themselves

as heroes, Abu Nidal will continue to plot his ruthlesslb.

attacks with willing volunteers waiting to carry them out.

As European nations continue to expand their fight against

terrorism, often at the cost of civil liberties, there is a

very strong possibility that America's open society will
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attract terrorist organizations, such as the FRC, as a new

stage for conducting their ruthless operations.2 6

Another recently emerging Mideast terrorist group,

which deserves the attention of airport security officials,

is Hizbullah, or the Party of God. It was this group which

carried-out the hijacking in 1985 of TWA Flight 847 from

Athens, Greece to Beirut. Throughout that ordeal, it was

the Americans on board who were constantly singled out by

the hijackers for possible reprisals if their demands were

not met. In the final analysis of that event, it was an

American serviceman, Robert Dean Stetham, a U.S. Navy diver,

who was the sole passenger killed by the hijackers.

Hizbullah has continued to expand its base of operations.

There is recent concern by United States security and

intelligence officials concerning the level of that

expansion effort here in the United States. In a recent

article by syndicated columnist Jack Anderson entitled,

*Terrorists Set Up Here, that movement was highlighted with

these comments:

"Fanatical Shiite Moslem terrorists, ready to die
for the Ayatollah Khomeini, are in position in
the United States, hoping to make 1986 the year
when Middle Eastern terrorist strikes on this side
of the Atlantic. The G-men know there are already
at least 100...agents in place. In addition...
100 or more ...agents have entered the United
States during the past year alone. U.S.
intelligence agencies know the Shiites' orders to
begin operations in the United States come right
from the tops the Supreme Council of Islamic
Revolution, formed by Khomeini... to oversee
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some two dozen terrorist organizations. Khomeini
has allocated millions of dollars to build up a
Shiite terrorist organization among the more than
60,000 students from Islamic countries who attend
U.S. universities. Recruiters are reportly paid
$1200 a month to sign up potential assassins.027

Airport security officials woere prompted to raise their

concerns about this group last fall, when information

circulated throughout the field of a possible hijack attempt

by persons of Middle Eastern nationalities. Those potential

hijackers had been trained on hijack operations inside

-Iran.28 The indiscriminate violence which this group has

demonstrated equals, if not surpasses, that shown by its

Palestinian counterparts. They are an organization which

bares considerable watching. Prudent airport security

officials here in the United States would do well to closely

monitor the activities and movements of this organization.
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Their Financina

Terrorism operatives are allowed to expand their base

of operations, but only when ample financial resources are

available. For "money is the fuel of terrorism" which

allows these organizations to reach into new arenas as they

search out alternative targets.29 While terrorist groups

often receive operations money from various sources, none

appears more generous than the financial backing which is

received from Muammar Qaddafi of Libya. Abu Nidal was paid

between five and six million dollars by Gaddafi for the Rome

and Vienna attacks last December, in addition to the annual

five million stipend which he allegedly pays that terrorist

group. 3 0 In addition to these overall expenditures, Qaddafi

has established a form of financial insurance for individual

terrorists and their families. This aspect of financial

security for terrorism was aptly identified by Dobson and

bPayne in their book, The Terrorists, when they pointed out:
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"When Colonel Qaddafi set up his own multi-
national terrorist organization, he established
a fund to provide...social insurance. One of
his men, who surrendered after hijacking a plane
to Kuwait, told interrogators that the Libyan
leader had promised ... compensation of $500,000
to the families of any of them killed on the
mission. Hans-Joachim Klein, who was wounded
during the OPEC operation, had his pain eased by

an insurance payment of $200,000 from Qaddafi.
The Libyan fanatic has become to terrorism what

Lloyds of London is to Shipping. Their worlds,
in fact, actually overlap, because Lloyds pays out
on the aircraft hijacked by the people whose lives
Qaddafi insures.131

With such security and financial support for their

operations and members, the PFLP and the FRC, along with

their various splinter groups, will be able to extend future

operations. Business enterprises examine their

competition's financial holdings to better appreciate their

depth and breath of operations. Sot too, airport security

officials should foster an enhanced understanding of their

opposition's financial support. This is necessary to gain a

fuller appreciation of their motivation and resource

purchasing capabilities, both key elements of a

countermeasure planning strategy.

Their Weapons

With such impressive financial backing it is little

wonder that the arsenal of terrorism today is so extensive.

When compared with the knives and revolvers often used by

early hijackers, the weaponry used by present terrorists is
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devastating. Usually armed with the newest and most

advanced weapons available on the black market, their

superiority in firepower is readily attainable. Airport

security forces throughout the world today are being

confronted by terrorists armed with weapons capable of

inflicting massive losses: the Kalashnikov AK-47

and VZ 58 V Assault Rifles (90-100 rounds per minute), the

Beretta Model 12 Sub-machinegun (120 rounds per minute), the

Skorpion VZ 61 (840 rounds per minute), several types of

grenades, the RPG-7 Portable Rocket Launcher (range: 555

yards) and 'he SM 7 Strela Infra-Red Guided Missile (range

3792 yards) (Appendix A). Several of these weapons were

used in the 1985 terrorist attacks at the Rome and Vienna

airports. Fortunately, security forces at those airports

woere able to respond with force-in-kind once the terrorists

used those weapons. Had the security forces been armed

instead with inferior weapons, a higher loss of life could

have been experienced. These two attacks and their

associated responses by security forces are scenarios which

airport security officials in the United States should be

familar with. It would appear that the basic principle,

*For every action there is an equal and opposite reaction,*

would hold a notable degree of relativity in planning

appropriate countermeasures against a potential terrorist

threat.
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Their Tactics

There is no real mystery about the tactics used by

terrorists. Their greatest shock value rests with their

unexpectedness and novelty. Their desire is that television

coverage of their activities will bring them into every

home.32 'Many of the victims of these terrorists are

randomly selected for the sole purpose of obtaining maximum

shock action calculated to attract widespread exposure via

the communications media.* 3 3 Seeking this broad exposure

for their cause, today's terrorists exclude no one from

their list of potential targets:

"In today's world, any person could become a
victim of a terrorist regardless of his or her
innocence or neutrality. Many terrorists'
actions are intended to appear indiscriminate,
but are purposely designed for the sole reason
of strewing a certain number of bodies on the
street for "all the world to see.* By these
actions, the terrorists seek to enhance the
fearsome reputation of the organization which
they represent." 3 4

This situation was all too obvious in 1984 when a suicide

terrorist drove his explosives-laden vehicle into the U.S.

Marine barracks in Beirut. Then again, it appeared in the

Rome and Vienna airport massacres. While it would appear

that terrorist tactics would always require "the more

bodies, the better" this is not always the case. In some

instances singling out one key victim can leave the same

lasting impression in the public's eye as would leaving a
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hundred victims. Such was the case in the killing of

wheelchair-bound Leon Klinghoffer aboard the Italian cruise

ship Achille Lauro in the fall of 1985. The mentality

behind such a reviling act may have been best summed up in

the comments of one of the ship's hijackers as they went to

trial in an Italian court on June 18, 1986. When questioned

why an invalid, old man was killed the Palestinian terrorist

said:

*We selected him to die because we wanted
to show the world that we have no pity."3 5

A study of terrorist tactics is crucial if airport

security officials are to develop viable terrorist threat

countermeasures. Very few, if any, victors in the annals of

warfare have achieved their success without first knowing

their opponents' tactics, and then being able to develop a

countervailing strategy which can negate those tactics and

create that success. Airport security planners require a

continuing and determined study of the terrorist threat in

its entirety, if they are to be successful in their total

preparations to confront that threat in both the present and

the future. For, if that threat strikes home, ignorance of

the threat will not provide an acceptable excuse for a lack

of security preparedness.

3
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The Need for Intellioence.

If airport security officials are to execute

anti-terrorism operations in a useful manner and to be

prepared to implement contingency plans as necessary, they

must receive intelligence. Accurate and timely intelligence

can make the difference between having a successful airport

security operation and one which is "a day late and a dollar

short." For airport security planners who receive this type

of intelligence, forewarned is forearmed. Nothing can be

done in the area of counterterrorism without effective

intelligence.3 6 But, the overall value of any intelligence

rests in the accuracy of the source:

"The gathering of information is particularly
important because information can, obviously,
only be as good as its source. Good, reliable
sources of information about terrorism should
be developed, and the information collected
from them should be ...processed so that it can be
available in a useful form to those needing to
use it for decision-making purposes.'3 7

Yet developing reliable sources for obtaining intelligence

data on terrorist organizations/operations is not easy; it

presents a formidable challenge. There are several reasons

for this situation.

Terrorists, in this decade, are generally considered by

many experts to be the most dangerous of all the

intelligence collection targets. As one of the experts

points out:
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"Like communists they are clandestine, but
terrorists rob, kidnap, and kill and are
criminal not political. Their hands are
soiled so they cannot come back into society
until the revolution is successful. The
only path for a terrorist who has thrown a
bomb or killed is to continue to work for the
defeat of the government. Having killed, the
terrorist will kill again, especially a
collector who intrudes into his clandestinity,
unwisely seeking his recruitment."38

To be a collection operative for an intelligence agency,

seeking to penetrate a terrorist oganization can be a very

"short term" occupation.

Another factor, which compounds this collection

problem, is the often small size of a terrorist

organization. While some terrorist organizations such as

the PLO have ample membership, many of the emerging, and

most deadly splinter groups, are quite small in comparison.

Compounding this problem even further is the fact that many

of these organizations are broken down into individual four

or five member "cells". Each of these cells is then

compartmented from the other cells, which confounds any

attempted penetration efforts by intelligence agencies.

Another factor which compounds this problem is the fact

that terrorist organizations have had very few defectors,

especially here in the United States. Generally, as part of

their standard operations, terrorist organizations will

inflict terrible punishment, normally death, on a defector

from their organization ;-, they catch. If they cannot

directly attack the defecting member, they often turn their
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retaliation for that defection upon the defector's family.

Additionally, the United States has not had much success in

capitalizing on terrorist capture situations from the

standpoint of gaining useful intelligence. The primary

reason for this is that we, in the U.S., are not oriented

towards using "hostile interrogation" techniques on a

defector source, holding potential valuable intelligence.

Other democracies in the world have used this method of

interrogation, successfully gaining valuable intelligence

information from captured terrorists. An example of this

occurred in 1981-82 when U.S. Army General James Dozier was

kidnapped by terrorists from his Verona, Italy apartment.

Italian authorities expertly applied hostile interrogation

technique on a number of captured Red Brigade members,

successfully leading to the General's release by a police-

raid, and the eventual capture of over 1200 Red Brigade

members. In a time of terrorist crisis, hostile

interrogation can provide the *cutting edge" to security

forces carrying out successful counterterrorism operations.

However, gathering solid intelligence information is

only half the battle. The other half is seeing that the

information obtained gets to the people who most need it.

As previously noted, a good deal of the intelligence

Information, which is collected, does not get to the people,

like airport security planners, who may encounter terrorism.
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While a number of means presently exist to disseminate this

type of information, they do not always work harmoniously to

ensure the most efficient dissemination possible. The basic

problem appears to be with regards to who gets what and how

they get it once the former issue is resolved. Some

consumers get too much material, but at times will miss the

one item they need.39 A study of the intelligence

dissemination function a few years ago pointed to a number

of ways which the users of intelligence could assist the

producers of intelligence in bringing about improvements in

this system. One of the problems noted was the, "failure of

consumers to provide producers with sufficient information

concerning ..policies and plans.e4 0 In other words, if the

intelligence producers are to provide the users of that

information with the best type of information, which can

benefit the user's operation, the producers need to know how

the consumer plans to use that information. Without that

concrete understanding of purpose being present between the

intelligence producer and consumer, the exchange of

information which occurs may very well lead to a "garbage

in, garbage outO situation.

The timely receipt of accurate intelligence information

allows airport security officials to readily assess two

major intelligence capabilities which have a direct bearing

on how security functions. Thesb two critical intelligence

capabilities involve warning and estimating. Warning of
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impending hostilities is the number one priority of

intelligence providers.41 The failure to warn could have a

profound impact on the basic survival of an airport or

airline. It can also cost lives and create tremendous

economic difficulties for the operation which is caught

unaware. While present warning capabilities have provided

significant amounts of beneficial information in the past,

deficiencies still exist. These deficiencies can only be

eliminated if the intelligence user and producer work

jointly to further develop a stronger congruence in the

warning operation and its ultimate application. The second

major capability of intelligence involves the estimating

function.

Underestimating the capabilities and intentions of any

potential adversary can bring ultimate damage to a security

activity and its interest. The problem of obtaining

effective estimates has been the topic of much debate and

some criticism in both intelligence user and producer

circles. As one intelligence analyst noted:

"The estimating process over the years has been
severely criticized. A key objection has been
that estimates are written so that they won't be
wrong. Of course, this does not necessarily
mean they will be right-or useful. There is great
reluctance to stick one's neck out and then be
called wrong if the estimative judgement goes
awry. The safer course is to waffle, say just
enough about the subject, describe rather than
estimate, and make the judgements broad and
fuzzy.142
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When this situation occurs, on both the producers' and

users' ends, there is a strong propensity for an invalid

estimation to occur. When an invalid estimation occurs,

security is directly impacted. Too high an estimation can

create an over reaction by security and the development of a

"cry wolf" syndrome. Too low an estimation may lull an

organization into a false sense of security and a reluctance

, to create a change in its existing security posture when one

may really be in order. If this situation continues over

time, a complacency towards any change may emerge. If that

complacency is fostered, it may prove to be the biggest

obstacle to any security operation, especially when the time

actually arrives that fundamental changes are really

necessary.

Intelligence information plays a strategic role in

allowing airport security operations to provide for a

flexibility in response necessary to meet the changing

threat which is posed by terrorism. How security responds

to that information will determine whether a terrorist

attack is successfully thwarted or a re-creation of the Rome

and Vienna massacres occurs.

Reviewina Security Reauirements.

The level of security present at any location will

directly affect the potential vulnerability of that site.
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While no airport, currently in existence, is one hundred

percent secure from becoming the target of a terrorist act,

some are more vulnerable than others. Those airports *with

a series of obvious protective safeguards and counter

measures will often discourage an attack, so that another

target with less protection will be attacked. 4 3 Hardened

targets are much more difficult and costly to attack than

are those with few, if any, defensive/offensive measures.

While the most effective defense against terrorism is,

without question, the establishing of a police state, that

option presents a major problem in a democracy like the

United States. For freedom of movement and action for

individuals is one of the primary underlying principles of

our system of government, as well as our airport security

program. Providing an airport security system which does

not impose too many restrictions on individual freedoms has

been the standard for this operation.

Prior to the late 1960's the concept of freedom of

movement in airports and onto airlines was in total

domination of airport operations. Airport security, per se,

did not exist. During that decade the primary threat to

airports and airlines was slow to emerge. The first

hijacking in the United States occurred on May 1, 1961, when

a National Airlines flight between Miami and Key West,

Florida was diverted to Cuba.44 Between 1961 and 1967 the

U.S. continued to experience this threat, but only to a
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limited degree. A total of twelve hijackings were

experienced in the U.S. during that seven year period. Then

came the turning point which acted as the catalyst for

change in our airport security posture. During 1968 a total

of twenty-two hijacking incidents occurred, nearly double

the total of the previous seven years. With this trend

continuing through 1969, it became apparent to the United

States government that something must be done, some new

measures had to be taken to stop these hijackings. In

February of 1969, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)

organized a Task Force for the Deterrence of Air Piracy.

The charter of that organization stated:

* There is an immediate need for the FAA to take
positive action to discourage would-be aircraft
hijackers. Initial emphasis must be placed on
developing, testing, and installing a weapons
detection system. It should be applied to the
airline passengers prior to boarding. The
existence of the system must be made known to
the public in such a way as to have the greatest
possible deterrent effect on would-be hijackers.
In addition, operating the system should give us
the greatest state-of-the-art probability of
detecting persons who have weapons on or about
their person.045

Thus, the focus was established on passenger screening as

the primary means of preventing the then current threat to

civil aviation occurring at that time, hijackings.

The Implementation of full-scale passenger screening at

all airports was not automatic. Much debate and skepticism

ensued concerning the proposed benefits and the obvious
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detriments of implementing such an operation. In the final

analysis, it was a trial-run of this new concept by one

airline which brought the entire U.S. civil aviation

operation to its eventual acquiescence on this subject.

After being victimized by hijackers numerous times

during the late sixties, Eastern Airlines took the lead in

establishing a test of passenger screening operations.

Initially tested at their Washington National Airport annex,

passenger screening soon moved to other Eastern operations'

locations, especially to high-risk stations. Eastern

considered their facilities in the *northeast corridor" of

the U.S., which had flights destined for Florida, to fall

within this category. Their results were quite impressives

"The hijackings of Eastern Airlines flights
ceased, and firearms and other weapons were
often found on passengers ..... Guns, knives,
and other dangerous articles were also
discovered in trash recepticles, public
lavatories and at other locations throughout
the airport ...... The effectiveness of the neow
passenger and baggage screening program was
obvious to everyone concerned, including the
would-be hijacker.0 4 6

With this situation occurring, the "hardened target" theory

was placed into operation and became quite evident.

Hijackers turned their attention away from Eastern flights

and began to increasingly victimize other airlines which

were less protected. The result was that other airlines

soon initiated their own passenger screening operations.

With the passenger screening movement gaining rapid momentum
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in the ranks, the FAA needed only to fine-tune the

operational requirements. Once that was accomplished the

FAA released, by emergency rule, in February 1972, the first

United States Aviation Security Regulations, Parts 107 and

121, which were binding on all airports and airlines. By

January 5, 1973 the FAA required all passengers to be

screened and all carry-on items to be inspected by all

airlines. The primary emphasis of airport security was

established, an emphasis which continues even today.

The obvious improvement in airport security, via

passenger screening operations, was a major change in

operations. This change was created by the realism of a

major threat affecting innocent people. However, since

1972, a new threat has emerged around the world, a threat

which also affects innocent people in civilian airports.

The December 1985 attacks at the Rome and Vienna airports

* were but additions to an on-going list of airports which

have experienced similar terrorist attacks in the past. It

is all too sobering to realize that passenger and cabin

carry-on inspections would not have stopped any of these

terrorist attacks from occurring. In reacting to these

attacks, the responses by the various airports and airlines

affected have been varied. Yet one response appears to be

very consistent: increased/visible security measures appear

to provide the best deterrence to terrorist attacks. While

measures aimed at deterrence are occurring with increasing
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regularity at international airports, both overseas and here

in the United States, the application of these measures is

not universal. Variance of action on the part of security

officials from location to location can contribute to a

threat transferrence or to making the less protected

facility more vulnerable. This is where a fundamental

problem exists for the mid-sized airport: security measures

are not applied as intensively, and in some cases as

conscientiously, as they are in the larger facilities.

The total security program for each airport centers

around the requirements of Federal Aviation Regulations.

The two primary regulations directing the development of the

security program are Part 107-Airport Security and Part 108-

Airplane Operator Security (Appendix B). Each of these

regulations provides general guidance, of a very broad

nature, to airports and airlines in developing their

individual security programs. Once the airport develops its

security programp it is submitted to the Regional Director

of the FAA for approval. A similar process occurs with the

airline security program, with the exception that their

program is submitted to the FAA Administrator for approval.

Once the security programs have been approved by the

designated official, they are considered binding on the

organization. Thereafter, the FAA acts in its regulatory,

not enforcement, capacity to ensure that the airport and

airplane operators are complying with the conditions of
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operation outlined in their approved programs. However, it

is the diversity of those approved programs, combined with

the bureaucratic regulatory process, which confounds the

issue of airport security.

While the promulgation of these Federal Aviation

Regulations was designed to promote a degree of consistency

in airport security operations, their lack of specificity

allows for broad interpretation. While this allows for a

certain degree of flexibility in program development, it may

also have a counter-productive effect. Two of the areas in

which this "flexibility * directly impacts on each airport

are air operations area (AOA) security and law enforcement

support (LES).

The air operations area is defined as "a portion of an

airport designed and used for landing, taking off, or

surface maneuvering of airplanes.047 Each airport operator

is required to have identified procedures included in the

approved security program which will provide for the

security of the air operations area. The procedures oulined

in each security progam must provide for the following

control functionss 81) Controlling access to each air

operations area, including methods for preventing the entry

of unauthorized persons and ground vehicles. 2) Controlling

movement of persons and ground vehicles within each air

operations area, including, when appropriate, requirements

for the display of identification. 3) Promptly detecting
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and taKing action to control each penetration, or attempted

penetration, of an air operations area by a person whose

entry is not authorized in accordance with the security

program. "4 8 Given these requirements, it is important to

recognize the fact that the level of security which is

afforded the AOA is directly proportional to the level of

security which governs adjoining areas. Those areas can

generally be categorized as terminal and ramp/perimeter.

The terminal building presents special access security

problems because, within it, there is a dividing line

between the public areas and the air operations area.
4 9

How that dividing line is established at each facility, and

enforced in practice, presents a variety of problems. One

of these problem areas is the "sterile concourse". The

sterile concourse is an area within the terminal where

access is restricted to those individuals who have been

screened for weapons before they are allowed to enter.
5 0

However, maintaining the sterility of this area is often

very difficult at many airports. One of the major problems

associated with maintaining sterility is the number of doors

in each airport which lead from the terminal building to the

air operations area. These doors may be located in the

concourse, at passenger staging areas, in baggage handling

bays, on jetways or in airline service areas. How these

doors are secured, or not secured, will impact on the

security of the air operations area. For example, if the
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service door at the top of the mechanics stairs on a jetway

is unlocked on the ramp side anyone can gain access to the

sterile concourse via the jetway.51 While it is presumed

that there will not be any unauthorized personnel on the

ramp, that presumption has been proven wrong several times

in the past. 5 2 Additionally, how security is maintained on

the concourse to ramp doors presents another problem. How

each of these doors in ultimately secured will vary from

airport to airport, subject to airline preferences and rule

interpretations by airport officials and the FAA Air

Transportation Security Field Officer. 5 3 While some

airports may guard access control by the use of locks, card

4.. access or alarms, or a combination of these items, others do

not. Whatever the location, access control to the AOA from

the terminal/concourse area will present a major challenge.

The other method of gaining unauthorized access to the

AOA is via the ramp through a breach of the perimeter. Two

factors seem to directly affect this type of access: the

type of barrier used on the perimeter of the A0A and the

number of openings or gates in that barrier. The type and

application of perimeter fencing may often vary considerably

from airport to airport. Also the number of gates or

openings in that fencing will also vary. One airport which

was examined during this study had less than ten

gates/openings in the perimeter fencing, while another had

more than fifty. How these gates are secured and checked
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will have a direct impact on an unauthorized person's ease

of access to the controlled areas of the airport, such as

the AOA. While controlling access of unauthorized people to

AOA's and sterile concourses would appear to be the best

means of eliminating or controlling a threat by penetration,

how a penetration is dealt with via airport security/law

enforcement support is equally critical.

Law Enforcement support for airport security is

required by Federal Aviation Regulations to support its

security program and each passenger screening system.53

The regulations stipulate that the airport operators will

provide those officers in the *number and in a manner

adequate" to support those requirements.5 4 This wording has

contributed to a wide variety of law enforcement support

operating in support of airports throughout the United

States. The three airports examined in this study aptly

demonstrate that diversity, one had an airport police

department, one had a public safety department, and the

third had a detachment of the local sheriff's department

providing the required law enforcement support. While the

type of law enforcement support varies from airport to

airport, so too does the standard of training required for

those officers. Federal Aviation Regulations require that

law enforcement officers supporting airport security

training must include: "The use of firearms; the courteous

and efficient treatment of persons subject to inspection,
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detention, search, arrest, and other aviation security

activities; the responsibilities of a law enforcement

officer under the airport operator's approved security

program; and any other subject the Administrator determines

is necessary.*55 In addition, the training program must

either, "Meet the training standards, if any, prescribed by

either the State or the local jurisdiction in which the

airport is located for law enforcement officers performing

comparable functions.05 6 These broad requirements leave

much latitude for local airport security officials to

determine what, if any, additional training may be required

for their officers.

With only the above minimum training required by the

Federal Aviation Regulations for airport law enforcement

officers, airport security managers are faced with the need

to assess what types of training are necessary for their

officers. One airport security author has identified a

basic list of these needsi

"The law enforcement officer assigned to an

airport must know the laws and ruling precedents
covering crimes abroad aircraft, interference
with flight crew members, search and seizure, and
narcotics; into what jurisdiction various crimes
fall; and the relevant Federal Aviation

Regulations. The off;cet should be proficient in
the use of firearms, have a knowledge of first aid
and public relations, and be trained in the
security control measures appropriate to civil
disturbances, natural disasters, fire, bombs and
explosives, as well as having a good knowledge of
air carrier handling procedures for baggage and
air freight. Too, terrorist activities have, with
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increasing frequency, moved the point of attack
from the aircraft to within the terminal.

Thus, for many reasons, it has become
essential that airport terminals have a law
enforcement presence made up of competent, well-
trained police officers.057

While this list provides a good foundation in establishing a

building block concept for training airport law enforcement

officers, it is by no means all inclusive. The

international threat of terrorism requires that many

additional areas be identified and incorporated into this

type of training program. If airport law enforcement is to

be efficiently prepared for this formidable threat, training

must focus, with an intensity equal that of the threat, on

those areas which will best equip the front-line officer to

respond to the threat. To do anything less will only place

the lives of those officers, the airline passengers and the

operations of the airport and its airlines in jeopardy.

One final note concerning law enforcement support as it

regards jurisdiction, local law enforcement jurisdictional

problems occasionally arise at airports.58 These are often

created by either the physical/geographical location of an

airport or by overlapping jurisdictions of the law

enforcement agencies which may support an airport. One of

the airport's operations in this study, by virtue of both of

the aforementioned situations, was subject to five separate

law enforcement jurisdictions becoming involved in its

security matters. It is imperative that any differences
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resulting from such a situation be thoughtfully and

efficiently resolved by airport security, law enforcement

and local government management well before any situation

would arise which could require law enforcement service.5P

Summary of Literature

The major portion of the literature review addressed

the issues of international terrorism, the application of

intelligence information concerning terrorism and physical

security and law enforcement support for airport operations.

It is believed that if airport security officials seriously

study the Issue of international terrorism they will be able

to identify areas of their operations which could be

subjected to this threat. Using this knowledge airport

security planners may request and receive timely and

accurate intelligence Information which will allow them to

carry out their operations more efficiently. While it is

realized that no airport may be made 100 percent secure

against a terrorist's attack, it is believed that the

vulnerabilities which contribute towards an attack becoming

a reality can be reduced.

If airport security planners expect to create a risk

reduction opportunity, they must accurately analyze the

physical security applications which they use to support

their airports and their most sensitive areas. By
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identifying shortfalls in their physical security standards,

adjustments can be made to eliminate or compensate for them.

These actions may be accomplished realizing that every

vulnerability eliminated closes one more potential avenue of

attack.

Airport law enforcement officers must be well-trained

and competent to deal with the complex requirements of their

operations in today's threat-filled environment. The

standard of training applied to developing those officers

will directly relate to their level of competency in

addressing the situations they may encounter, including acts

of terrorism.

. This study was designed to examine how airport security

operations conduct anti-terrorism operations and carry out

contingency planning to deal with this type of threat to

their operations. The concepts put forth by some authors

are that there are existing problems within aviation

security which, if left unchecked, can contribute to

increasing an airport's vulnerabilities towards the

terrorism threat. The primary goal of this study is to

examine the airport security system which presently exists

to determine how it may be improved to meet the potential

threat of terrorism to its operations.
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CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY

Introduct ion

The purpose of this study is to identify major

obstacles which could obstruct effective anti-terrorism

operations and contingency planning at mid-sized airports.

Identified obstacles will be analyzed to ascertain the

reason for their existence. In conclusion, a recommendation

is offered for defeating these obstacles and creating a set

of circmstances which are conducive to conducting effective

anti-terrorism operations and contingency planning at mid-

sized airports.

It is clear that the issue of terrorism and its

potential impact on airport operations is too vast to be

addressed in its entirety in this study. Therefore, it is

necessary to focus on one specific aspect of this issue,

where any improvements generated may create a significant

impact on the studied agency. The airport security

management process was selected, for it is in this operation

that the core of any successful anti-terrorism operation or

contingency planning will be originated.

Definitions

As the aim of this study is to examine airport

anti-terrorism operations and contingency planning, it is
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imperative that a common definition of those terms be

established. The Air Force Inspector General's Office of

Anti-terrorism has defined anti-terrorism as "defensive

measures used to reduce the vulnerability of personnel,

facilities and equipment to terrorist acts." 60  As

previously defined, contingency planning is "developing a

preconceived course of action by devising ways and means to

deal with a particular circumstance, either natural or

man-made.'6l For the purpose of this study, then,

anti-terrorism operations at airports provide the defensive

measures to reduce the vulnerability to terrorist acts,

while contingency planning provides a course of action to

deal with a terrorist act if defensive measures do not

prevail.

Study Sites

It should be noted that significant differences exist

in organizational structures and security philosophies used

in actual operations conducted at various airports.

Specific actions implemented at one location, which prove

successful, may be inapplicable at another location.

However, the management process which initiated those

actions could be applicable, with modifications, to a

majority of similarly sized facilities.
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Three separate mid-sized airports located in a mid-west

state, with identifiable security operations, were

contacted. Each facility was noted for the major role which

it has in the area aviation industry. All three airports

agreed to provide information. In order to confine the

focus of the study, contacts were generally limited to key

airport operation managers and security staffs. Limited

contacts were made with other instrumental agencies which

impact on airport security: Federal Aviation Administration

and Law Enf:.-,-ement organizations.

Research Questions

The study sought to answer five primary questions:

1) Are airport managers and security officials prepared to

admit that Otheirm airport is no longer immune from becoming

a target of opportunity for a terrorist group? 2) Are

airport security officials prepared to confront a growing

presence of international terrorism which potentially poses

a threat to local airport facilities? 3) Is the

development of policies, plans and procedures which govern

airport anti-terrorism operations more proactive than

reactive? 4) Are present security procedures at mid-sized

airports sufficient to counter an increased level of

terrorist activity? 5) Where should future research on

airport security issues be directed?
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Collection of Information

Personal Interviews

A series of questions were used during personal

interviews with airport operations officials and security

managers. The questions were designed to obtain information

about the overall structure of the organization, area

responsibilities, the security planning process, training

and evaluation options, security concerns, and security

orientation (proactive vs. reactive) (Appendix C). The

purpose of the persoial interviews was to establish a sense

of direction for the security operation of the airport being

studied and to gain an appreciation as to how the subject of

terrorism was addressed by airport security operations and

plans. Follow-up interviews were conducted, as necessary,

for clarification or elaboration once the contents of the

original interviews had been evaluated.

Participant Observations

Each facility was examined to gain an understanding of

the scope of its security operations. Security officers

woere asked to explain their duties and responsibilities and

how they were trained to carry those out. Passenger

screening operations were observed and screening agents
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provided explanations on various operational and training

questions.

On-site inspections were made, in the company of an

airport security officer, of terminal facilities,

operational zones, area perimeters and other areas having

security implications. Limited access was afforded for

review of some existing security plans and programs. Both

day and night operations were observed. Based upon

information obtained from the personal interviews and

on-site observations, the discussion which follows will

provide a descriptive background for each of the facilities

studied.

Description of Geooraphical Locations

This study will focus specifically on three mid-sized,

"feeder" airports located within the same mid-western state.

They each serve a substantial population from one or more

neighboring cities. Each airport was selected for its

proximity in operations with the other studied facilities.

Because the airports are similar in operations and size

they are subjected to the same federal aviation regulations

and requirements. These must be adhered to on a continuing

basis by the security program of each airport. They are

also subjected to similar economic, social and political

impactors on their security operations. While each airport
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will have unique concerns, overall, they are quite similar

in their organization and operations.

Description of Studied Facilities

The following information was obtained from personal

interviews with airport officials and on-site observations.

This section is intended to provide an understanding of the

current situation within each facility regarding the

propensity towards conducting anti-terrorism operations and

contingency planning.

This airport is located in a semi-rural, predominently

residential area. The airport served over 175,000

passengers during the first six months of 1985. Pasenger

screening is conducted by a nationally based private

security firm. The nearest major city, located within a

ten-mile radius listed a 1980 census of over 130,000 people.

The nearby city is a major industrial center and

located in the vicinity is a university with international

students included In its student population. The chief

executive officer of the airport is the airport manager.

The Director of Public Safety is responsible to the airport

manager for all matters concerning airport security. The

Department of Public Safety (DPS) consists of 11 sworn
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officers, of which one is a sergeant. The sergeant serves

as the training NCO of the department. Two officers are

scheduled for duty during any given shift. The officers are

dual-hatted in their public safety roles, being responsible

for both airport security and crash-fire-rescue (CFR)

operat ions.

The training NCO conducts an extensive training program

which supplements the initial training the officers receive

when they hire-in. Initial security/law enforcement

training consists of 240 hours conducted at a state-approved

training facility. Officers obtain sworn police officer

status upon successful completion of that training.

Follow-on local orientation training is conducted at the

airport by the training NCO. In-service training is

conducted at the airport, using DPS facilities and

equipment. The equipment includes a VCR camera, player and

color monitor. The training NCO has compiled an extensive

library of video tapes for training which serve as the

foundation of the training program. Training subjects are

scheduled on a monthly basis and time-slotted Into an

officer's duty schedule. This training is normally

accomplished on one of the 24-hour duty days which an

officer is scheduled to work during a given month. Of all

of the studied facilities, Airport One had the most

organized and comprehensive training program in operation.
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The training program, although extensive, primarily

focused its attention on the crash-fire-rescue area. As

airport safety concerns appeared paramount, the majority of

the in-service training effort was focused on the

crash-fire-rescue role of the public safety officer. It

consistently appeared that the CFR role was of primary

importance, while the security role of the officer was

secondary.

Some specialized equipment was dedicated to airport

terminal and air operations area security status monitoring.

The primary system was remoted to the DPS stand-by facility,

which was physically separated from the terminal. All

security systems used could be monitored from both the

primary and remote locations, either independently or

jointly.

Liaison was maintained with both local and state

supporting law enforcement agencies. Some joint tabletop

type exercises had been conducted to enhance command efforts

during actual situations. Future plans were being laid for

joint exercise scenarios to be conducted. Of the facilities

studied Airport One had the most proactive program for

security planning and the testing of various contingency

operations.
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Airport Two

This airport is located in a semi-rural, predominantly

industrial park area. The airport served over 600,000

passengers during the first six months of 1985. Passenger

screening is conducted by a regionally based private

security firm. The nearest major city, located within a

ten-mile radius, listed a 1980 census of over 180,000.

The nearby city and surrounding area is a major

industrial area boasting more than 1,000 manufacturing

plants. The city is also a major convention center, which

plays host to an international population. The chief

executive officer of the airport is the Director of

Aeronautics. The Chief of Police of the Airport Police

Department, a special division of the county sheriff's

department, is responsible to the Director of Aeronautics

for all matters relating to airport security. The airport

police department consists of 13 sworn officers, of which

two are sergeants. No formal appointment of a training

officer/NCO existed. The officers generally worked either

an eight or ten hour shift. Three officers are scheduled

for duty during any given shift. The primary responsibility

of an airport police officer is to provide law enforcement

and security support to airport operations. A totally

separate airport fire department handles all CFR

responsiblities for the facility.
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The airport security training program was primarily

limited to initial training requirements. Each officer was

required to successfully complete an initial 240 hours of

security/law enforcement training at a state-approved

training facility. Following successful completion of that

training sworn police officer status was attained. Limited

local orientation training was completed at the airport,

using the on-the-job training method of indoctrination for

newly assigned personnel. Follow-on training was primarily

limited to the police role in crash-fire-rescue situations

and as an emergency medical technician.

Special security equipment applications were very

limited. Plans had been made early in 1986 for the future

purchase of some supporting security systems. However, at

the time of this study, the terminal facility was undergoing

extensive renovations and no equipment additions were

anticipated until completion of that work.

While a conservative degree of liaison with area law

enforcement agencies was maintained, opportunities for joint

training ventures had not been pursued. Present plans did

not reveal any indication that joint training opportunities

were being sought in the near future. Contingency plans

were fairly limited and security operations were

predominantly reactionary in nature.
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Airport Three

This airport is located in a rural, predominantly

agricultural area. The airport served over 190,000

passengers during the first six months of 1985. Passenger

screening was conducted by a regionally based private

security firm. Three cities located within a fifteen-mile

radius listed a combined 1980 census of over 150,000 people.

The neighboring cities play host to a variety of industrial

and agricultural based commodities. A nearby college

supports a limited enrollment of international students.

The chief executive officer of the airport is the Airport

Manager. The Director of Operations is responsible to the

airport manager for all matters relating to airport

security. Airport security is provided by a detachment of

the county sheriff's department located at the airport. The

detachment is permanently manned by one officer working an

eight hour shift, five days per week. A totally separate

airport fire department handles all crash-fire-rescue

responsibilities for the airport.

The training program for an airport security officer

consists of completion of 240 hours of initial law

enforcement/security training conducted by a state-approved

training facility. Sworn police officer status is achieved

upon successful completion of that training. Any follow-on

training basically consists of a self-paced, self-study of
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pertinent directives and operating instructions. No

organized version of a continuing training program was

identified.

Application of security support systems was extremely

limited. However, some innovative steps had been taken to

maximize the benefit of existing hardware. Liaison was

maintained with local law enforcement agencies. Although

joint training activities had not been conducted, long term

plans were being made to enhance the opportunities for such

training. Contingency plans were limited and security

operations functioned in the reactionary mode.

Concl ion

Through a combination of personal interviews and

on-site observations a solid comprehension of the scope of

airport security operations was able to be obtained. While

no two facilities operated identically, as their

geographical locations and populations served created unique

sets of circumstances, they did have a certain degree of

similiarity in their style of operations. Those factors

which distinguished each facility's operations and their

capacity for conducting anti-terrorism operations and

contingency planing are addressed in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER IV

FINDINGS

In trodu c t ion

This section serves two purposes: first, to examine

information obtained through the personal interviews; and

second, to conduct a sociological analysis of that

information to identify a process, whereby, airport

anti-terrorism operations and contingency planning may be

enhanced.

Results of Personal Interviews

As the focus of this study is on airport security

management, these findings will address those management

levels which create security policy and oversee its

implementation. While it is recognized that other levels of

management, both senior and junior, have significant roles

in both anti-terrorism operations and the contingency

planning process, none is more central to their ultimate

success or failure then the positions identified herein.

Director of Public Safety - Airport One

The Director of Public Safety is a highly knowledgeable

and very capable individual. In addition to serving in his

present capacity for nearly ten years, he is a retired state
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police officer with over twenty years experience in that

profession. He has been instrumental in keeping a strong

focus on security in a unique department tasked with a

multitude of responsibilities. He was extremely supportive

of this study.

The Director of Public Safety manages a very unique

department. Throughout the United States aviation system

there are only a handful of true public safety departments

located on airports. These public safety departments are

different than the most common airport police department

because they provide both the security and crash-fire-

rescue capability for the airport which they serve. Their

personnel are unique because not only are they certified,

sworn police officers, but also emergency medical

technicians or paramedics with fire science backgrounds.

The airport public safety officer truly is tasked with

wearing many hats.

The Director of Public Safety reports directly to the

airport manager on all security matters affecting the

airport. He is responsible for the formulation and

implementation of the airport security program. He, also,

maintains the primary liaison with other agencies having an

impact on the overall airport security program.

The Director of Public Safety stressed the need to

maintain open lines of communication and good rapport with

other agencies. These agencies include the airline security
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representatives, the maintenance department, and flight

services, including the control tower staff and other fire

and police departments in neighboring jurisdictions. This

contact was particularly important for Airport One because

of its geographical location. Any outside support in fire

or police services could be provided by five or more

separate jurisdictions located near the airport. The

establishment of a prior working knowledge of unit

capabilities was essential in determining how other units

would mesh with DPS operations if they were called upon to

augment certain airport operations. The Director of Public

Safety saw a vital need for senior managers of each

department to understand the operations of their

counterparts so they might better work together if they were

ever jointly tasked.

Having spent several years in the training department

of his previous profession, the Director of Public Safety

had a keen appreciation for the impact of training on the

ultimate performance of any public service officer. As

such, he had specifically structured his department to

include a training sergeant. The training sergeant had

total responsibility for conducting both orientation and

in-service training, as well as training in any special

interest areas. Having special talents in the use of

electronics, the training sergeant had built a training

program which involves the use of micro computers and video
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recording and playback equipment. Using this method, public

safety.officers may view specified training tapes during

their duty schedules. This allows for a minimization of

training to impact on off-time and reduces the expenditures

in overtime pay. The Director of Public Safety allows the

training sergeant a high degree of flexibility and autonomy

in conducting the training function. While taped training,

which specifically relates to anti-terrorism operations, is

currently limited, both the Director of Public Safety and

his training sergeant desire to expand that area of their

training program.

Manpower reductions in recent years have required the

Department of Public Safety to do more with less resources.

To compensate for manpower losses the Director of Public

Safety has sought out new types of security equipment, which

can augment the human security efforts of his department.

To enhance this effort the Director of Public Safety has

maintained close liaison with the airport engineer. A

cooperative effort between these two offices saw the

addition of a neow closed-circuit television system for the

public safety operation during 1985. The system, having

several advanced capabilities, has been a significant

addition to the public safety function. Other equipment

assets serve to create a well-rounded approach to the

merging of technological and human efforts in providing

airport security.
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Realizing the benefits of prior coordination, the

Department of Public Safety has established an on-going

rapport with both local and state law enforcement agencies.

Joint meetings have been conducted, which brought key

planners from each agency together in an effort to establish

operational responsibilities in various joint venture

scenarios. Table-top exercises were conducted in

conjunction with facilities and equipment familiarization.

During these activities a maximizing of information

interchange was sought to create a harmonization of efforts

between the various departments, which were represented. A

continuing effort is planned to create further opportunities

for exchanges of this type. Of all the studied agencies,

Airport One had the most extensive and continuing operation

of this type.

The Director of Public Safety was well studied in

-' anti-terrorism operations. He has traveled extensively

throughout the United States and overseas. Through his

travels, he has been able to compare the various airport

security systems he has observed in operation. He

recognized, as have many others in the security profession,

that El Al Airlines and the Israeli airports set the

standard in anti-terrorism operations. While airports in

the United States have not yet reached a position of need to

duplicate that type of operation, the Director of Public
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Safety believed that the Israelis presented a model

operation, worthy of study.

Of all the facilities studied, Airport One represented

the most proactive position in pursuing vulnerability

reductions and contingency planning. While shortfalls and

areas needing improvement were identifiable, the Director of

Public Safety and his staff were working within their

capabilities to effectively address those concerns.

'4

Assistant Director for Operations - Airport Two

The Assistant Director for Operations was used as the

focal point for the study of Airport Two. He was the

primary author of the airport security program and in a

position of direct accountability for the security program

of the airport. A highly articulate and knowledgeable

individual, he was a former officer in the Air Force and

still serves as a pilot for his state Air National Guard.

He was very cooperative and supportive of this study.

The Assistant Director of Operations reports directly

to the airport Director of Aeronautics concerning all

airport related security matters. Reporting to the

Assistant Director for Operations is the Chief Safety

Officer. The Chief Safety Officer oversees the operations

of both the airport fire department and the airport police

department, although these two operations are distinct and
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separate. The airport police are actually a special

division of the county sheriff's department, although their

operations are completely autonomous from the sheriff

department. 'The airport police has thirteen certified and

sworn officers on its staff. Three officers are on-duty

during any given shift, normally working either an eight or

ten hour shift. The three officers on duty work in

different capacities. One officer is assigned baggage

detail in the baggage handling area. One officer will work

traffic control and terminal entrance duties. The third

officer, who has a mobile unit capability, will perform

general patrol functions anywhere on airport property.

While the airport police provide routine security and

response capability, the mobile officer can augment the fire

service in the crash-fire-rescue unit, if the need arises.

The prevailing concern of the Assistant Director of

Operations, throughout the time frame of this study, was

providing effective security in an ever-changing physical

environment. The terminal area was undergoing significant

structural renovations and expansion. Daily construction

activity caused disruptions in security which required

constant adjustments. While the security and passenger

screening staffs remained flexible to accomodate these

changes as necessaryg they none-the-less created additional

special concerns.
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The airport police officer training program had need

for significant expansion. Other than the initial

certification training which the officers obtained prior to

achieving sworn status, any additional training, which the

officers received, appeared quite restrictive in scope.

In-service training was generally confined to a few distinct

areas needed to maintain certain qualifications or

certifications. The need for an expanded formal training

program had been recognized by senior staff and was desired

by the line officers contacted in this study.

Contact with both internal and external support

agencies was maintained, although joint training situations

had not been conducted in recent history. The Assistant

Director for Operations was concerned about this area and

was hopeful that joint training opportunities could be

created in the future to enhance the security capabilities

of the airport police department in working with their

various support agencies.

Use of specialized security support equipment was very

limited due to the extensive construction which was taking

place. Once construction was completed, there were plans to

restore original equipment to its normal operating

capabilities and to add some additional systems as funds

became available. Equipment, which continued to function

during the construction project, was frequently influenced

by work activity occurring nearby.
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While a proactive operation was a desirable option for

Airport Two, they were basically locked into a reactionary

mode due to their on-going construction project.

Apparently, as long as that project continues to impact on

the airport, the security staff will continue to be reacting

on a daily basis to the various security concerns which are

generated by the construction effort.

Director of Operations - Airport Three

The Director of Operations for Airport Three was

singularly responsible for the development of the airport

security program and its total operation. He was highly

knowledgeable of airport operations, having previously

served in similar capacities at two other midestern

airports before coming to Airport Number Three. He, also,

is presently serving as a commanding officer in a unit of

the Army National Guard. He is very knowledgeable and holds

a keen interest in the area of airport security, -i ing

published a lengthy paper entitled "U.S. Hijackings and

Efforts Toward Control" to gain certification as a member of

a professional organization for airport executives. He was

very supportive in this study.

Airport security at Airport Three is provided by a

detachment of the county sheriff's department manned by a

single officer during a given shift. The same officer is
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regularly assigned that detail unless the need for vacation,

sick days or personal leave arises. The officer completes

the same original certification to attain sworn status as

did the officers at Airports One and Two.

Due to the limited size of the security staff at

Airport Three, any additional training beyond the initial

certification training is basically limited to reoccurring

proficiency training in certain skills and any other self-

initiated training which the officer wishes to pursue.

Although joint training opportunities have not been

conducted in the past, they are now being planned. On May

2, 1986 an initial meeting was held between airport security

officials, airline security officials for each airline

serving the airport, and local law enforcement officials;

they met to discuss plans to conduct training in

anti-terrorism/counterterrorism operations. At that meeting

the groundwork was also begun for the development of various

plans for security contingencies. The Director of

Operations was optimistic that these meetings would continue

to be as beneficial in the future as the initial meeting

appeared to be concerning future anti-terrorism/counter-

terrorism operations for the airport.

The use of security support equipment was very limited.

Some innovative measures had been implemented with the

modification of some existing hardware. Funding for any
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additional near-term acquisitions in security equipment was

extremely limited.

While revenue sources for Airport Three fell

significantly short of those of the other two airports in

this study, they were making a dedicated effort to maximize

their purchasing power. Long-term plans for airport

expansion could bring about a marked increase in the scope

of security operations necessary for this facility. While

present operations are primarily reactionary, a long-term

view is being taken, which can create a more proactive

position as circumstances warrant.

Sociolooical Analysis

In order to develop possible alternatives to the

present position being maintained on anti-terrorism

operations/contingency planning, it is necessary to

understand the factors which exist that have caused the

present situation.

Airport One

Airport One has a unique set of circumstances which

contributes to its static position. As in other airports,

funding seems to have dictated the direction of the security

operation. It was funding which apparently caused the

original creation of the public safety department. A
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reduction in manpower costs, which comprised a significant

portion of the fiscal expenditures in the security budget,

was realized by this action.

The creation of the public safety department has

created a workload for its officers, which is on the verge

of being unmanageable. Officers have been tasked with so

many responsibilities that prioritizing becomes a daily

task. As crash-fire-rescue duties require the most time and

effort, other areas of responsibility may come in second at

best. This dual-hatting has created a visible imbalance in

status between security and crash-fire-rescue in the

application of human effort.

The key members of airport management have held their

positions for a many years. While they have created

change, as necessary# in past years# it appears that process

has been a very cautious one. While this holds certain

advantages, especially from a fiscal standpoint, it also may

become a major barrier to innovation.

The basic position of the management appeared to be

summed in the comments of one management official who said:

P Don't cry wolf until the wolf arrives!" This position is

firmly entrenched In the reactionary mode.
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Airport Two

Airport Two was in a static position due to a

situational dilemma. While they had a security staff, which

was large enough to create some proactive situations, they

were basically reacting to the daily circumstances created

by the terminal construction project. The majority of their

efforts were dedicated to fighting "brush firesm.

A centralized management philosophy also impacted on

* the functioning of the security department. Senior

management was quite involved with the operation of the line

staff. While keeping in touch with the "pulse" of the

organization is an adnirable position for management to

take, too much scrutiny can leave line officers feeling

little, if any, autonomy in their operations.

The construction situation combined with a management

philosophy which kept the security operations primarily

focused on the present. While this did not necessarily

preclude proactive measures from forming, that option did

not appear to be one with a high degree of emphasis.

Day-to-day coping was the most noticeable course of action.

Airport Three

The primary limitation on Airport Three was their size

of operations. With limited security staffing and funding,
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there is just so much anyone can do. Some long-term

planning was in existence to expand interoperablility

between support agencies. However, localized security

operations on the airport proper would be generally limited

to any expansions in security manpower and funding.

A projected turnover in senior management also was an

impactor on the long-term direction of the security

operations at the airport. Until the management changeover

was completed and new management philosophies assimilated,

no significant changes were anticipated.

The Director of Operations had some admirable security

concepts for long-term applications at the airport.

However, manpower and funding shortfalls would need to be

corrected as airport operations expanded in the future to

see those concepts become a reality.

Limitations an&d Problem Areas

In addition to the situations outlined in the

sociological analysis, which impact on the application of

anti-terrorism operations and contingency planning at each

individual airport, the following areas apply to all of the

'e facilities in limiting their operations in these areas.
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Maintainino the Status Quo

The primary obstacle in seeing any change implemented

in anti-terrorism operations and contingency planning at any

airport is that management needs to see a need for change

before any change may occur. America has been blessed with

a relative degree of tranquility regarding terrorist attacks

on airports, when compared with other locations around the

world. Without a major terrorist situation occurring in our

own nback yard" to spark the impetus for change, many

airport managers are reluctant to commit their security

operations to a more proactive stance. In many situations,

to be reactive is viewed as being more cost effective. The

costs involved with implementing preventive measures can

rapidly become prohibitive in the face of limited fiscal

means.

To develop a major change in management, thinking

proactive instead of reactive, often requires the occurrence

of a cataclysmic event to set the gears in motion for

change. Unfortunately, management does not always heed the

message as well when that event occurs to others rather than

d
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Manpower Limitations

Manpower limitations continue to frustrate security

expansion efforts in numerous airports. Without exception,

when managers were asked during this study what measure they

would take to bolster their security status if money were

not a factor, increases in manpower was the answer.

Manpower reductions in security staffs have generally

occurred across the board as airport budgets have diminished

in size. While physical security equipment additions can

provide some degree of compensation for these manpower

losses, they cannot totally replace the human effort in

vulnerability reduction. A workable median between manpower

and equipment applications must be obtained if

anti-terrorism operations are to be implemented and

effective. Such medians are not easily attained and require

a diligent application on the part of management if they are

to be achieved over time. Such a balance is not achieved

overnight nor is it always effectively sought out.

Funding Shortfalls1

Monetary limitations have plagued airport security

since the federal government determined, in 1972, that

providing airport security was a local and not federal

responsibility. Airport revenues dictate airport security
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budgets. The general rule of thumb being: the larger the

facility, the more sizable security budget it will be able

to afford. Without substantial state or federal aid being

available, the smaller airports are forced to tighten their

fiscal belts just to meet minimum security requirements.

When state or federal funds do become available they are

often obscured and require a dedicated administrative effort

in proposals and extended documentation just to receive a

Nsmall piece of the pie. Filing deadlines are often very

limited and organizations may miss out due to some minor

administrative matter being out of order. The bureaucratic

struggle to obtain necessary funding for vital security

programs often becomes a monumental task for the smaller

airports with limited staffing to deal with these critical

financial matters.

Information Transfer

Information transfer between airports is often limited

at best. Cross-flows of new ideas or operations, which may

have some universal applications at other facilities, do not

always occur. While some organizations, such as the Airport

Operator Council International, do attempt to curb that

situation through publications, such as their weekly Airport

Highlights, still, much valuable information falls by the

wayside. Airports with computer access are impacting on
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this situation with a nationwide "hotline" for addressing

security problems. However, the scope of this service is

still fairly limited. To find a situation where the left

hand did not know what the right hand was doing between

airports is not altogether uncommon. A more extensive

cross-flow of information between facilities with similar

operations is necessary if anti-terrorism operations and

contingency planning efforts are to be maximized.

Joint Activities

If organizations are to function efficiently together

in a time of crisis, it is imperative that they work

together in a time of tranquility. As this survey

indicated, all airports do not routinely conduct joint

training activities or operations with agencies which they

may call upon to support them in a time of need. Some of

this situation may be attributed to fiscal constraints

imposed on the various departments by their operating

budgets. However, some of it is created by the lack of

exploring a worst case" scenario, which would require a

joint effort for resolution. Joint activities require

planning and both internal and external coordination.

Security planners must be willing to forego the easy option

of relying on internal forces and put forth a dedicated

effort to create joint activities. For the old adage "there
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is security in numbers' may well be one of the primary keys

to success in conducting airport anti-terrorism operations.

Expanded Inspection Proaram Needed

With an external inspection program of airport

facilities and operations, currently there are certain

limitations which do not necessarily enhance airport

security operations. Inspection schedules for each facility

are fairly limited. Visits by inspectors to facilities

generally occur on an announced basis. Lead times in seeing

broad-scale changes implemented, as a result of an area

identified during an inspection, often are extensive. When

the inspecting agency has only regulatory and no enforcement

powers, that can complicate corrective action

implementation.

In the military and other public service agencies,

where high standards of efficiency and procedural compliance

are expected (such as at Nuclear Fwer Facilities),

inspection regimes are demanding. No-notice inspections are

common. Corrective actions are normally swift and sure,

with inspection reports having wide distribution to other

organizations with similar missions.

Revisions in the airport inspection program appear

necessary if the inspecting agency is to be viewed as having
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a realistic corrective capacity rather than just a dictating

role.

Conci usi on

Each airport in this study was providing a certain

degree of security which created some risk reduction. While

Airport One demonstrated the widest application of security

equipment to enhance its operation, each airport had

implemented some individualized measures to complement their

security operations. Howeverg limiting factors present,

such as: lack of threat knowledge, manpower and funding

shortfalls, minimal information transfer and lack of joint

activities, combined together to create obstacles for future

growth in anti-terrorism operations and contingency planning

at each location.

Although these obstacles, which tend to impede

additional growth in this critical area of operations, are

present, measures are available which can ease these

limitations. These measures, addressed in the following

chapter, can facilitate an important expansion of

anti-terrorism operations and contingency planning if

appl ied.
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CHAPTER V

ALTERNAT I VES/RECMMENDAT I ONS

In trodc t i on

This study has focused on four areas which airport

security managers can incorporate into their operations to

reduce the risk of terrorism to their facility and

operation. First, airport security officials must be

familiar with terrorist threats and their potential for

impact on airport operations. Second, they must assess the

vulnerabilities which are present at their location. Third,

they must plan for and implement improvements in physical

security aids as technology and funds become available.

Finally, they must expand their officer training programs to

enhance the competency of their security personnel in

combatting the terrorist threat.

In attempting to carry out these actions it is

imperative that airport security managers develop a

proactive position concerning the terrorist threat, versus

the present reactive mode in which they generally operate.

Only through this proactive role will they be able to

readily apply those preventive measures which are necessary

to reduce the risk of this ever-growing threat.
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Terrorism Familiarization Traininq

Within this study an attempt was made to point out that

no threat can be adequately dealt with if it was not first

identified and then studied by people in a position to

impact on it. If airport security managers and their

officers are to establish successful anti-terrorism

operations and contingency plans, they must study terrorism.

They must know who the terrorists are, how they are funded,

what weapons they use, and how they operate.

While resources containing this type of information may

be limited in some locales they are still available if

security managers seek them. Some books contain excellent

references to the subject of terrorism, as do many

professional security and law enforcement journals,

periodicals and major newspapers. Television has produced

some fine documentaries on the subject. Universities and

Colleges often have noted scholars on the subject among

their ranks, willing and ready to share their knowledge and

expertise with those in the security field who can use it.

State and Federal law enforcement and security agencies

often have designated anti-terrorism or counterterrorism

offices which deal exclusively with the terrorism issue and

house a wealth of information on the subject.

Although airport security managers may presently have

need to expand their working knowledge of the terrorist
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threat, this can be accomplished if they apply themselves to

that end and use the many resources available. It was once

said 'Knowledge is power." Knowledge can be a very powerful

resource when planning to confront the threat of terrorism.

Analyzina Vulnerabilities

While understanding the terrorist threat is the first

step in preparing to combat this menace, the second and

equally critical concern is that airport vulnerablities to

that threat be evaluated. While that task is often

delegated solely to the airport security staff, it is

important that an alternative to that approach be

considered. One such alternative is the "Team Approach to

Vulnerability Assessment.'6 2

The team approach focuses on the need for perspective in

this crucial operation and the value in having multiple

points of view. By having several individuals involved in

this process the criticality of a threat may be evaluated

for its total impact on an operation, not just one segment

of that operation. The primary objective in using the team

approach is coordinating, coordinating a team effort at risk

reduction. Permanent team members of an airport

vulnerability assessment team should include the security

director, airport engineer, operations manager, maintenence

manager, airline security representatives and a
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representative of any proprietary guard service used for

passenger screening operations. Temporary members could

include representatives from: corporations having hangers

at the airport, general aviation, contract services,

local-state-federal law enforcement agencies and a host of

other supporting agencies. The team could use a diagnostic

approach in addressing vulnerablities in the key areas of

the airport operations. In using this approach one of the

primary benefits is that the personnel dynamics in the

conduct of the team process can act as a balance to ensure

that certain areas do not 'fall through the cracku during

the evaluation process. If this type of program is to be

successful for an airport, it would require initiation by

the highest level of management, usually the Airport Manager

or Director of Aeronautics. Either administrator would

establish the team in formal airport policy and appoint its

permanent members in writing. The team would play a key

-9 role in defining the actual threat, brainstorming and

developing hypotheticals, conducting threat analysis and

developing meaningful countermeasures. The basic

composition of the team can assist in developing an on-going

security awareness throughout the airport's total spectrum

of operations. Application of the team approach to airport

vulnerability assessment can reap significant benefits for

any airport which incorporates this vital program into its

operations.
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Standardized Security Trainino Needed

One of the major obstacles to the development of sound

anti-terrorism operations at airports, universally, is the

lack of standarized training for both security and law

enforcement officers supporting airport security operations.

This is primarily due to the broad requirements of the

Federal Aviation Regulations, regarding the type of

training, and the diversity of the training regimes of the

organizations who provide security for an airport. This

situation will hold true whether one examines the operations

of airport law enforcement/security or passenger screening.

If airport law enforcement/security officers are going to be

prepared to meet the terrorist threats of the future they

must be trained today.

The Transportation Safety Institute, sponsored by the

Department of Transportation, in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

conducts an excellent airport security training program.

While this program has been very valuable to some airports

in providing an intensive and well-focused training

opportunity for their officers, many others have not been

able to or have not chosen to participate. Program

replication could be useful to expand on its present

availablity by reaching out to other locations throughout

the United States. An increasing number of Universities and

Colleges are offering compatible progams in criminal
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justice, criminology or law enforcement, which could develop

curricula which would incorporate this essential training

for airport security officers. Some schools organize

training seminars, another method of making this program

available to a broader spectrum of airport security

organizations. Whatever tool is used to expand on this type

of training opportunity is certain to provide an exposure to

a higher number of airport security personnel than does the

present training situation.

Conducting joint training operations is essential to

the testing of contingency plans. Discovering mistakes or

omissions in a plan by first implementing it during an

actual situation can prove to be a fatal error, in both

human lives and professional judgement. If airport security

managers are to be confident in their contingency plans for

combatting terrorism they must test them. Exercise plans

must incorporate any and all agencies which could be called

on to react to a similar actual s:tjation. If agencies work

together on a large-scale for the first time during an

actual situation chaos and frustration may be the ultimate

outcome. Exercises provide flexibility and the option to

improve response capabilities. They allow prior

coordination to ease the merging of operations. They

provide for maximum realism in testing response without

incurring the same cost for failure in a real situation.
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Exercises allow professionals to be professional when their

time comes. Airport security managers must regularly

exercise their contingency plans if those plans are to be

useful in an actual situation . For any security manager to

sit by, while their contingency plans collect dust, is, in

essence, issuing an open invitation to organizational

disaster.

Improving Physical Security

Building a solid physical security program is no

inexpensive proposition. It takes long-term planning and a

regulated allocation of financial resources to add those

measures necessary to create such a program. With airport

security budgets already constricted, in many cases, the

primary means of accomplishing this task is to budget,

budget, budget. Airport security managers must constantly

be looking ahead for new security applications, which can

benefit their operations. They must be familiar with

present costs and inflation in order to accurately project

for future purchases of security needs. Short- and long-

term physical security needs of the airport must be

identified and included in the overall airport budgetary

process. Projections should be included in both the five

and ten year plans of the airport. While intrusion

detection systems and closed circuit television are heavy
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financial burdens, they may weigh much less than a lawsuit

for negligence.

Federal fund sharing has been available in recent years

for application towards airport physical security purchases,

up to 82 percent of the total cost in some instances.63

This type of funding can often be combined with reasonable

amounts of available airport funds to create opportunities

to improve physical security. If a security manager is

willing to do some research, other funding sources may be

located, often yielding substantial amounts for security

purchases. An airport engineer, at one of the survey sites

in this study, located some obscure funding through a

* relatively unknown source. A proposal was drawn up and the

funds, totalling more than $100,000, were obtained and used

to buy a closed circuit television system for the airport.

Though seemingly in short supply, funds for airport physical

security are available. One must just look for them a

little harder than has been the case in the past.

Implementation of Alternatives

Funding availablity plays the key role in the

acceptability of any alternatives to the present situation

in airport security. Given that position, the

alternatives/recommendations previously listed may be
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rank-ordered in their order of acceptability. Obtaining a

more comprehensive understanding of the threat of terrorism

is probably the least expensive measure available.

Resources can often be borrowed through loans from other

agencies. Public libraries may be used, as well as, other

public reference services. Expanding this base of

knowledge, while possibly taking a certain amount of extra

time, does not necessarily involve a significant expenditure

of funds.

Use of the team approach to vulnerability assessment

will likewise involve a limited expenditure, if any, of

organizational funds. This option appears to have

significant appeal when compared to the option of hiring a

consultant to assist in this crucial process. The side

benefits of this application can be quite substantial for

the organization.

While training always involves a certain degree of

financial outlay the benefits must be weighed against the

costs to determine how that option might appeal to the

organization. With many civil litigations now involving the

issue of training of security officers, more and more, this

option deserves serious consideration. Better training can

provide an officer who is more competent and better prepared

to deal with a broader scope of situations. This officer

can provide many valuable returns to the organization,
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returns which can often greatly exceed the initial cost of

their training.

Finally, while physical security expenditures are,

without exception, the most costly of the alternatives, they

must be considered, if an airport is to Ostay in touch with

the times.* Using old, outmoded passenger screening

equipment, which was designed for a threat occurring twenty

years ago, may not "fill the bill" for the threats we now

face. Antiquated access control measures, may not be good

Od enough to create a significant savings on an airport's

insurance policy. Every additional physical security

measure, which is incorporated into an airport's operation,

fills one more square in providing as near a "terror-proofo

blanket of protection as is possible, and, that is what risk

reduction in airport security is all about.

Future Research

Future research in airport security anti-terrorism

operations and contingency planning should seek to serve

three primary purposes. First, it should seek to determine

what mixture of operations is necessary to support future

airport security needs in the United States based on trends

in terrorism as they continue to develop; second, it should

attempt to further define what levels of training are

necessary to prepare airport security officers and support
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agencies personnel to appropriately deal with the changing

face of terrorism and third, it should attempt to identify

additional methods, other than those created by cataclysmic

events, of fostering the wide-scale implementation of

anti-terrorism operations and contingency planning at

airports.

As more is learned about the subject of terrorism and

its potential for impacting on both airports and airlines,

specific areas of concern must be addressed. In the past

year alone new concerns have arisen over need for

improvements in airport security equipment regarding baggage

screening. It is specific needs such as these that future

research should focus on to further reduce the

vulnerabilities which airports now exhibit.
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CHAPTER VI

EVALUAT I ON/CONCLUS I ON

Introduction

This study has focused on how anti-terrorism operations

and contingency planning efforts may be enhanced at

airports. No course of action can provide all possible

solutions to totally eliminate the threat which terrorism

poses to airport and airline operations. However, by

addressing the issue and taking reasonable and prudent steps

to diminish the risk of this threat, improvements in airport

security may be made and risk reduction can occur. If these

measures are to be useful to the airports which implement

them, they must be evaluated. The true worth of any plan or

program may not be fully recognized until it is put to the

test and evaluated on its application towards the purpose

for which it is meant. A model which may be used to

evaluate airport anti-terrorism operations and contingency

plans will be discussed, and it will also draw conclusions

about this study and the value of airport anti-terrorism

operations and contingency planning will be presented.

Evaluation

When airport security managers or federal aviation

security inspectors evaluate an airport security program,

they are really trying to ascertain the value of that
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program to that particular airport. The Federal Aviation

Administration has structured their security regulations so

that each individual airport can develop a security program

which uniquely addresses its particular needs and concerns.

Because no two airport security programs are identical, no

two evaluations should ever be identical. Each evaluation

should be tailored to truly test an airport's ability to

provide security and its capability to respond to a variety

of security situations which it could encounter. This

concept will serve as the basis for the evaluation program

outlined below.

Sef-Inspection Is Critical

No prudent security manager will develop a security

program and then shelve it only to wait for another party to

evaluate the value of that program to the organization. It

is essential that airport security managers conduct a

continual self-evaluation of their security programs and the

contingency plans associated with them. Security progams

must be implemented and tested for flaws, just as a piece of

steel is tempered repeatedly before being honed, in order to

obtain a reliable end product. Contingency plans must be

tested by exercise scenarios in order that all agencies

involved may understand their roles, and so those roles may

be adjusted, as necessary, to create a harmonious and
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ultimately successful operation. In the military services

field commanders are continually evaluating their forces for

their combat readiness; the battlefield is no place to

identify weaknesses, which can cost lives and lose wars. So

too, airport security managers must conduct realistic and

tough self-inspections of their anti-terrorism capabilities

if they are to identify vulnerabilities, which later could

cost lives or valuable resources in the event of a terrorist

attack.

An Inspection Model

During this study, an interview was held with a civil

aviation security inpector. In that interview it was

learned that periodic airport security inspections are

conducted by officials from the agency, which the inspector

represented. With regard to the three airports concerned in

this study, two were inspected twice a year and the third,

three times per year. The inspections are "usually

announced'. While announced inspections do serve some

useful purposes, their overall value as a true test of

security capabilities may be questionable. With announced

inspections, defenses are often bolstered for the short-term

duration of the inspection. Oversights, overlooked before,

may be remedied with a 'quick fix', which may or may not be

durable. Finally, "deadwood" or outmoded equipment may be
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temporarily relocated or disabled to reduce the unfavorable

impact which may occur if an inspector observes them.

Having spent the past ten years being subjected to an

intense inspection schedule, it is my opinion that the best

external inspection programs are a combination of both

notice and no-notice activities. In my experience this

combination has provided the best test of an organization's

capabilities.

As each of the facilities, in this study, is already

inspected by an external agency at least twice each year,

this inspection model may be readily adapted to present

inspection schedules. Only very minor adjustments to

current inspection operations would possibly be necessary to

incorporate this model. In this inspection model each

airport would be inspected, at a minimum, twice each year.

The first inpection occurring would be announced. During

that inspection, the airport security program would be

predominently inspected from an administrative view. The

published security program would be reviewed, as would

associated contingency plans, for applicability to the

circumstances present at that time. Theoretical changes in

those circumstances would be identified, in an effort to

determine if any additional plans need to be developed or

adjustments to existing plans made, to accomodate those

situations. Security equipment would be tested for its

compliance with existing requirements. Training programs
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would be examined for their scope of coverage. Security

staffs could be evaluated on their knowidege of various

terrorist threats and countermeasures, which could be

employed at their location to meet those threats. Phase I

of the inspection cycle would basically be an overall

assessment of the entire airport security operation to

determine what type of anti-terrorism operations it was, or

was not capable of, conducting. Prior to the conclusion of

Phase I, a variety of security response exercise scenarios

would be identified to the airport security manager, which

could be used in the future to generate an exercise or

exercises to test response capabilities and contingency

plans in operation. Both the airport and potential support

agencies which could be called upon in those scenarios would

be placed on notice, for a time frame of two to four months,

during which one or more of those contingencies would be

actually exercised.

Phase II of the inspection cycle would be a no-notice

exercise situation. Inspectors would arrive unannounced in

the local area of the airport. Security operations would be

observed unobtrusively. Circumstances could be created

which would normally generate a change in airport security

operations, to determine how quickly and readily that change

actually occurred. An exercise scenario would be created,

which caused the activiation of one or more contingency

plans. Security response and generation capabilities would
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be evaluated. Joint operational responses would be assesed

to determine how well they meshed with each other. Finally,

the impact of conducting a sustained security operation

would be examined. Organizational responsiveness and

flexibility would be key areas to be evaluated during Phase

II of the inspection program.

Through the combination of these two types of

inspection styles, a more complete and substantive

evaluation of airport anti-terrorism operational

capabilities could be obtained. Such an evaluation, could

readily lend itself to creating significant improvements in

this critical operational capacity.

To give additional value to the inspection process a

grading scale based on a "standard of excellence" could be

developed. Incentives to excel could be created, savings

might be realized in reduced commercial insurance rates for

those airports receiving the highest ratings. For those

airports establishing programs with recognized standards of

excellence, other incentives might include: expanded

commercial operations, an increase in service agencies, or a

growth in general aviation basings for the facility. Many

benefits could possibly be realized by those airports which

have established a sustained record of superior performance

in their anti-terrorism operations; public confidence is

often a very strong motivator when public services are

concerned.
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Anti-terrorism operations and contingency planning can

be significant impactors on total airport operations if:

these critical operations are closely scrutinized by a

comprehensive and intensive self inspection program;

external evaluations are realistic and productive; and

incentives in capital gains can be realized for achieving

solid programs. Then anti-terrorism operations and

contingency planing will occupy the meaningful capacity it

should in today's airport operations.

Conclusion

Anti-terrorism operations and contingency planing are

vital aspects of any airport's operation in the world filled

with increasing acts of terrorism directed at Americans.

While no American airport has been the direct target of a

recent act of terrorism, airports are now beginning to pay

the price for other acts of terrorism directed at airports

and airlines around the world. A recent article in a major

newspaper regarding airport insurance rates bore the title

"Terrorism Insurance Doubles".64 The article went on to

explain how a major mid-western metropolitan airport was

notified by their insurance underwriters, in England, that

their annual premiums for insurance which covered terrorist

acts had increased from $140,000 to $280,000. In justifying

the doubling of the premimum, the insurance underwriters had
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cited the increasing threat of terrorist acts worldwide.

While insurance rates are increasing for airports, airline

ticket sales are falling off for certain routes of travel.

Declines in ticket sales for any airport also mean a general

decline in operating revenue for that facility.

If a financial indicator is required for airports to take

notice of the importance which anti-terrorism operations and

contingency planing means to their total operational

capacity, it would appear that that indicator has now

arrived.

If airport security managers desire to wage a

successful war against terrorist acts, which may be directed

against their facilities and operations in the future, they

must plan and practice their strategies today. They must

familiarize themselves and their staffs with the threats

with which they may be faced. They must analyze their

vulnerabilities, and conduct contingency planning and

execute countermeasures to reduce the risk of those

vulnerabilities. They must provide useful and realistic

training for their security staffs, if they are to survive

an initial confrontation with a terrorist organization.

Finally, they must improve their physical security measures

each and every time their financial status allows them that

opportunity. For airport security managers to take a

proactive stance and initiate these measures now could have

a measurable impact on the outcome of a terrorist attack
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against their facilities or operations in the future. To

maintain a reactionary position and only respond once the

firing has erupted and the casualities begin to mount, in

both human lives and lost resources, will only tend to

vividly and dramatically illustrate the fact that they are

indeed: "TOO LATE".
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Kalashnikov or AK 47 Weight 9.5 lb lunloedild)
11.31 lb (loaded *fth full magmzine)
Later mdl.unloed. wolu~ Fst over 6.1 lb

Length 34.2 In

Magazine Curved metal box holding 30 rounck

PAato~

d0 rounds 4 minutesigeao
Maxium ffecive 330 yd

range

Weight 23.ED lb funfoadedi
M60 Genel 8  Purpose Machine-gun Length 43 5 in

Fesed Disintegrating link belt

Cartridge 7 62 mm
MuSIS velocity 2300 fit sec

natef of fire 650 rounds a minute cyclic
200 rowxd. a minute autombtig

Maximum effective 2000 yd with tripod
range 1000 yd with bipod



aV

VZi 58VA sul2il Weight 6.9 lb iunloaded)
VZ 58V Asault ifle8.4 lb (loaded with full magaznel

Length 33.2 in
25 in, with butt folded

Magerin.s Cunimi metall box holding 3D rounds
CartrIdge 7.62 mm
Mussie veloct 2M3 ft/sec:
nate of fire 910 rounds a minute automatic

40 rounds a minute single shot
Maximum effecitive 410 yd
ran"e

We114t 3.66u( 1ed
4.4 lb (loaded with tull 20-round magaaineil

Plate 320.2 in
Plate 310.6 in, with seel frame butt folded over

Skorpion VZ 61 top of bare"

Magazine Slightty curved metal box holding
t0 or 20 rounds

Cartwldge .32 (7.6 mm) automeac pieol caflndge
Muzzle velocity 1040 Wo/eec
Rate of fine 40rounds a mintute automatic

40 rounds a minute single ehl
Maximum effietie 219 yd with butt
range 55 ytd wulh bull fokiw

I%
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Wegt54l nodd

6egh .48 lb (loaded)wt ul3-oudmgzn.

4I Length 26.77 in

Heckler and Koch MP 5 19.29 in. with telescopic butt retracted
Magazine Straight metal box holding

10, 15 or 30 rounds
Cartridge 9 mnm ParebeNum

Muzzle velocity 1312 ft/sac
Rate of fire 100 rounds a minute automatic

40 round, a minute single shiot
Maximrum effecatv 22 yd
range

Pilt(, 5 weight 7 lb (unloaedd
Armalite AR-18 7.75 lb MlOMa with flld nMegaan

LengthAni
Megezine Stigh mt box od~ 20ud a

Cartridge SM mmnI

Muzzle veocitv 3250 ft/s
Rate of fire 80 rounds a mninuis automatic

40 rounds a inutl single sho
Maximum effective 500 yd
range

V



Thlompson Sub-machine-gun Wegh2'.1 lb i unoae it ls 3-ron ii
Length 32 inl

Magazine Straight metal boxi holding 20 01 3U rounas

Cartridge 46 automatic: pistol cartridge

Muzzle velocjty 920 t/sec
Rate of fire 120 rounds a minute automatic

40 rounds a minute "tngo shot

range

Weight 6.66 b lunlasied)
8.06 lb Uceaded Wth full magazine)

Magazine Straight metal box holding 32 rounds lw"n

hnntyinto left at gun
H'-Cartridge 9 mm Parabelum

Sten Sub-machine-gun MUNi we v IO S
Rate, of mer 12B rounds a matxie automnatic

40 rounds a lywtute mool shot

Maalmtum effetie 2W yd

ran"e
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P110 ~Weight 5.19 lb (uloaded)PtMI Carbine 
5.80 lb (loaded wari tkiII m~p

faPte .0

Meximnth e 330 .d
n"ge

I e

MuzzleGA rao~t iu970 ftdl

si12 b (loaded with 30.tound megeameli
Long*h 16.4 i

9 "9*MetU al alin 20. 3D.o 40 on

Beretta Model 12 Sub-machine-gun Cevwtg 3W" into'

f~muaa e"l I=66W 3 ft/sec
Raw of 10 rounds a minu t a ngi l shot
.4ed 10 runde a etwwm eutot

IMaulmumI41111 effeediv 23 Yd
range
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SAM 7 Strela (Arrow)

Weight of launcher 20.3 lb

Weight of miasile 20.25 lb

Length of launcher 53 in

Length of missile 51.2 in

Rocket motor Three-stage solid propellant

Maximum range 3792 yd

Maximum height 6560 ft

Guidance system Infra-red

-. Plale 19
M26 Grenada

Weight 1 lb

Length 3.9 in

Diameter 2.25 in

Colour Standard US Army olie with yellow
lettering

ExploeiVe 156 grarm of TNT-bfead Compoolton 8
% Fule Electrical impact

?r.

Weight of launcher 16.4 l Ph P o l k 2rWeight Ofo " 4.95~m Ib., RPG-7 Portable Rocket-launcher
Weight ofgteed 4Js6 RPG

Lengh of M eiter 3S i
Calibre of launcher 1 6 in

Calibre of projectue 3.3 in

Rngqe. static tare" 56 yd
Range, moving togel 330 yd

Penetration of a~rrmor 12.5 in
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FEDERAL AVIATION REGULATIONS

PART 107 - AIRPORT SECURITY

ADMENDMENT 107-1
ADMENDMENT 107-2

(59 pages)
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PART 107.

Airport Security

Revised March 29, 1979
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PARTICIPATION IN NOTICE OF PROPOSED RULE MAKING PROCEDURES

Your purchase of Part 107 indicates that you have a need for the regula-
tory material that it contains.

It is possible that this Part is sufficiently important to you that you may
wish to participate in the rulemaking process when a change is proposed.
If you are not on the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking mailing list for this

Part and wish to receive further Notices of Proposed Rulemaking. without
charge, please complete the request below and send it to the address indicated.

Upon receipt, an individual "Record Ident' will be created from the
information you submit and your name will be placed on a computerized
mailing list. The "Record Ident" is the key that controls all changes to your
record and is reflected in the mailing label used to send you Notices of Pro-

posed Rulemaking. Therefore. it is important that you save one of the mail-
ing labels and include it in any correspondence you initiate concerning this
NPRM service as it will ensure positive identification and prompt response.

----.-.-.-- ------.----.-----.--- ---. .----- ---. ------...... . . . . .- --- ---- _ --- --.- --- -----.-- ---- --.. ..

PART 107
NPRM ORDER FORM

Department of Transportation
Office of the Secretary
Distribution Requirements Section. M-482.2
Washington, D.C. 20590

Please place the following on the Part 107 Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
mailing list:

Title or Name:

Company:

Address________________________ ___

(Street)

(City) fState) ( Zip
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IMPORTANT NOTICE

Part 107 is sold as a single-sale publication because of its infrequent
Changes. Therefore, any Changes issued to this Part will be sold separately
by the Superintendent of Documents.

Availability of Changes to Part 107 will be announced in the "Status
of Federal Aviation Regulations," AC 00-44, distributed free by FAA
through its Advisory Circular mailing lists. If you are presently on any
FAA Advisory Circular mailing list, you will also receive the "Status of
Federal Aviation Regulations," AC 00-44. If you are not on any AC mailing
list and wish to receive the "Status of Federal Aviation Regulations," please
complete the order form below and send it to FAA.

NOTICE TO FAA AND OTHER GOVERNMENT USERS
FAA and other U.S. Government Personnel are NOT to use this form
since distribution of the "Status of Federal Aviation Regulations," as
well as Changes to this Part, will be made automatically by FAA in
the same manner as distribution of this basic Part.

ORDER FORM

Department of Transportation
Federal Aviation Administration
Distribution Requirements Section, M-482.2
Washington, D.C. 20590

Please place my name on the mailing list to receive the "Status of FederalAviation Regulations," AC 00-44. I am not presently on any Advisory

Circular mailing list.

Name

Address
(Street)

(City) (State) (Zip)
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Introductory Note
Part 107, Revised effective March 29. 1979, is codified under Subchapter

F, Air Traffic and General Operating Rules. of Title 14. of the CODE OF
FEDERAL RFGULATIONS.

This Revised Part 107 was published as Part VI in the FEDERAL REGISTER

on December 28, 1978 (43 FR 60786).
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Revision of Part 107

Adopted: December 21, 1978 Effective: March 29, 1979

Published in 43 Fi 60786, December 26, 1978)

SUMMARY: This amendment revises tiiiso Federal Aviation Regulations which are de-
signed to ensure the security of airports serving scheduled air carriers required to have

screening progrants. The expierienee of operators (if those airports and the FAA has

indicated that these regulations are in need of revision. In addition, it is necessary to
add certain requirements, which ('otlgress has directed the FAA to adopt. The amend-
ment is intended to update and clarify airport security regulations, and to provide more

effective protection of persons and property in air transportation or intrastate air trails-

portation against acts of vriminal violence and aircraft piracy.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION (C4INTACT:

Milford T. Conarrie, i rounlid 4 wrations Security Divisin (ACS-3Nil, C'\vii Aviation

Seurity Service, Federal Aviation Adniistration, SAX) Independence Avenue. S.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20591 : teleplione (202) 426-8768.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

I GENERAL

Interested persons have been afforded in opportunity to participate in the making of

this amendment by Notice oif Proposed Rule Making Ni. 77-8 issued ,,n June 10, 1977

(42 FR 30766; .lune 16, 1977). For the most part the propoisals niade in Notice 77-A for
amending Part 107, Airport Security, are adopted by this amendment.

This amendment changes Part 107 as follows:

1. Expands the security program content requirenients.

2. Revises and makes more explicit the procedures for approval and amendment of a

security program.
3. Adds procedures for notifying the FAA wlien changed security ciiditions require

an amendment to a security program.

4. Revises and clarifies the requirement for law enforcelinit olicers and adds stand-

ards for their training. (.As wvill lie nited, these standards are less burdensine

than proposed, iii that they provide for the ise of either State or local standards. )

5. Adds jiroedtirLs fur requesting the ilse of Federal law enforcement "tilers.

6. Adds a prohiliition aainst carrying a flirearni, anl explosive or an invendiary de-
vice, but, unlike the piopiosal, the pro h ibition is Iiited to sterile areas.

7. Adds a provision requiriig the airport operat ir tii make a record of certain law

enforcement actions available to the FAA.

I)ue c imnsideration has been iiven to all colnetits re ivt'ed in resiiporse ro tie Noti'e
77-S-. Except as otlierw ise discussed it) this amlinnieiit, lie ame:idllient and thie reasiiolls

for it are identical to the propioisal aiid the reasons set filrth in the proposal.

Approximately 250 i-olnnieiits were received iii response to Notice 77-8. iver half if
the responses were from linlviduals, most of whioni vomliented on § 107.21, relatilig t-i

the carriage of veapons in .airports. 'onmlents were received from: airport operators

and autliiorities: elenients if miulnicipal, coiu tll, aid State go vernnlents: a geet s of tie

Federal goverlillnelt : aiid iltdili s*ports assini-atiins and ielat ed hiesses. A iliniber

of n inmaents were receiveil frond iiest i- iid fioireign air carriers aiid -rganiizatiols

representing the a viatdill idlustry. C'iinliellts wire also provided by poliv aiid se-urity

organizatlons.

A numier of collments were recteived that were beyond the sope of tile notice.
These have not Ieei addressed in this preamble.

A small lniumber ,f iililter- stated that ian liv i the priipi sils in NXbtiv 77-S
had no legal basis biiaise the F-deril .viation Act of 195S (.t i Iiei-s (lit F.%A author-

ity to issue regnilatiiilis pro)tevtini psiois aild property against ic- if" ri::iinil lioleinve
and aircraft piracy aboard aircraft only. Ilo -ve-r, ili :idlding 'eetiui 315-, Scri-i'i0iiL f
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Passengers, and Section 316. Air Transpiirtatinl Security, (49 U.S.. 1356 and 1357) to
the Act (Pill. L. 93-366, § 202. " Stat. 409) ( 1974i 1. tie I'ingress articulated the FAA's
authority in this area 1 y requirin the Adniinistrator t i t pvide Jwsimns travelinig in air

transportation and intrastate air tralspo'rtatin ut ip'tectiin frtln acts if erininail violence
and aircraft piracy. Ther'fire, the Administrator is authtrized til prescribe regulations
affecting activity ol tie airlmrt, as well is alboard aircraft. when they are iew'esssary to
provide this protection.

I SPECIFIC SECTIONS

Comments relating to specific sections and subsections if the amendment are set ut
below:

A. Applicability

A number of cimments were received concernin.g tile appli'ability if the part. A
small numher oif cinmentel'r felt that § 1117.1 (t) (3). which \ vould apply 'art 1417 Ito eich
person on an airpiort suihjevt tit tile part, was miii n istitutii ma I i r at least ait iljistifiielt
extension oif Section 316 (f the Act, if it were top lie iise' ilt tiring civil ;iction a-ainst
persons found to be in lpossess io in (if weaplls oir o t her prohihited a rtitles. Some ni' lieivied
this rule would comply with tile requiremnents if St tin 316 if applied oillIy to pis plc in
"sterile areas." These conlnents and others oil prioposei q 107.21. W('arriagi, ,if firearms,
explosives, or incendiary devices) are discussed ielow.

B. Air Operations Area
Concerning the definition of Air OIperatiins Area (AlIA I cntained in § 107.1 tIll 21,

one eonimenter stated that helicopter oile'ratiolis aras sliuld lie includid in t iet-hdefiiition
and another wanted to iliude gnelle'raI aviatiin oiealiiolls. C ollvepsel\. iitheris wolil
exclude from tile definitiot ;getieral iviatipi :ireas'nil areas under tile' exchlsive cpontril
of Part 121 and 129 air carriers.

The ]FAA cionsiders it ti i lite' I e.flieip',it fir secu lrity priiralis tip le luaiseii upol the
security needs if an entire, spe'ilibally-hetined area. rather than individlual .elteets
within that area. Tlherefu ir. all ioperltion s i xtiilrrilix Ithi ;ii a "ra 'diesi giel and liscitI
for the laliding, taking iif. and surface m' a ui'rim: gif airplanies" (ilchifin lip' icpter
anti gelleral :aviation ipel'ratiills) are part if lilt- AM IA. i'as that are lised 'x'lulsh'lv" Ity
helicupters are nut inclulded in tilt- di1tiitill if :111 Al(O.\ hieililsc' they ]o lntit lop :1 I sllf-
ficient threat to air carrier uoieratiouns sulhjbi'it tip § 121.53,.

An air -arrier may limit its respounsibility withitliii AWA ill an "xciusive area"
nnler Part 107. as :tofpted, for whii'i tilt car'ier 'Sxen'iisis e'xclusive seiiiity respilsi-
hi]Ity in accordance with a writtin azrree uient het wen it a iil tie airport oipe'atr.

C. Law Enforcement (Itticer

1. Warrantless Arrests
Proposed § 11)7.3(1)h1 (3) %\,miil havei defined a law olif ir'et'll'lit i ithu'l' I L.,I I as II

Individual will is, aniion, -itler tilills, ailltiorized it arrest fl tlt' vkilallin, either ill "I.

out of tie ioffice'r's presencet'i'
, 

f any c'rimiinal law ii f til' S itte' anld ial jurisdictions in
which the aipioirt is lov ated. With regard to this part ,if tilt' u'lillitil tilt' 'riliiIl
Division ,if tilt' Departnmentt if tusti' pointilled it t hat mnliy police itlii'ers ,,f -Stati' a dlii
local jurisuititions ilIi not lliiVi :llillirity, itiolut a warralt. ti al't'i'xt bt'fr iii lvalllloi's

not toinntitted ill thei)r rt'sevce. Tll'1 e a e'1lit iif .l|1titv rik''l'lllli'! cli l'ilt tilt.
phlrase "either iln ,r outt -of his pre'sence"t

' ' 
fromql tilt- do-tinithon -,, ais to -iiqforml~ it Ito tht,

arrest authority iirdinzarily ;i iseossei hy lawv 1'lll'u,'eelltnelt it.f'cr fr lind i'li'a or ,f-

fenses.

The FAA reci nflnize tlhat arrest pi\\ar is frlilit1l li iIt as Il ie't\\v'ltql l eiiihl eanllors
ani felonihs, ill that polie i teirs .iftitn ioi lit li\-Ii aItliiipiiy. \\ithitit aI wvlraini. tl'

arrest fur illisienell n r's i'ililitted ipu1txife lp I r4.11 l l'sei t.e. 1pI * li l ri l r i'n leilih ' li ,il.
tite ".\.A fills it'rltlillp'hd thllt it is nit ;selltial that1 ',licers li:t\li :lhrii ht ti :I'i'ave t 4

llisl le aiers ii liittedih iilitside their li 'ox-vlev'I'. "h r ,' , lh i.iI t:' ,,\ii .ll x as
adoptedl. require onlly thalt anl [,D):( ha~vi, allllhori| to' ;rrl,-I with -. I- N\itlhtout ;I \\arrat:ill

(I1 for a crile i'iinitteit ill the ihtcr's pi''e'xei,',, :llli 1(2 fbit a o iih3v wIlen the ,ih' i.r
has reason to I pcievi' that the sulspect has i t ll11111itel it.

?',--s er.,..r&,- .-." v'"<.-., .- ".:€'' -'.- -.'..''...*.- *t.',''.' ''tt . .''...--".,.i"." - ,,., ;-,".-'--.,'. -,"
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2. Scope of Authority

-Rome eommerirs also helieved that a limited authoirity to enfiiree only tatute, re-

latig to aiviation see nity W\'ilild lie adequate fir ofiters su ppirting *Nllity p iogra ms.

A few were of the opi iin that Fidera lly-maindated "gLIui.il,'" had io r-tasOll to onfioirce

State or loal laws. A.\th,rity to arrest fir vioiatiiins if tht criminal law if the State

atd Ioal jnrisdi'ction iii %O1tilh the aip-o rt is '- ated is le.essary to provide t he levii if

law i-nfOrlenlent Mi-intellphited ) iV Sectiin 31( if tite Acit. -adeualto teo i isnre tIthe safety

of persons travellnin In air trah-spoiiratii , i rlt inastate air franispo irtatioin from icts if

_criminal violence a ad aireraft piravy.* it *4hould i nted that hii<all ilpitized T.EOs

need not have the authority to :rr+-st fir Federal offetises. The majority if enablling

State statutes and n lcal oird in atn-es proviele althority t t i dilie tieputiZed plersons ti arrest

for both local andt Federal iffense: Iiwever. a few States dii not. In these ilistane s the
LEO's authority tit ari-.t for li-al \ioltios that ar compallizrable Ii' Federal violation.s

has Proven adeqnat+ tinder the cul rrent rille al is ,l-pietted ti fit l sutlivieint mller this
amendment.

3. Private Law Enforeement Persiinnel

Finally, a numher if si nittnters alsti pointed uit that many tyroes of poa'-e officers.

.adet. trainees, and. partivularly, private Ia ll ienfonrcemtent persil n ti woiuld lit- exelded

from participation in security pro;.rall.s. (IOl thii . ntrary, this nifamendIent does nit pre-

elude the use oif any type if police officer. inclndinng a privately iemployed ,ffileer. if the

officer has tHep arrest authority specified in 4107.17 and lMe ts the ,itlr reqllir ents of

Part 107. Whether an individual employed Iiy a private seeurity fore could perform the

LEO function would depend on the existence -f appropriati. State statites or hoial lidi-

nanciit which eonfer the arrest power required )y § 107.17. This authorit is iePessary

to provide fur immediate law enlfor(eniltt action in Oituatiots it which the threat of

criminal violetnce or aircraft piracy lnilla nld it.

In this amendllilt, all th<t requireen tsll tlha titt tist lie itet fir a tpers oni lit he used as

an LEO, ineldi ltg those in il',opotsetd§ 1(7.1(1)1 13), have hieen placed itt § 117.17. As

adol)ted, . 107.1 (hi) (4 1 delines a law elfi rcetel, t ottice as *an illdividnal %% li, eets the

requirements of 4 107.17."

D. Security Proaram Generally

1. l)egree if Security

Some i'omenters nlstakihlv helieved that itiew 4 107.3(a )II calls fur absolute se-

curity when it re-quires that tit- airpoirt ope iratir tadoiiit anld ivarry ,out ai sel .ttrity iiurall

that "providles fi r the sa fiey ,,f persolls a i property travelinig ill air traispol't atin

againtst acts if iriminal violentc atid airir:tft ;iriaty.
"  

"hi rule iiies itot reiquire the

airport operatir ti i ti to un reasonable ixtreities tIo illeef :ll piissilili+ soillrity th rats.

2. IRevi.ill -if Security lirograits

% ()lie tiommeliter was ci invetirued that thei pl' piosed rie'visions would iequitt re every ii t-

i ng security proramil ti, lie rewritteni. AIthoiutrh vertain iow requirelemnts ill Ia rt 1(7.I
incltdia traininig irivisiolns. Itinay all fitr :ilt aitnilnlilit tio sectrity lili'fl: its., liii othIer

sulistantial revisitos will lip inecessa ry if tie ; a'inlicllli ,,therwi+se fits § 4117.1 (a i (1 i.

E. Security Pr ,zram Contents

1. Ni+cussity if Riqn iremnents

A nuiiher if ioilltIetters telt that tie- 1-iqllirlilnts ill t I7llI l. :Ii It the intent
of the sec rity pmiiurai. wiflil risillr i a st ill the t il, t i inf firtuatiii
required in tie s eiilrity liriigrnt. They hle-iriheil iii.- :riFiimlir i- a ult ii-i-

, 
l t'.

blur-au-ratii, iul lmi huiride ls ti. altitiiilarl3 .-Ii -niii-r :li ri'ift Nith liiiti staffT- :it1

resluirceR.

Main iif the Ii-quitet'st sf nw,\ p0 i7,3iI :in- :tlre:lo itnit it i pr-rats iI

which \eli- sliilllltt1e i ude-r tht'urn-iT 4 Wo7.3. "lh- -ilmrj'i'luiviiMt t,,ii t it\\ n- 1117.3
fill are. flc, ts aryv It) viisuroF the, lfvatioti,l+.y ot + '4-v l'llit+y i~'+: ll in vol' dallco. \i ll) it

Sectioni 3116. SInce- nltoit if titi+ 1"tv lirlllull'ls ill now 117.311-I :it'i' i-i;ihioiil o txi iln '

-- "
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security proi 'rms, the inicreast- ii i ierall 11 -i itk Itad its stii i ste-rina tile t- i-ti 555 will
not heit si gi fitit r Iy inlcr-eas5ed. lit diiil i l, stanida rds flir i'i'nipjlv iii "* it islt- ii(-%i r-
liii rien ts art- ireaiIly avaiIabI lle. wslhith will lessen aiiy atliliti: sal wi irk lilad. As a restI
if these facti rs, the niew' pt- ra i shl noIiis t lie huii hn siltn.

2. Descriptionl of the AOA

Somte com mners Nv'it-t ci-i I t ha lst listing t i- dimtensills iif tile- Af)ls serves liii
purpoi' se, partic(-tlarl y if thle areas are- urraiitally illst rateil. (I lit-rs oiies tt I the
I istim. 4i i areas adjace:nt tip ite A A s sinle-ss t-e ari-as wi-re fitf-itild hiY tril iti the rumle
oit determiniedl sttlely Ily tesit-aipoirt ioiieraitorl- and( were litiiteil t-i art-as wih posed a
genuine threat (if hijacking.

It is ssect'ssa r. fioit tili it-i irp olert-iSi-I o descib il- t area~5s iivlet whIih it lpr-l iist's

to niaintaini secusrsity sti thast te FAA vant ilitetniiithsle aili-tisai' oif st-e vc'iirity Prigrani
andl apjit-ivi- it. Srs-iiii (lillilisinisi ati niecessa~ry in i'-ilt-r fir tilt- Al IA i li.e preciiisely
ilescrilteti anti am :ralii ilisi-ripitiis isisi sit4 lhe tastiiwi for tis litsiie. lII sdisisis
t these imnsioits, it is sit i'i-ssarv fir it lt- A4 )A tii iniludelt peirtinlent fetuire-s. -sih is

tet-rains sandi harrier l'ipisitiiil.

The 'inky areas tidier thah AO As that steedi t, lie idenstitit- ili secumrity pririamsi iii
accordance with 4 107.31 lii 2 are tli'se that i-li-a-Is Ittesunt a ilasin-r st pe-rsonis andi
propterty in the AlIAS.

-3. Desci-rptiit if Fac-ilitlies, Equipment and Trainingr

Seve-aI i-tinsntiters ii iji-it-dti Stheii reqiireiseli 4 i inclustilsg procetdtulisres andi a she-
script iiin 'if fa-illities anid equ1i pm~ent siseil t ii pri-it Al A s. ais iltip Iiit ii s irs itilii
c-nitainsed lit sevusrit- pt-rrsilss re-i-re It-il \ Parts 121 anid 1251. Sisiilarly, ..tie i' ilssstlt
mitnsiiet-eil a detscripitionl of 14-3) suppov rt :issil LE4l tt-siin lL j-ii-aisnis to- lit- dulic~liativei.
sinwnat-rn:i tt-tl an unn illece-ssairy.

A (-lear titscri psii iof silt- loit-ieisiri-s, ili iijo t-t t antd fadilitites initended It-i he li-usi-i t.
sec-ut-e the- AlA is nede iiit-tl eiivaliuat til ti- pm''t-a iii 'r a iiiri~a ' an dete1ihrinesi il- i 4--
tivi-titss (itf its imll-i statiiil ill aut-rnilisit with § 10)7.1:3. Forit the sameli ri-asii a Lt-
scripjttis iof the law esifi it-ipist-l 5sulir it and si LEOI ra iiii. is alIso inee--ded.

4. Alternate Emer'i-ii-t Itriicedutres

A numbeitr (if ci-iintslisirs objltedit tii s-i-uisiti is le li- li-si-ipsiin iiof alt-mt-ssit i-lsit-s-nsi

a it-pt rope-ratorsms too litvt-li i a Iti- 's 1to sei 'si-it y iii-iist-s tiiI- used dusrinog eiet-aetsii

antd ithtr usnususal iiiiiditsiis. rhtest- irii-ilssrts isist lit- inludiedtil iislt- sti-urlity lors- i'sl
-oniy if the- alirpit-tpieratiir has ilevi-liijii- theiml. Seioni 1017.3011hi), as siiliiiitel. s'lsi-

- S~~~~~~i-s this reqiri-mei-nt. It Amllhe li t ed iti-I alt tis si-itlis is inteiniided to i-iismilemen-st,.1t
dupli-at-. te re-quiremsenit li § 139.55 fi-r :lit airpiort t-n-t-siy plait.

-i. spleii-stinu is (Iii it-istists

* ~~~Ciinienrt-rs also- -ilijet-ted totlt- s-iqiis-iiss that isiijli'sseii-ssis Iloc'isiei-its lie, ill-

e-rstors tii isniludi- all isisplt-ssii-its ii'i-s nts ill thitr st-mI'sty lit-I,5'isi. Itsithsis. it
a lliiw.s t Ilits I t av'.iitl (IIlssjl ii' laIistI I st ii-sii %so IIII 4 l slti-1 iisti t \.III i riaaIII:II als-I Iyv '-Y iIL:

r-estaiti- thei isiii-risiiii ilsewlsisi ill tslt- lis-4'.:-lsii. Tis niii'siis liss 1'i-1i-i li-litiil1 asalI
a sit-\%' liat-asrapi I() liss bitien aiiid too § 141.3 s isis mkt tis .'li-si:.

F. Sis-uisty l tr''arim A usilaiilist'

With reisjp-ct iI - sih s avilaility- sf st-e vint 'iv li_iia s. :is priddi'ul ii t'-ili''i'ih
para~grapihs (in and l ilt -if § 1417.3 iiilitiilf is lsi'ssaras[llls I'lil nd - 1. i-'' is-

ienst-r n woilid hai eti-5lti- svi-i siy 'srsiss i st ilsilii to ill ii' 'it-i'rii-i's si-dil I lit-
atirpo~rt thu( sitlsrt uvsslil lisite it irstilsilil- t' sill i'AA liirsiisisil- itia-i 5i issiiit
the aiirpoirt. t(Mte i''sisitit-e stsii-il tha isiS pw siss'5 iiii:ti':lsii-iil Iri 5'i5 .-cllriSy
prtogzrams inifiiimtsiit ion istr-ss lissiiht- fet- thast st-e is'''ssisiill'ss '.i1slil itA iili aviil-

abhleto ai sll sairpot users. A\ftew li-liivii slisil slit- pn ''Iii'is c'iict' Mill tilt Vsi-liiqlss
'if Insfornmations Act sanid tili- Ext-sitiv- O(It-r-ss si,ais-iiss -ecursitv classii-siiis.

. . . . . . . . . .i.
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* Under paragraph (e) the airport security programn is available only to those persons
who have anl operational need-to-kniiw. The thrust of paragraphs (d) a ndt let is to
ensure that a copy of thle security proigratti is miaintained and that it is miade- available
to those inspectors who miust mionitor its imiplenientatin. Thle airport security program)
contains sensitive information of inestimiable value to those who would i'i'mmit offenses
against civil aviation. In recognition of this fact, the Congress provided, in 8,ection 316
of the Act, for the Admninistrator tot protect that type of information by prohibiting

*disclosure if it would wvould be *detrinienrai to thle safety oif persons traveling in air
transportation." Congress specified that (lisclisii- would not lie required, notwi th-
standing any provision oif the( Freedomi of Information Act that would otherwise lie
applicable. Moreover, these provisions are not contrary to any Executive Oirder apply-
ing to national security. Therefore, under paragraph (e), the airport operator must
restrict access to Its security proigramn to) those who have anl operational need-to-knowv.

G. Changed Conditions Affecting Security

* ~With respect to § 10-1.7. which conltains thle procedures to lie followed if there is a
change in coinditions4 'n the airport which affects; security, 0one viimmenter requiestedl
clarification as to who determniner when ai security program becomies inadequate.
Section 107.7 requires fte airport ioperator to mnake fte initial deotermlination as to the
progrram s continued adequacy after a change in cvindition occurs. This determninatiiin
would be. subject to FAA review.

H. Amendment of Security Progzram liy Airport Operator

1. Field Offie Involvemnent
With respect to the procedures in § 107,.9) for amnendingr security priigramis li.. air-

port ioperatiors, (ine coi nienter be1lieved that they deruogate the Air Transpoi rtation
Security Field oftbve's respiinsiliility in favor if the Regional Offtice. Anothler felt that
the Regional Director should lie aile to miodify piroposed aniendnients. Aithouih niew
4 107.9 provides specific prioceduires for sulinission if requests for anieltuinient directly
to the Regional Director, thle F'AA sees noiiieson to priivide ftle lteiiinal Director
with specific authiirity to atnend at propo#sal, si ace it Is expected that moification at
an early stage cani bie accoi iillislied biy muttual agreemient lietweenl the Iteviiiial Director
,and the ai rpoirt opera tior. It shioiuld be no tedl that whlen a nici idments are stihini tted ti
the Regional Director, the involvement (if the operational field elemnent iii review iif

these wvill not he changed.

2. Coordination with Tenants

Another conimenter believed that each air carrier i ijiratir it .11 n ai rpiirt should
approve in wvri t ing each priopo sedl a inicdilent. Aithou iigh coo''rd inat iion if tile security
programt provi siions wvithI air ca rrier telii ts wouildh lie a rea sonnable mnet hi o( f ensu ring
their cooperat ioin. u nderstaninin. a ni suort, te F AA Iii i eves t hat it Will Id he' ini-
practical for the airport ioperatior ti lie reqiired toi suhni it proposed a tuondmnents to)
the tenants for their prior written approval.

3. Regliutal Director Approval
One coiimenter wanted ile* failure iif the Regiiiial D irectior tio notify the airport

operatiir in writingr ofI appriival 'ir idisappriival 'if the ;ilileiilieiit lii rolstituti' alilurival.
The FAA b el ieves undi~er ni ist ircu Iistanices, 15- ilays sild hile sufficien t foolr appro~ valI
ir diisa pproval I y thle Ilevioi naI Directior. Every effor't %%ill hei lilade, itnci i i close
iooperatliit with thle airport oiperatir, to ensure thiat :1 iii'iisit'it is 1liadil witii this
tilie periiii. Hoiwever, it wouilid it lie !i thei pubilic intere-st to proid~ie fbr autintiatic
appro~valI after a speciftic rt tie ,itn martts dean oz iiih di aiatioln safety.

1. Anihelidilien toP S-cu ri ty I ri 'rain IY iyF-AA

(Cincerning anieniments to security irfigriils liy tle FAA iinier § 1ii7 11, -ne
vinifelter felIt that tile Adulliisrl-atiir 4lwulld aprilrie aill aiettiiutt fiilTf Pni.urlie '11
standariitioii. A smiall tnlu~ier ofI ionintenirs wili -I' ille 'iolthat tirirt o
vrators should lie gra nted tile saic leieod fior resp)i use ats tile Au Iiini i 4atir u ider
4 107.9, i.e., 30 days instead of seven.
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The FAA believes that, since security programs are approved by the Regional Di-
rector, the Director should have the authority to amend these programs under ordinary
circumstances. Complete standardization is neither ipissible nor lesirable, because air-
ports have security problems of an individual character. However. to the extent that
uniformity is possible, it will be effected through FAA security policy.

The seven-day period for response to amendments proposed by the FAA has been
in use as a minimum time period for over five years without any known problem.
However, after consideration of the comments, the FAA agrees that a minimum re-
sponse period of 30 days would be more reasonable. Therefore, the section, as adopted.
has been changed to provide for this response period.

J. Security of Air Operations Areas

1. Airport Tenant Responsibility

A number of commenters noted that the provisions of proposed § 107.13 would
eliminate the exceptions contained in current §§ 107.3(a) (2) (i) (d), 107.9(h). and

107.11(bJ(2). These exceptions relieve the airport operator of the responsibility for
controlling unauthorized access to, and requiring personal and vehicle identification for,
AOAs that are exclusively occupied or controlled by an air carrier required to have a
security program under § 121.538.

Several commenters argued that the change would give responsibility to airport
operators for areas over which they might exercise little or no control. They referred
to the provisions of long term lease arrangements or other legal restrictions, and
asserted that airport operators would have no power to demand compliance. Others
contended that airport operators are not economically or physically capable of exercising
this respmnsibility. Some commenters argued that each tenant has responsibility. or
should be delegated responsibility, for security in its own leased area. A few felt that
there would be "confusion and conflict."

After consideration of these comments, the FAA has determined that the airport
operator should not be required to share the responsibility for control if persons and
ground vehciles entering, and moving within, art air carrier's exclusive area. and
§107.13, as adopted, provides this relief. Al "exclusive area" is defined ill new
§ 107.1(b) (3) as that part of an AOA for which an air carrier has agreed in writing
with the airport operator to exercise exclusive security responsibility under an approved
security program or a security program used in accordance with . 129.25.

Although an area may be exclusively controlled or occupied by an air carrier, it carl
have an effect on the security iif other areas of the airport. The closest coordination of
security activities is needed between all airport tenants, including those subject to
§§ 121.538 and 129.25. The airport operator is in the best position to act as the necessary
focal point for this coordination.

Section 107.13 provides that the airport operator is rot required to exercise the t

control functions specified in that sectir vith respect to an air carrier's exclusive
area. To ensure a coordinated security effort, the rule requires that the procedures.
facilities, and equipment used by the air carrier to perform those functions must le
appended to, or described iii, the airport security priigrain. The program rirust also
contain the procedures by which the air carrier will notify tihe' airport Iperator when
prcedures, facilities. arid equipenert ire io t adequate to pelu irnf tile cintrol functiins.

The FAA agrees hliat airport tenants are frequently ill the liest positiotn to know
their own security needs anld, b ecauose if tleir direct invilven t, air tlie'Ellt, vt hI
can effectively inipierierint p rocedutires ill thieir a reas. Art effective, o iverall airprt security

program cart be achieved only if all ci.oncernel d alre invi, vei ill its lesianr arnd
Implementation.

It should lie emphasized that nothinil ill § 107.13 irevenits aity a irport telian t frnt
accepting responsibility for !he security lf its leased area, in' frirnir cal'rying ,olt its ow

security pirogram. The tenant's pirgranil and the airpiirt security pirigraitt tilist lie'
compatible: however, this (.all lie achieved effectvivily liv making riI1r ll',)ri ate vectioiis if
all tenants' security programs, including those if air carriers, a part it the ;tirport

security program.

aN
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2. Security Costs
Stome ai rpo rt vomnmehttirs were f'oniferned liar they wiul tit ave substantially in-

creased cf ists I wi se if tilie-it *iI fior addedf4 Jilltrill 5 Lntiiri . an i-oi ther adll mlel) s'5.
4 ~~~Air carrier ci-imiettel's Wvere :ld1ist itiverted hIil1i1e t hey anitiipatetd thalt airltirt

ofpera'tiors wiiuild piass thiei' itii''t'lsei iists if tii thiiti or) r'equire thtemi to have i'o)stly"

seciurity mneasurlesI- flifilities, licyouttilrhiose '-utriutly reqijired liv the ai r va rriier's
FA A apipri iv#i'1secur)ity piri fin i.

The- FAA lielieves that thene is little likelihooidt if iinit'iasedl tits for eitlier' airpirt

operators iir airport tenanits, itidinu_ air carriers. as ai tistilt i-f § 107.173. as ;iihiptifl.

W1here the secu rity mneasu-es i-f tel naits i-ther that afir carrie's aure ilreadv adlequtiei

the prov'isiion (toes noi t rei'lire t he aiI fu it top eraitoir t i P l'f id4 Oh it add(11itiftil seen rit 3

tretisores, ond, rte cutirren t prcet m'Iif thle hif'felirt14 4i ii f p piiljity it.% thliise ten at s

nucasures will lift iedeil whre tilt- lov-l if seitritv tirisitI lir-ifutfei. litt'staii tot ati

FAA apprived security prttrl. is alruady af''ft-lilfIC. Whtile tiii-fliilittiit t" Spieiii

rteasumes iir ptriicedureis tisi'i 1)Nliv 111 at' carrier at :arltticuilar iirlffttt ittlV tietiisir

to achieve compatibhillity vi th the a ir i rt's sectiru I r i ira in. this li jud it, ri-snit itt

a1 signiificanit iovera~ll coist inc (rease.

3. Aeiss ilf A() As

-\ mall numbher if i'iitneters oll § 1) 7.13 wouild sublstittte tilt w-til ieittritttt
for ''pre'f'ttlzr' ilt pai'riarfli (aI), whvll t'fqltt'i'ttitt 4i iifi5 t i'acli.\ A. ill-

eliidina nmethoids foit ''previ'tihllr'' eirry IY uitatirhtirizeil itiiliviiiuals ;tiiii z.li'iuti Nio-

tuIces. Se'tiiii 11)7.13(1) tmerily t'fiqiit-.s iwts ihisirilwdfil i the sectir'ity iiiramtt to
lie putf into tise. It dlies tnot initpise a siihiti' hauhiit3 t' titilr i iitoi7eil itt) rv -t t hli

airport ioiperatfor. Therefoire the FAA blieve's tilte sii&:n'stvl stIlistitlti itit il Iii itiii'551 tV.

Two'n 'tizmemiters i'iqti'steil ;I ilettititlt itt "lutalitfrizel atn'idt ii zt'ttittl Vi-

hidles.' Ftir thet purpi-se -if § 10)7.13, lfi tnititlii-iziil leimi .Ii' Lrfiiti Viljili' is -til

wvhotse initry is noit appfroivedi ty Thle :iit'tiirt tilieltim .I- It.\ th :ii t- carier. fIrm ati ixcisivi-

htre, a, P'roedures fio' flftertliiliith, whliih lieisiils a n! L'roititd velt icles iii' auith iixt

must lhe set iout in the secui !ty pilgi illn.

iS nietco nmenters bieltie\'f A if ifl iv-'-'fltit iit i s a mlitfitis if iil'ititii:itiitti is 1ii'-

ni'ciigtitifis t-l't'ilfIt(I liy si'tity experts andi is tisfl ill Te titus se'uo ara.0'c i

F'or clarity, iliaitzfs Tit i'i'taiit Iamliai't have 'vfit Itaili' ill *' 107.13. 'l')ti ciii

Ini jianraph (I)llt-e u'rils''.,I atteuliptel plett'iiti'l tan. ' lt addiedi.

K. Lauu Enfi fri en it Supioit

1. Itisp.Iiisi* Time'

uasrf wtith fli tt ctiitiulit,'tit bu t Pa.'t )i the, Thit ai n -1mite iif t5ii' l leii iiI

wehrttdilfi-rl I-ouhsld s:1.t'tr iy

\%;I fll111lt if. Ili n.asm a..- l a *.I t.'' 'qlwi \vt.. % tha I -v ' a. 1tlii"'.%V . V uC

limit~ ~ ~ ~ tilt to -h v.ilt ftecek..it :i ftci y1mnt it
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New § 107.15 allows airport operators to adopt, with FAA approval, the most ef-
ficient system of law enforcement support to meet the individual needs of tile vast variety
of airports and conditions. Tile Federal Aviation Act of 1958, as amended, requires, and
experience at United States airports demonstrates the need for, law enforcement presence.
That same experience and the experience at airports in other countries indicates that the
specific form of LEO presence should vary depending on a number of factors including
the volume of passenger traffic and the configuration of tile terminal screening point.

In the preamble of NPRM 77-8, the FAA suggested oile minute as the maximum
permissible time under the current conditions. It is not possible to specify a minimum
response time in the regulation, because it is necessary to evaluate the individual char-
acteristics of the airport and the specific capability of the support system being proposed.
Minimum response time for emergency vehicles under Part 139 should not ie compared
with those for security threats since tile distances involved and the nature of tile response
are not the same.

2. Flexible Respons System

Other commenters felt that tile time-tested deterrent of the visible presence of an
officer at the screening point and the protection provided to screening personnel and
passengers by "front line" physical presence could not ibe provided by a flexible response
system. A few contended that a flexible response system lacked the capabillity to inter-
diet hijackers, terrorists, and other persons threatening criminal velence.

It should be emphasized that not all airports have configurations that will permit a
flexible system of LEO support In lieu of stationing aii LEO at each screening point.
Moreover, even at all airport that lends itself to a flexible system, some screening points
may still require that an LEO be stationed at the screening point. [ii addition. LEO
visibility does have an important deterrent effect and must lie considered in the ilevelop-
ment of any support system in which the LEO is not physically located at tile screening
point.

3. Legal Objections

In its comments the Criminal Division of the Department of Justice (DO) took the
position that the Cingress, in enactimig Section 316 of the Act, endorsed the LEO'.s pres-
ence at the screening point as prescribed in § 107.4, which had already lieeii adopted.
It suggested that, in view of this and the recent history if tile effectiveness (if tile LEO's
presence at the screening piiint, the rule should require a provision in security programs
for law enforcement presence at the screening point is vell as other airport areas re-
quiring that presence.

The DOJ indicated that "presence" could contemplate all LEO patrolling in tile iii-
mediate area of the scre-ening poilt, lut that proposed § 107.15 contains very broad
standards which may not provide for a quick law enftrcvnent response. For this reason,
it suggested that the rule provide that tile response Ino t fall eliw a mininl uni interval oif
time, arguing that the LEO cannot lie "present" at the screening point within the irdi-
nary meaning of tile word if the response time to tit screening point is greater tinili tile
minute. In addition, the DO.1 contended that Itecause the re'alation is .i broadly struc-
tured and because the physical designs if the natioit's itiports, Is well as tie seciurity
devices and netlids to lie ised at eaci of those iitrpirts, cti lhi vary Lreaitly. a soub jective
determination by tie FAA wilid lie required in eaci instanc'ei to deternmine \ihethr or
not each individual airpoirt operato r was in ciinmplhn ice.

The FAA does not agree with the I1)(.'s position that Sectint 316. ill effect, requires
tile presence of aii LEO at the sereenilta ptint in t'very vase. The FAA recognizes that
the Congress, ill enacting Secttion 31If, statutorily ilors'i d the -4em'Iirity policies atnd plti-
cedures of tile FAA that \\ere ill tffevt at the ilnatitoi's airpoits it the itine. lI tiever,

although it is clear tlat tie i ti gt'ess inittinded that tit level oif aviation eeriny lit
maintained aind that security protrn is Ihm uniforl y effective, it i'litost t selifically
require tht LEO t, lie Ilhysit'ally lo.tld :t t'e tretniiia poimt. httst'ild it irovsided
that tile LEO presence at tile airport lie "iequate It tiiiiv lhe sa fity ,if l''rotls tranvtl-
Ing in ali. transportation or intrastate air transpo 'tation fro acts -of ciiltiI violetct
and aircraft piracy."

. .-. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. - . . - ., .-~ .. , , .. - . .-: , , , ;'; ;;- . , ,' .:-; i:;, , .-: -:ii.:- - -. - ..o.. - .... ..= - -. . .,. - .- .. .... .. . '.. .-. .. " " -. . .- --. " ...S n + . .
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In so doing, the Conziress left tii the Administrator the technical decision as to what
law enforcement presence is adequate to provide this protection at each airport. While
law enforcement presence demands a security progranm which provides an1 effective re-
sponSe to each screening point, it does not preclude the use o~f more efficient and effective
systems of LEO support where the sam,' or a hiaher level of security wvould result. In
view of this, the FAA eIleves that adoption of the proposed rule is consistent with the

J explicit directive and the intet of Congress.

As notedl by the DO.I. 4 107.15 does not contain sjpecitic dlirectives as to how lawv
enforcement support is to he provided. However, fir a Security programl to be approved.
It wvill have to descrih~e the lawv enforcemnent Support proviiide d by the airport *ilwrator
with sufficient specificity to allow an evaluation of its potential effectiveniess and a de-
termination of the level of security provided. Moreover, fromt the in'ep)tion of this
program in 1979, all airpoirt security proatrains. Including those providing for law eniforce-
ment support, have beni approved onl ain Individual basis predicated on anl evaluathii of
the particular system. For this reason, the FAA does not anticipate any difficulty inl
determining whether a proigram provides for adequate law enforcement visibility and for
an effective response to each passenger sc'reening station.

4. Screening Process

4 A few commenterR also advocated the coincept of one person carrying (Vut both the
screening process and the law enforemient functions at certain Snmall airports. The FAA

* has conducted tests of systems that wvould allow the uise of one person to icairy out both
the screening process and the law enforcement functions. These tests have shown that
these systems canl provide adlequate security. and they are licing authorized by the Ad-

* ministrator where appropriate.

L. Cost of Law Enforcement Support

Generally, all the conimniters ont i~popose §107.15 (e). wvhichi would re'quire the air-
port operator to p~rovide lawv enfo rcemnit iiffcers to support I lssiiiger screa'1iIg 4Syt'its
required toy Part 121), al-er' oivornef) with the ('ost 4f, itnd the* payment for, this service.
The principles of comity and recipro'itv were advancved by Some as reasonis fir re~iiiriiig
the United States Governmniit to hear all1 the (lists inIvi ived. thlers bli evedl that thle
foreign air carriers should pay for their own security in the United States.

Meeting the costs of coi mpenlsa t ioni fori hlawi ei ifiicement services is aoi ea'i mic issueC
reqluiring resolution by tha' a irpo rt opera to rs, the air carriers Il h ti foreci and do mestic I

and the Civil Aeronautics Boiard. However, the I'nited States' lilsitioil has baso- that
security is a service wh ichi ShoulId lie pa Id for b y thle re-i p ient of that sa'rvici' throu' ighi
the passenger fare structure. as are other Saft-ty-relateal ii)eraltil ciists incurred iiy thle
air carrier. Therefiore, the ciist oif la%% -i ei new It ipm a~iii fi zssi wer scri-t i nila

wvhich is chiarge-d to tile air (a rrier b y thle a irpi it oper*ia tior (*ail hei ex peat a'a to lie passedl
on to the passenger.

M1. Law Enforcement Officers

1. U'niforms

There were several comments ci ieri i tihe reaj iremni nt In 4 107.17 (. a (2)~ that
LEOs lie iii iiiifiirm. Twoit-iimiietiters fi'lt thlit ill*- police ;iiiiniistratoir Iotr ain istial I
should prescrila- dress fuir ttliver's. "m1a a unit'riii tielit ((ut- edivaitazo-iiits tittuer all
circumstances. One coimnienter rernarkei that -rueti 4f-dut v jiu lni'ee. whlii utight be
used as airport LEO~Sart- piroiiitedl ti i-aing t helir ituioi'ts It.% 4iepai'tiieiitau
regulations.

The FAA h~eie'ves tinifairins ara' esvitil I6fr 1ilivite~'i tii iu'' Mr.vir, whtet'

than statiiitait thei -icreerlilg poit thrieri is ani i'--tp zri'ttii 11a44l for' Ilii i.1"l i t lie
Imimeadiately ri'uigilZaiil(t' as a1 pollii-. .4i-. bt It. rio- 11111b. and bY folloiw *itlica'rs.

The desivii anda style it tha' uniifoirm will re-mlainl tih- pri-Lrativ 4~ tile respi iisIiie

agency: hiowever. thle 1111firut t ist lie iine that val hi e u-a si y rca -giized 1)i the travelin-g

public as it police unifortm.

pV
4'
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a 2. Training Programs

A few commenters applauded the FAA for setting high standards for training pro-
grams. Others noted that. as proposed, the standards were unnecessarily stringent and
would require the replacement of many security personnel at a greatly increased and
unjustified cost. A large number of the commenters felt that the FAA should establish
only the minimum standards, and that they should be the same as those of the local
Jurisdiction furnishing LEO support. In addition, a number of commenters noted that
many aspects of regular police duties are not required to adequately support an airport
security program and that establishing standards that would call for training to meet the
broadest spectrum of police duties is not necessary.

After further consideration, the FAA has determined that proposed paragraph (hi
of § 107.17 (adopted as § 107.17(c) and (d) ) should ie modified in response to the public
comments received. Either the State or local training standards will he adequate for
law enforcement officers who pritect persons alid lrolperty in air transportation. Further,
the scope of the training need only c(iver those aspects of police duties necessary to ade-
quately support the airport security program. Where nt State or local standards are set
down, the airport operator must present a training program acceptable to the Adminis-
trator. The FAA will work with the airport operator to tailor training requirements to
the airport's needs.

Private law enforcement personnel have always been acceptable and nothing in) this
rule is designed to preclude their use. lowever, standards required for the State or
local police must also be met by private law enforcement officers.

N. Carriage of Firearms, Explosives and Incendiary Devices

1. General Comments

Most of the commenters to Notice 77-1 made reference to proposed § 107.21 which
would have provided that no person oIn an airport may have ay firearm, explosive, or
incendiary device, on (or about that individual's person (or property in violation of any
applicable State or local law. A majority of these commmenters expressed views on no
other section.

Commenters in opposition to the proposal believed that the rule was unnecessary,
arguing that local laws are adequate to cope with the existing situation. Many of the
commenters noted that the wide variance in the weapons laws could lead to an unaceept-
able lack of uniformity. Others felt that passengers would he in peril of many local laws
both existing and those which might be enacted. Some critics pointed out that, although
hijackings In the United States have declined, this proposal expanded the FAA role, not
only to the terminal area, hut to the entire airpo~rt. These critics felt that the rule would
do nothing to stop hijacking while it would infringe on the rights of persons who may ior
may not lie in air transportation as defined in the Act. In the same vein, they were of
the opinion that if the rule were not restricted to the area between the airplane and the
screening point, the provision would lie unrealistic, repressive, and lead to "sterile"
airports.

A number of commenters endorsed the tijectives tif this section. lut argued that it
could lie redrafted to make it nore realistic. Most of these cnimnienters siiggested that
the rule bw modified to take effect ietween the screevliin, point and tle airtraft.

The FAA agrees that tire iinly place on the airpirt where, as a practical nw tter.
illegal firearins, explosives, iir intttdiary devi .es in a persi's itsstssiml are likely ti lie
discovered is at the passenger screenin, I1le iit. F tirtler. slil a \%viaplihe fotu nd at a
poiilnt in the airport tither than tile ctr'elim- litilit or withini a sterile ar':g. it wild
remain sub.ject to any local laws pr ib iitimn it' linmiti ng the inarri n ge if Ve'lp iis. Mi di-
fying tie rule to use the screenliing pIflilt aind sterile trl wull /laliw ileth l teliniliatioii -if

the reference to local laws in tle rule.

For these reasons, tile FAA his iit litiei this se tlitil lwr% piiilitii: iiliantliirized
carriage of Iirearns, exlii siv'es. ir incend iary ide'ices li et 'ii is in tr entering sterile
areas tir presentiig theinselves for ilns lettion at istalllshel liilshed iss er si'riiil- tlpilts.
It should lie noted tlat the rut, il ties ilut lipriihiit tie li'zrul 'arriaLr it li-f il'flirns for
sportingl! iir tither p ipltses, when thl(ise, treal'ls aire it acc'lessible tit Ililllli liztl Iir s

In a sterile area. It alst slecifties thise persons ti i 'liln it does i it apptly etceause itf

their need to carry a lirearm ill the ierforlmnllid itt' their duty.
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2. Constitutional Objections

As already noted, a small number of coimnwnters objected to proposed 40 107.1 (a) (3)
and 107.21 as unconstitutional, and as an unjustified extension of Section 316 of the Act.
One Implied that the proposal violated Article Four, Sections One and Two, the full faith
and credit clause and the privileges and imunuities clan.m. Another eonienter asserted
that the proposal was an "inappropriate impediment" to interstate commerce and, there-
fore, unconstitutional under Article (}ne, Section Eight, the commerce clause. Finally.
some commenters contended that the proposal violated the sevoid-Amenidment right of
the people to keep and bear arms and violated a general right to self-protection.

The FAA does not consider these constitutional argm lents to have merit. The full
faith and credit clause does not prohibit the FAA from making the iarrlage of a weapon
a violation merely leause its carriage is permitted under the laws of a State. Tile

privileges and immunities clause is inapplichble ill that it does not prohiliit the Federal
Government from Imposing standards on the carriage of weapons.

As to the commerce clause, the addition of Section 3161, Air Transportation Security,

to the Federal Aviation Act ',f 1958, was clearly a reasonahle exercise of the Conigress'
broad authority under the Cinstitution to regulate coinmerce. Moreover, § 107.21 is
within the Congressional mandate in Section 316 to lrotect persons and pinlPtrty aboard
aircraft In air transportation and intrastate air transportation :igailst acts of criminal
violence and aircraft piracy.

Finally, while the Second Amendment protects the right of the lwopie to bear armis,
It does not confer an absolute right on the individual to carry a weapon at all times and
in all places.

0. Records

In response to the record requirements of § 107.23. a few commenters said they did
not oppose the requirement as long as requests are restricted to records which are reason-

ably available, pertain to the Immediate disposition oif detainees, and apply only to avia-
tion security matters. Others felt that the FAA should generate its own records or
compensate airport operators for mailtaining theln. A few believed ther.' was io iost-

benefit to this provision. A small numher stated that the proposal duplicated air carrier
responsihilities and suggested that the burden should either re.t on the air carriers en-
tirely or be completely eliminated.

Accurate Information relating to the operation of the civil aviation security pr.grani
Is essential for the evaluation of its effectiveness, for determining its future direction.
and for meeting the Congressional requirement for seimianinual reports ill Se.tion 315 of
the Act. The FAA believs that the airport operator is liest qualified to ensure that this
information is maintained and made available.

As adopted by this amendment, § 107.23 will become effective 30 days after notice has
been published in the Federal Regi.nter that the requireniet.s of that section have been
approved by the Offic' of Management and Budget iil accoirdance with tih' Federal lie-

ports Act of 1942.
ADOPTION OF TIIE AMENDMENT

Accordingly, Part 107 of the Federal Aviation Reglulations (14 CFR Part 1071 is
revised effective March 29, 1979.

Compliance with 4 1417.23 is not required unitil 30 days after a notice of approval of
the re~luirenients of that secti. hIy tile ()Ihc of Malmagelmlellt alnd Biniget is ithi 'ished
in the Federal ltevister.*

AUTHORITY: ( Secs. 313, 315, 3161, and 11, Federal .Aviation it of I115,, ;is aimendeid
(49 U.S.C. 1354, 1356, 1357, and 14211: Sec. lM vi, Ilepaillrtnienit f Traiisp rlaliin .%'t

(49 U.S.C. 1655(cfl.)
NOTE: The repoitrtIig aid or reii rdkeeping reqii-lelneilt s ci tttainied her'in h lave.

been approved hy the (Wlihe (if Manigemnlit alld Budget ill wcri'd'ait'dce with

the Federal Reports Act if 1942.
*k notice of approval by tilt' I )fle' if Malllge'lllivlt lliilidLit if t It i '***i -

keellmig aid repl'tiilg reilltir 'ilts itf 4' 1117.23 was llhlislitd ill ii lt l-de.irll Itei tir
on February 15, 1979 (44 I'll 9744). Tihe loliti cll illed that setioll effective March

29. 1979.

J%Io



Part 107-Airport Security

3 107.1 Applicability and definitions. 1 107.3 Security program.

(a) This Part prescribes aviation security (a) No airport operator may operate an air-
rules governing- port subject to this Part unless it adopts and

(1) The operation of each airport reg- carries out a security program that-
larly serving scheduled operations of a cer- (1) Provides for the safety of persons ant
tificate holder to whom $ 121.538 of this property traveling in air transportation and
chapter applies: intrastate air transportation against acts of

(2) The operation of each airport regu- criminal violence and aircraft piracy:
{12) Is in writing and si,,gnedI by the air-

larly serving schedule(d operations of a per-
mit holder to whom .129.25 of this chapter port operator or any per-son to whoni the
applies; and airport operator has delegated authority inapplie an~lthis matter:

(3) Each person who is in or entering a (3) inclest

sterile area on an airport described in para- (b) of this section; and I
graph (a) (1) or (a) (2) of this section. ( ) H s been apt(4) Has been ap~proved by time Regional
(b) For purposes of this Part- Director.

(1) "Airport Operator" means a person (b) Each security programmi requ|ired by par-
who operates an airport regularly serving agral)h (a) of this section must include at
scheduled operations of a certificate holder least the following:
or a permit holder to whom § 121.538 or (1) A. description of each air operations
§ 129.25 of this chapter applies; area, including its dimensions. boundaries.

(2) "Air Operations Area" mieans a l)or- and pertinent features.
tion of an airport designed anti used for (2) A (lecription of each area on. or ad-
landing, taking off. or surface maneuvering jacent to. the airport which affects the secur-
of airplanes: ity of any air operation area.

(3) "Exclusive area" means that part of (3) A description of each exclusive area.
an air operations area for which an air car- including its dimensions. houndaries. and
rier has agreed in writing with the airport pertinent features. and the terms of tihe
ol)erator to exercise exclusive security re- agreement establishing the area.
sponsibility under an approved security pro- (4) The procedures. and a description of
grain or a security program used in accord- the facilities and equipment. used to perform
ance with .129.25. the control functions specified in § 107.13(a)

(4) "Law enforcem||ent officer" means an by tihe airport operator and by each air car-
indivi(ual who reets the requirenients tf rier having -ecurity responsibility over an
§ 107.17. ,xclusive area.

(5) "'Sterile area" imeans an area to which (5) The )ro'edures each air carrier hay-
access is controlled by the inspection of per- ing security responsibility over an exclusive
sons and l)roperty in accordance with an area will use to notify the airport operator
approved air carrier passenger screening when the procedures. facilities, and equil)-
prograni or a program use( in accordance luent it uses are not adequate to performu the
with . 129.25. control functions described in § 107.13(a).
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(6) A description of the alternate security (c) After receipt of a notice to modify. the
procedures. if any. that the airport operator airport operator Iinay either submit a modified
intends to use in emergencies and other un- :.ecurity progralil or petition the Administrator
usual conditions. to reconsider tie notice to modify. A petition

(7) A description of tile law enforcement for reconsideration luist he filed with the

support necessary to comply with § 107.15. Regional Director.

(8) A description of the training progran (d) Upon receipt of a petition for reconsid-
for law enforcement officers required by eration. the Regional Director reconsiders the
§ 107.17. notice to modify and either amends or with-

-. (9) A description of the system for main- draws the notice or transnits the petition. to-
taining the records described in § 107.23. gether with any pertinent information, to tile
(c) The airport operator may comply with Administrator for reconsideration.

paragraph (b) of this section by including in (e) After review of a petition for reconsid-

the security program as an appendix any docu- eration, the Administrator disposes of the pe-
inent which contains the information required tition by either directing the Regional Director
by paragraph (b). to withdraw or amend the notice to modify, or

(d) Each airport ol)erator shall maintain at by affirming the notice to modify.

V least one complete copy of its approved secur-
ity program at its principal operations office, § 107.7 Changed conditions affecting security.
and shall make it available for inspection upon (a) After approval of the security program.
tie request of any Civil Aviation Security the airport operator shall follow the proce-
Inspector. dures prescribed in paragraph (b) of this see-

(e) Each airport operator shall restrict the tion whenever it determines that any of the
distribution, disclosure, and availability of in- following changed conditions has occurred:
formation contained in the security program to (1) Any descript ion of an airport area set
those persons with an operational need-to-know out in the securitv program in accordance
and shall refer requests for such information with ., 107.3()) (1). (2). or (3) is no longer
by other than those persons to the Director of accurate.
the Civil Aviation Security Service of the (2) The procedures included, and tie fa-
FAA. cilities and equipment described, in the secur-

ity program in accordance with § 107.3())
§ 107.5 Approval of security program. (4) and (5) are not adequate for the control

functions described in , 107.13 (a).
(a) Unless a shorter period is allowed by tie fucTile i in ope0aor3(a

Regional Director, each airport operator seek- (3) The airport operator chaniges an v
ing initial approval of a security program for alternate security procedures descriled in thesecurity program in accordance with . 107.3
an airport subject. to this Part shall submit the (b) (6).

proposed program to the Regional Director at
least 90 (lays before any scheduled passenger (4) The law enforc ,ient support de-

oprtin ar xet t vcr scribedI in the security program in accordl-operations are expected to begin b~y any err- at ih 173b()i o dqae

tificate holder or permit holder to whomi ance with § 107.3(b) is not adequate to

§ 121.538 or § 129.25 of this chapter applies. comply with § 107.15.

(h) Whenever a changed condition de-
(h) Within :10 (lays after receil)t of a pro- s(ribed in paragraph (a) of this section ocKcurs.

posed security prograim. the Regional Director the airport operator shall-

either approves the program or gives tie air- (1) hmediately notify the FAA security

port operator written notice to modify the pro- office having jurisdiction over the airport of
grami to make it conform to the applicable the changed c-ondition, and identify each
re(luirements of this Part. interim measure being taken to maintain

A - P .?. J 0
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adequate security until an appropriate § 107.11 Amendment of security program by
amendment to the security program is ap- FAA.
proved; and (a) The Administrator or Regional Director

(2) Within 30 (lays after notifying the may aluend an approved security p)rogram for
FAA in accordance with paragraph (h)(1) an airport, if it is determined that safety and
of this section, submit for approval in ac- tile public interest require the amendment.
cordance with S 107.9 an amendment to the (b Except in an emergency as
security program to bring it into compliance provided in

t paragraph (f) of this section. when the Ad-
ministrator or the Regional Director proposes
to amend a security program. a notice of the

1 107.9 Amendment of security program by )roposed aniendment is issued to the airport
airport operator. operator. in writing. fixing a period of not less

(a) An airport operator requesting approval than :10 days within which the airport operator

of a proposed amendment to the security pro- nay submit written information, views, and

gram shall submit the request to the Regional arglments on the amendment. After consid-

Director. Unless a shorter period is allowed ering all relevant material, including that
by the Regional Director, the request must he submitted by the airport operator. the Admin-

submitted at least 30 days before the proposed istrator or the Regional Director either re-

effective date. scinds the notice or notifies tile airport operator
in writing of any amendment adopted. specify-

(b) Within 1.5 days after receipt of a pro- ing an effective (late not less than :30 davs after,
p~osedl amendent, the Regional Director issues receipt of the notice of amendment by the air-
to the airport operator, in writing, either an port operator.
approval or a denial of the request. (c) After receipt of a notice of amendment

(c) An amendnient to a security programu i from a Regional Director. tile airport operator
approved if the Regional Director determines i ps

that-may p~etition tile Administrator to reconsider
that.-- the amendment. A petition for reconsideration

(1) Safety and tile public interest will must be filed with the Regional Director. Ex-
allow it. and cept in an emergency as provided in paragraph

(2) The proposed amendment provides (f) of this section. a petition for reconsidera-
the level of security required by 107.3. tion stays the amnendment until time Adminis-

trator takes final action on the petition.
(d) After denial of a request for an amend-

ment. the airport operator may petition the (d) Upon receipt of a petition for reconsil-
Administrator to reconsider the denial. Ape- eration, the Regional Director reconsiders theamendment and either rescinds or dmiodifies te
tition for reconsideration must be filed with

amendment or transmits the petition, together
the Regional Director. with any pertinent information, to the Admin-

(e) Upon receipt of a petition for reconsid- istrator for consideration.
eration. the Regional Director reconsiders the (e) After review of a petition for reconsid-
denial and either approves the proposed eration. the Administrator disposes of the pe-
amendment or transmits the petition. together tition by directing the Regional Director to
with any pertinent information, to the Admin- rescind the notice of anmendiment or to issue the

,, istrator for consideration, amendment as proposed or in modified form.

(f) After review of a petition for reconsid- (f) If the Administrator or the Regional
eration. tile Administrator disposes of the pe- Director finds that there is :an energency re-
tition by either directing tile Regional Director quiring inimediate action that nakes tie pro-
to approve the proposed amendlment or affirn- vedure in paragraph (I)) of this section
ing the denial. impracticable or contrary to tile public interest.
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an amendment may be issued effective without (b) Each passenger creening system re-
stay on the date the airport operator receives quired by Part 121 of this chapter: and
notice of it. In such a case. the Administrator ic) Each passenger screening system re-
or the Regional Director incorporates in the Iuired by Part 129 of this chapter after ,June

. Pnotice of the alendment the finding. inclding 29, 1979 or. after the (late specified by the
a brief statement of the reasons for the enier- foreign air carrier involved. whichever date is
gency and the need for emergency action. earlier.

1 107.13 Security of air operations area. § 107.17 Law enforcement officers.

(a) Except as provided in paragraph (b) of (a) No airport operator may use any person
this section. each airport operator shall use the as a required law enforcement officer unless.
procedures included, and the facilities and while on duty on the airport. the officer-
equipment described, in its approved security
program, to perform the following control (1) Has the arrest authority described in
functions: paragraph (b) of this section:

(1) Controlling access to each air opera- (2) Is readily identifiable by uniform and

tions area, including methods for preventing displays or carries a badge or other indicialin ra.icuin mhP. o reetn of authority,
the entry of unauthorized persons and
ground vehicles. (3) Is armed with a firearm and author-groun vehiles.ized to use it; and

(2) Controlling movement of persons and ize tus it; and
ground vehicles within each air operations (4) Has completed a training parograph
area, including, when appropriate. require- that meets the requirements in paragraph
ments for the display of identification. (c) of this section.

(3) Promptly detecting and taking action (b) The law enforcenent officer must, while
to control each penetration, or attempted on duty on the airport. have the authority to
penetration, of an air operations area by a arrest, with or without a warrant. for the fol-
person whose entry is not authorized in ac- lowing violations of the criminal laws of the
cordance with the security program. State and local jurisdictions in which the air-

(b) An airport operator need not comply port is located:
with paragraph (a) of this section with respect (1) A crime committed in the officer's
to an air carrier's exclusive area, if the airport presence.
operator's security program contains- (2) A felony, when the officer has reason

(1) Procedures, and a description of the to believe that the suspect has committed it.
facilities and equipment, used by the air car- (c) The training prograiI required by para-
rier to perform the control functions de- graph (a) (4) of this section must provide
scribed in paragraph (a) : and training in the subjects specified in paragraph

(2) Procedures by which the air carrier (d) of this section and either-
will notify the airport operator when its (1) Meet the training standards, if any,
procedures. facilities, and equipment are not prescribed by either the State or the local
adequate to l)erforin the control functions jurisiction in which the airport is located.

described in paragral)h1 (a) of this chapter. for law enforcement officers performing coin-

parable functions: or
1 107.15 Law enforcement support. (2) If the State and local jurisdictions in

Each airport operator shall provide law en- which the airport is located do not prescribe
forcement officers in the number and in a man- training standards for officers performing
ner adequate to support- comparable functions, be acceptable to the

(a) Its security program; Administrator.

i ,L~
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(d) The training program required by para- and private law enforcement officers and the
graph (a) (4) of this section must include period of time for which they are needed.
training in- (6) A statement acknowledging responsi-

(1) The use of firearms; bility for providing reimbursement for the

(2) The courteous and efficient treatment cost of providing Federal law enforcement

of persons subject to inspection, detention, officers.

search, arrest, and other aviation security (7) Any other information the Adminis-
activities; trator considers necessary.

(3) The responsibilities of a law enforce- (c) In response to a request submitted in
ment officer under the airport operator's ap- accordance with this section, the Administrator
proved security program; and may authorize, on a reimbursable basis, the use

(4) Any other subject the Administrator of law enforcement officers employed by the
determines is necessary. FAA or by any other Federal agency. with the

consent of the head of that agency.
1 107.19 Use of Federal low enforcement of-

ficers. 1 107.21 Carriage of firearms, explosives, or

(a) Whenever State, local, and private law incendiary devices.
enforcement officers who meet the requirements (a) Except as provide(d in paragraph (b)
of § 107.17 are not available in sufficient num- of this section, no person may have a firearm.
bers to meet the requirements of § 107.15, the an explosive, or an incendiary device on or
airport operator may request that the Admin- about the individual's person or accessible
istrator authorize it to use Federal law enforce- property-
mnent officers. (1) When performance has begun of the

(b) Each request for the use of Federal law inspection of the individual's person or ac-
enforcement officers musi t be accompanied by cessible l)rol)erty before entering a sterile
the following inforniation: area; and

(1) The number of passengers enplaned (2) When entering or in a sterile area.
at the airport during the preceding calendar (b) The 1)rovisions of this section with re-

P.a (b) The provrentn ofena this secio wit re-
year and the current calendar year as of the spect to firearmis do not apply to the following:
date of the request. (1) Law enforceient officers required to

(2) The anticipated risk of criminal vio- ) Lfireanrm e by this Part while on duty

lence and aircraft piracy at the airport and carry airprt.

to the air carrier aircraft operations at the the airport.
airport.(2) Persons authorized to carry a firearm

(3) A copy of that portion of the airport in accordance with § 121.585 or § 129.27.

operator's security program which (lescribes (3) Persons authorized to carry a firearmtherawor' efor t pportm nicesa s t in a sterile area under an approved securitythe law enforcement support necessary to
comply with , 107.15. prograi or a security prograil used in ac-complyc with §' 107.15.

(4) The availability of 6tate, local. and cordance with § 129.25.

private law enforcement officers who meet 5 107.23 Records.
the requirements of . 107.17, including a de-
scription of the airport operator's efforts to (a) Each airport operator shall ensure

obtain law enforcement support from State. that-

local. and private agencies and the responses t I A record is made of each law enforce-
of those agencies. itient action taken in furtherance of this

(5) The airport operator's estinate of the Part:

number of Federal law enforcement officers (2) The record is maintained for a mini-
needed to supplement available State. local. mum of 9) days : and

2S9.13h, 0fl -
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(3) It is made available to the Adminis- (2) The number of acts and attempted
trator upon request. acts of air piracy.
(b) Data developed in response to para- (3) The number of bomb threats received.
"raph (a) of this section must include at least real and simulated bombs found. and actual

the following: bombings on the airport.
(1) The number and type of firearms, ex-

plosives, and incendiary devices discovered (4) The number of detentions and arrests.
during any passenger screening process, and and the immediate disposition of each per-
the method of detection of each. son detained or arrested.
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2. Constitutional Objections

As already noted, a small number of commenters objected to proposed §4 107.1 (a) (3)
and 107.21 as unconstitutional, and as an unjustified extension of Section 316 of the Act.
One Implied that the proposal violated Article Four, Sections One and Two, the full faith
and credit clause and the privileges and immunities clause. Another commenter asserted
that the proposal was an "Inappropriate impediment" to interstate commerce and, there-
fore, unconstitutional under Article One, Section Eight, the commerce clause. Finally.
some commenters contended that the proposal violated the Second-Amendment right of
the people to keep and bear arms and violated a general right to self-protection.

The FAA does not consider these constitutional arguments to have merit. The full
faith and credit clause does not prohibit the FAA from making the carriage of a weapon
a violation merely because its carriage is permitted under the laws of a State. The
privileges and immunities clause Is inapplicable in that it does not prohibit the Federal
Government from Imposing standards ol tie carriage of weapons.

As to the commerce clause, the addition of Section 316, Air Transportation Security,
to the Federal Aviation Act of 1958, was clearly a reasonable exercise of the Congress'
broad authority under the Constitution to regulate commerce. Moreover, § 107.21 is
within the Congressional mandate in Section .916 to protect persons and property aboard
aircraft in air transportation and intrastate air transportation against acts of criminal
violence and aircraft piracy.

Finally, while the Second Amendment protects the right of the people to bear arms.
it does not confer an absolute right on the individual to carry a weapon at all times and
in all places.

,- 0. Records

In response to the record requirements of § 107.23, a few commenters said they did
not oppose the requirement as long as requests are restricted to records which are reason-
ably available, pertain to the immediate disposition of detainees, and apply only to avia-
tion security matters. Others felt that the FAA should generate its own records or
compensate airport operators for maintaining them. A few believed there was no ost-
benefit to this provision. A small number stated that the proposal duplicated air arrier
responsibilities and suggested that the burden should either rest on the air .arriers en-
tirely or be completely eliminated.

Accurate information relating to tile operation of tile civil aviation security pir,zrant
is essential for the evaluation of its effectiveness, for determining its fture liri'itiot.
and for meeting the Congressional requih-ement for setniainual reports in section 315 of
the Act. The FAA believis that the airport operator is best qualified ti ensure that this
information is maintai ned and made available.

As adopted v tits a met dinen, § 107.23 will ht- tne e.fftive 30 lays after notie has

been puilishe(d inll te F",,-i-al ltegistt-r that the 't-quit-ionets of that s.ction have heen
apprved hy the office ,f Management al:d ,Ildizet in acc,-daliCe with tiei Fedoral Ile-
ports Act of 1942.

ADOPTION OF TIlE .AMIND3MENT
Accordingly, Part 1l7 of the Federal Aviation ilegulations 114 i'FR Part 10171 is

revised effective March 29, 1979.

Compliance with § 107.23 is not required ittil :W1 d:y., after a noiti'e if approval if
the requit-enents of that sectioll y the il',. ,f .latt:iii'ttulut ittdl ltul:it is 1 i1hilishou
in the Federal i-gister.*

AUTHORITY: ( Sees. 313, 31-1. 316. and 01l. Feidi-ral Aviatiiit .A(-t of 1958. is anienhii
(49 U.S.'. 1354, 1356. 1357. and 14211 : Se.. dl lIimrttnent if Trrauspirtatitn Act
149 t.S.tC. 1655(c) i.)

Ni)TE : nt. r#,' t'tin atl"i or ti-itdkelhpittL m t. qiiIiti'tt i-,,titaito-il blourtill I lav
bell allpipiveii ly the (M rick -if Mtalluli'lgtt l :11di to l ltd et ill :ul,:d:lri'i vith
the t-'dvrai Repiorts Act if 1942.

A notice, of a Iiroval loy the (fite ,if .atllenlllent anlt iL.et of the recori-
ketqiuttg and rtp)rting retllirintettts if § 117.23 was iiblished il the Federail Rezister

on February 15, 1979 144 FR 9744). The ntotice made that section effective March

29. 1979.
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Amendment 107-1
Airplane and Airport Operator Security

Adopted: January 12,1981 Effective: September 11, 1981
(Published In 46 FR 3782. January 15, 1981)

SUMMARY: These amendments revise and consolidate security regulations for scheduled
passenger and public charter operations in a new Part of the Federal Aviation Regulations

and extend those regulations to certain commuter and air taxi operations and small
airplane operations conducted by U.S. and foreign air carriers. The consolidation
facilitates public access to aviation security regulations. These changes provide an
appropriate response to the current threat of criminal violence and air piracy against
scheduled and public charter operations of U.S. air carriers, intrastate operators, and
foreign air carriers.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Mr. H. E. Smith, Regulatory Projects Branch, (AVS-24)
Safety Regulations Staff
Associate Administrator for Aviation Standards
Federal Aviation Administration
800 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20591; Telephone (202) 755-8716.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
On November 1, 1979, the FAA published Notice of Proposed Rule Making No. 79-17

(44 FR 63048), to extend the FAA security regulations applicable to scheduled passenger
and public charter operations of U.S. and foreign air carriers and U.S. intrastate
operators to certain air taxi operators and small airplane operations conducted by U.S.
and foreign operators. It also proposed to simplify these regulations and consolidate them
(for U.S. certificate holders) into a new Part of the Federal Aviation Regulations to
facilitate public access to security regulations.

All interested persons have been given an opportunity to participate in the making of
this new Part 108 and the revisions to Parts 107, 121, 129, and 135. Due consideration has
been given to all matters presented. In response to comments received and after further
study by the FAA, a number of changes are reflected in the rule as adopted.

Background

Since their inception in 1972, FAA security regulations have been designed to meet
threats of hijacking and other crimes against the specific kinds of aircraft operations that
have proven to be most attractive to the potential hijacker or saboteur. For the most part
these operations have involved large transport type airplanes with scheduled departure
times, and generally have been conducted by air carriers under Certificates of Public
Convenience and Necessity (CPCN) and other limited economic authority issued by the
Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB), as well as by certain wholly intrastate operators who are
not air carriers. Operating rules for these operators are set out in Part 121 (14 CFR Part
121) and. for this reason, FAA security regulations were initially placed in that Part.

Scheduled operations with large airplanes also have been conducted under S 135.2 of

Part 135 (14 CFR Part 135). Security for these operations has been achieved through
voluntary compliance with requirements similar to those in Part 121; however, the
number of these operations is increasing.

Recently, and in particular since the passage of the Airline Deregulation Act of 1978
(Deregulation Act), the CAB has liberalized its policies and has granted broad authority to
conduct scheduled operations with large aircraft. There now are numerous air carriers
referred to in the Deregulation Act as "commuters" operating under Part 135 with
authority to conduct operations similar to those that were previously conducted only by
CPCN holders under Part 121. While CPCN holders are being allowed to discontinue
service at different terminals, commuter air carriers are gaining these terminal and route

Ch. 1
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authorizations. As a result, commuter air carriers are now using identical aircraft in
scheduled and public charter operations formerly used only by CPCN holders. These
airplanes are being operated over routes formerly served by CPCN holders, and the
operations are conducted without being subject to full FAA security requirements.

The Deregulation Act carries with it a mandate that there be no diminution in safety in
situations where commuter carriers provide substitute service on routes previously served
by route carriers. Section 33(c) (3) of the Deregulation Act requires the FAA to "impose
requirements upon such commuter air carriers to assure that the level of safety provided
to persons traveling on such commuter air carriers is, to the maximum feasible extent,
equivalent to the level of safety provided to persons traveling on air carriers which provide
service pursuant to certificates issued under Section 401 of this title."

The Proposal
To ensure consistent application of FAA's security rules and to achieve the necessary

level of security, Notice 79-17 proposed security requirements based upon airplane
complexity instead of CAB authorizations. The proposal called for multilevel security
requirements to be equally applicable to all scheduled and public charter passenger
operations conducted by air carriers and other FAA certificate holders. The FAA
certificate holder would have been required to meet the full security requirements that
have been set out in Part 121, including an approved screening system, for operations
conducted in airplanes with a seating configuration of 20 or more passenger seats. For
operations conducted in airplanes configured for less than 20 passenger seats, the
certificate holder would have been subject only to minimal security requirements,
including passenger and shipper identification, airplane security, and arrangements for
law enforcement response when needed. The proposal also would have retained the
existing requirement in Part 135 for crewmember antihijack training.

A number of changes have been made in the final rules, as discussed in this preamble.
A table is provided for comparing the major provisions of the proposed rule and the final
amendments. It is to assist in understanding the changes that have been made and should
not be relied upon as a complete statement of the amendments.

Passenger Seating
Configuration Security Requirements

NOTICE OF PROPOSED RULE MAKING
1-19 Modified airplane and airport operator security program would

have been adopted and implemented
more than 19 Full airplane and airport operator security program would have

been adopted and implemented, including screening of all
passengers and law enforcement presence.

FINAL AMENDMENTS

1-30 No security program is required unless passengers have
uncontrolled access to a sterile area and then a screening system
and !aw enforcement presence must be provided for those
passengers.

31-60 Airplane and airport operator security program must be adopted,
but screening and law enforcement presence must be
implemented only when the FAA identifies a security threat or
passengers have uncontrolled access to a sterile area.

more than 60 Full security program must be adopted and implemented,
including screening of all passengers, law enforcement presence,
and other significant safeguards.

Ch. I
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Comments
Approximately 320 public comments were received in response to Notice 79-17.

Nearly all of the commenters were against the proposal. The major objections were the
cost of implementing the security requirements and the absence of any threat that
justified extending screening and other security requirements to commuter operations.
The commenters argued that the proposal would place an undue hardship on small
communities and inhibit industry growth by causing commuters to avoid use of larger
airplanes in order to gain advantage of the minimal security requirements for airplanes
with less than 20 passenger seats.

Economic Study
In analyzing financial data provided by the commenters, the security costs per

passenger enplanement were found to vary so much that the FAA decided that further
economic study was necessary. A sample of typical airports was examined to determine
what the actual costs would be to implement the proposed requirements. The results of
this small sampling indicated that a comprehensive indepth cost study was needed.

This indepth study identified potentially affected airplane operators (25) and airports
(20). The personnel of FAA regional security divisions completed structured interview
forms for each potentially affected airline station (90) and for each airport. This
information was collected and analyzed by the FAA's Office of Aviation Policy and Plans:
and in many cases followup discussions were held with airline and airport personnel. The
final regulatory evaluation that resulted from this study is available in the public docket
for this rulemaking action.

The study indicates that the FAA estimated costs provided in Notice 79-17 are
generally accurate when considered against the total projected enplanements. However,
when viewed for a particular airport, or for a particular flight, costs might be
unreasonably high because of the limited enplanements at that airport or for that flight.

Considerable reduction in the cost impact of this final rule has been effected through
the changes in the proposal. While adoption of Notice 79-17 could have resulted in an
estimated maximum annual operating cost of $8.80 million and maximum capital
investments of $5.30 million (for airplane operators) and $.36 million (for airports), the
maximum annual operating cost for the final rule will not exceed $3.15 million and no
capital investment will be necessary. These changes and their economic impact are
discussed below.

Security Threat
The increased security threat to the commuter industry that was expected to result

from implementation of the Deregulation Act has not materialized. Only one attempted
hijacking of a commuter-operated airplane has occurred since the Deregulation Act was
implemented. This attempt was thwarted by skillful FBI negotiations resulting in
apprehension of the hijacker.

While the threat of air piracy and sabotage exists for all levels of air transportation,
the historical record clearly establishes that the threat is very serious for some levels and
less serious for others. Although all sizes of aircraft have been subjected to hijackings, the
most severe threat has been against the larger. longer-range, jet airplanes in scheduled
passenger operations. Typically these airplanes have more than 60 passenger seats, the
smallest being the BAC-111, which may be configured for as few as 65 passenger seats,
and the more commonly used DC-9, which is typically configured for approximately 90
passenger seats. The number of U.S. hijackings of such airplanes has continued to rise in
relation to worldwide hijackings and, over the past 3 years, the U.S. air transportation
system has experienced 40 hijackings of these air carrier airplanes.

Final Rule
Considering the economic burden that could be imposed on the small airport and

airplane operators and the fact that the hijacking threat directed against commuters has
not significantly increased, it is not appropriate to fully implement the proposed rule
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changes at this time. This final rule requires implementing a full security program only for
scheduled and public charter operations with airplanes having a passenger seating
configuration of more than 60 seats and for operations providing deplaned passengers
access to a sterile area at the next landing when the access is not controlled by another
airplane operator's security program.

For oerations with airplanes having a passenger seating configuration of more than
30 but less than 61 seats, a full security program need not be implemented. A full program
for these operations will have to be implemented only if the FAA notifies the airplane
operator that a security threat exists with respect to a particular operation or set of
operations.

While the frequency and extent of these threats cannot be predicted, the FAA expects
that this contingency seldom will be invoked. If it is, it will probably not involve all airplane
operators or all points served by a single operator, nor would all precautions have to be
taken in every contingency.

Antihijack security training will continue to be required for all crewmembers of FAA
certificate holders operating under Part 121 or Part 135. In addition, throughout Part 108
and the changes to Part 107 and S 129.25 of this chapter, the term "airplane" instead of
"aircraft" is used since threatened operations have only involved airplanes and no other
aircraft.

Airplane Operator Security Requirements
None of the comments suggest, nor does FAA intend, lessening in any way the

*" current security requirements for U.S. or foreign air carriers utilizing airplanes
configured for more than 60 passenger seats or for U.S. airports presently served by these
carriers on a regular basis. To ensure that passengers in scheduled or public charter
operations with these airplanes benefit from a degree of security commensurate with the
existing threat, the rule, as adopted, continues to require the implementation of a full
security program for these operations.

For airplanes with a passenger seating configuration of less than 61 seats, the larger
the airplane, the more attractive it can be expected to be for the potential hijacker. The
great majority of airplanes currently used by commuters are of less than 31 seat
configuration. However, a number of larger airplanes are now in production or "on the
drawing board" to serve the commuter airline market. The larger airplanes have a greater
stage length and fuel capacity and carry many more passengers than those in current use.
As a result, potential hijackers are more apt to see them as containing more hostages and
having the range to serve their purposes.

Additionally, the FAA's economic study generally reflects significant increases in
security costs per passenger as the airplane capacity decreases. The study indicates that
for the lower half of the spectrum (the 1- through 30-seat airplanes), the economic
hardship far outweighs the security benefit derived from even the minimal security
requirements proposed in Notice 79-17 for airplanes configured for less than 20 seats.

For these reasons, the FAA has determined that airplanes with a seating

configuration of 31 through 60 should be treated differently from those with 30 or fewer
seats. Part 108, as adopted, requires FAA certificate holders conducting scheduled
passenger and public charter operations in 31- through 60-seat airplanes to continue to
conduct security training for crews, as presently required by SS 121.417 and 135.331.
Further Part 108 and changes to Part 129 require the adoption of a comprehensive
security program for operations with 31 through 60 seats comparable to that required for
operations with airplanes having more than 60 seats. However, the operator will normally
only have to implement for 31- through 60-seat airplanes those portions of the program
that call for (1) having procedures for contacting the law enforcement agency identified byr
the airport operator and arranging for response to an incident when needed, and (2)
advising appropriate employees, including crewmembers, of the procedures and
instructing them when and how to use them. If the operator also uses airplanes above 60
seats, a full security program must be implemented for these operations.
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Each operator of 31- through 60-seat airplanes must be prepared to implement its full
security program for all or part of its operations at a particular station or systemwide
upon notification by the FAA that a threat exists. Such a threat would exist, for example,
where operations in this category have been subjected to hijacking and a specific threat
has been made that more hijackings will be perpetrated. Such a threat might also exist
where information has been received or developed concerning airplanes in this category
without a prior hijacking.

FAA certificate holders utilizing airplanes with a seating configuration of 1 through
30 seats, under the provisions of this rule, are only required to conduct antihijack crew
training currently required by S 135.331. Because of the size, range, and public perception
of the capacity and capability of these airplanes, this reactive security measure is
considered adequate to meet the level of threat against this type operation.

Law Enforcement Support
When a U.S. or foreign air carrier is required to implement a security screening

system at an airport governed by Part 107, the airport operator is required to provide law
enforcement support for that screening. When a carrier conducts operations from an
airport not governed by Part 107 of this chapter and is required to use a screening system,the carrier continues to be required to provide law enforcement officers to support the

screening system,

Access to Sterile Areas
To protect the security of sterile areas, this amendment provides that operators of

airplanes of any seating configuration may not discharge scheduled or public charter
passengers into a sterile area unless: (1) the passengers and their acces. )le items are
properly screened by the airplane operator; or (2) their access is controlled through
surveillance and escort procedures or through the screening procedures of another
operator.

Thus, unscreened passengers may have access to a sterile area where the discharging
operator has made a prior arrangement with another FAA certificate holder or foreign air
carrier, or in some cases the airport operator, having responsibility for the sterile area
either for escort of the deplaning passengers into, through, and out of the sterile area or
for the screening of those passengers before entry. Without these arrangements,
operators not otherwise required by Part 108 or 129 to screen their passengers who wish
to deplane their passengers in a particular operation into a sterile area at a particular
airport must adopt and implement all the provisions of an appropriate security program
with respect to that passenger operation. This requires that: (1) 100 percent screening of
the passengers and their accessible items be completed before the last departure; (2) the
airplane be protected; and (3) procedures be used to prevent or deter the introduction of
explosives and incendiaries into checked baggage and cargo for those flights.

This process currently is being followed by a number of air carriers operating under
S 135.2. These air taxi and commuter operators, because of their desire to allow their
passengers to have direct and uncontrolled access to a sterile area, have voluntarily
elected to amend their operations specifications to adhere to the security requirements of

"' S 121.538. With implementation of Part 108, this will no longer be necessary, and
operators requiring direct uncontrolled access to sterile areas for their passengers will
follow the security program procedures in S 108.25.

As a result of these amendments, certain FAA certificate holders that operate smaller
airplanes and have been required to meet the security provisions of S 121.538 are no
longer required to implement full security programs. Under S 108.5 these operators or
other operators utilizing I- through 60-seat airplanes may elect to continue to operate
under a full security program in order to discharge passengers into a sterile area. or may
elect to operate under a full or modified security program to meet passenger expectations.
to fulfill company security policies, or for other reasons. However, when FAA approval is
obtained for any security program, S 108.5 requires that the airplane operator carry (,ut
the provisions of that program. Operators utilizing smaller airplanes who use their own
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separate facilities at certain airports will now be able, at those airports, to operate without
screening passengers or providing law enforcement presence. For these operators this
rule may represent a considerable economic savings.

An Air Carrier Standard Security Program meeting the requirements of this rule is
available for use by all certificate holders. This program, jointly developed by FAA and
industry, has proven very effective in lessening the certificate holder's administrative
burden. The FAA encourages adoption of the Air Carrier Standard Security Program to
ensure uniform implementation and use of security procedures.

Airport Security Requirements

At U.S. airports regularly serving scheduled passenger operations of FAA certificate
holders and foreign air carriers utilizing airplanes with more than 60 seats, this final rule
requires the airport operator to adhere to the current provisions of Part 107.

At those airports regularly serving scheduled passenger operations utilizing
31-through 60-passenger-seat airplanes and at which the airplane operator is not requiredI to screen its passengers, the airport operator must only identify the law enf)rcement

%, agency that will respond to the airplane operator's request for assistance. Responsibility
for establishing and implementing the actual arrangements and for obtaining assistance in
the case of an incident rests with the airplane operator.

For these operations, the airport operator is required to submit to the FAA for
approval a security program that identifies: (1) the law enforcement support available to
respond upon request of the airport operator; (2) a description of the procedure to be used
by the air carrier to summon support; (3) a description of the training the law enforcement

officers have received; and (4) a description of the system of records of law enforcement
actions taken in support of aviation security as called for by S 107.23.

If an airplane operator using airplanes with less than 61 passenger seats must adopt
and carry out a full security program with a screening system, the airport operator must
provide law enforcement support during all required passenger screening operations. The
airport operator is required to submit to the FAA for approval a security program
identifying the law enforcement support, the training received by law enforcement
officers, and a description of the system for recording law enforcement actions taken in
support of aviation security. These law enforcement support requirements are the only
security requirements imposed on the airport operator for operations with airplanes
configured for less than 61 passenger seats where screening is performed under a
required security program.
Economic Evaluation

Assessment of the economic impact of these amendments indicates that certain
airplane and airport operators not previously required to have a security program may
incur some costs in connection with scheduled and public charter passenger operations
with airplanes having a passenger seating configuration of 31 through 60 passenger seats.
Some additional costs will occur for these operators if they must implement contingency
procedures included in security programs because of a threat condition. Most, if not all.,o)f

the costs of meeting contingencies would be associated with personnel and would not
involve investments in X-ray machines. metal detectors, and alterations to airport
terminals as might have been the case if the proposal in Notice 79-17 had been adopted. If
a threat situation occurs, the FAA will work closely with the affected parties to ensure
adequate, efficient, and cost-effective implementation of contingency procedures.

airplanes with less than 61 passenger seats desire to discharge passengers directly into a

sterile area. No additional cost will occur to the many operators already voluntarily
providing security for these operations through amendments to their operations
specifications. Airplane operators that do not now provide this security, and who desire
access to a sterile area, will incur new costs for providing the necessary security
safeguards.
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The economic assessment indicates that the final rule may have an impact on 11 Part
135 operators of airplanes seating 31 through 60 passengers at as many as 39 stations.
Virtually all of this cost impact would occur if contingency procedures are implemented.
Based on the FAA's analysis of the current threat, coupled with the historical record,
airplane and airport operators will rarely, if ever, be required to take these * --ightened
precautions and a threat necessitating such action would probably never involve all 11
carriers or 39 stations at a time.

However, in the unlikely event that all operators of 31- through 60-seat airplanes are
required to implement contingency procedures at all stations for an entire year because of
the greatest hijacking threat, the annual cost could be as high as $3.15 million. Whatever
costs occur may be recovered through fare or temporary subsidy increases.

This $3.15 million maximum cost contrasts with the possible costs that would have
resulted from the proposed rule. The FAA's evaluation indicates that it could have
resulted in as much as $8.8 million in new annual operating costs for the affected airplane
operators. $5.3 million in investments for security equipment and construction by airplane
operators and $360,000 in airport improvements.

Because these amendments impose uniform security requirements on the basis of
airplane size and the protection of sterile areas instead of the kind of FAA and CAB
operating authority, some Part 121 operators will have an opportunity to reduce security
costs at some stations. As is the current case, all Part 135 operators now screening
voluntarily under an operations specifications amendment can elect to discontinue
screening under this rule if they choose not to continue to have access to a sterile area.
While the FAA cannot determine the exact amount of cost savings, it estimates the
maximum possible annual operating cost savings of $13,720,526.

ADOPTION OF THE AMENDMENT
Accordingly Parts 107, 121, 129, and 135 are amended and new Part 108 is added as

follows, effective April 1, 1981, or 60 days after a notice of approval of the recordkeeping
and reporting requirements of new Part 108 by the Office of Management and Budget is
published in the Federal Register. whichever is later.
(Secs. 313, 315, 316, 317, 601-610 of the Federal Aviation Act of 1958 (49 U.S.C. 1354(a),
1356, 1357, 1358, 1421-1430); Sec. 6(c), Department of Transportation Act (49 U.S.C.
1655(c)).)

This rule is a final order of the Administrator as defined by Section 1005 of the
Federal Aviation Act of 1958, as amended (49 U.S.C. 1485). As such, it is subject to review
only by the courts of appeals of the United States or the United States Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia.
NOTE: The FAA has determined that this document involves a proposed regulation which
is not significant under Executive Order 12044 as implemented by DOT Regulatory
Policies and Procedures (44 FR 11034; February 26, 1979). A copy of the regulatory
evaluation prepared for this action is contained in the regulatory docket. A copy of it may
be obtained by contacting the person identified under the caption "FOR FURTHER
INFORMATION CONTACT".
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Reference Amendment 107-1
Airplane and Airport Operator Security

Adopted: June 15, 1981 Effective: September 11, 1981
(Published In 46 FR 36053. July 13. 1981)

SUMMARY: This document prescribes the effective date for a new Part of the Federal
Aviation Regulations that consolidates security regulations for scheduled passenger and
public charter operations and extends those regulations to certain commuter and air taxi
operations and small airplane operations conducted by U.S. and foreign air carriers. At
the time this new Part was adopted, its reporting and recordkeeping requirements had not
been approved by OMB, and the Part could not be made effective. That approval process
has now been completed.

This document also corrects a reference in the words of issuance of Amendment
107-1.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Joseph A. Sirkis, Regulatory Projects Branch, (AVS-24)
Safety Rugulations Staff
Associate Administrator for Aviation Standards
Federal Aviation Administration
800 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20591; Telephone (202) 755-8716.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

On January 12, 1981, the FAA adopted amendments that added a new Part 108,
Airplane Operator Security (46 FR 3782; January 15, 1981), and amended other
associated security regulations. The new Part revises and consolidates aviation security
regulations for scheduled passenger and public charter operations, and extends those
regulations to certain commuter and air taxi operations and small airplane operations
conducted by U.S. and foreign air carriers. The consolidation facilitates public access to
aviation security regulations. The changes provide an appropriate response to the current
threat of criminal violence and air piracy against scheduled and public charter operations
of U.S. air carriers, intrastate operators, and foreign air carriers.

Because new Part 108 contains reporting and recordkeeping requirements for which
OMB approval is required, the effectivity of the new Part was delayed until April 1, 1981,
or 60 days after OMB approval, whichever would be later. On April 29, 1981. OMB
approved these requirements. A copy of the approval may be examined at the Federal
Aviation Administration, Office of the Chief Counsel, Rules Docket, No. 19726, 800
Independence Avenue, SW, Washington, DC 20591.

Accordingly, this notice prescribes the necessary effective date and, except as noted.
provides the 60-day notice referred to at the time these amendments were adopted.

In order to relieve certain airplane operators immediately of an unnecessary financial
burden, this notice permits compliance without delay with new Part 108. When issuing
Part 108, the FAA considered the economic burden that could be imposed on the small
airplane operators and the fact that the hijacking threat directed against commuters has
not significantly increased. It was determined that the implementation of a full security
program should only be required for scheduled and public charter operations with
airplanes having a passenger-seating configuration of more than 60 seats and for
operations providing deplaned passengers access to a sterile area at the next landing when
the access is not controlled by another airplane operator's security program. Accordingly,
Part 108 provides that for operations with airplanes having a passenger-seating
configuration of more than 30 but fewer than 61 seats a full security program need not he
implemented.

For Part 108 to be effective immediately for any operator. the operator need only
advise the Director of Civil Aviation Security of its intention to comply with the Part.
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Correction
In connection with new Part 108, the airport operator security rules in Part 107 were

also amended (Amendment 107-1) to relate the airport operator's responsibilities,
including law enforcement support, to the level of security required for airplane operators
using the airport.

Section 107.7 requires the airport operator to notify the FAA. and appropriately
amend its security program, whenever certain changed security conditions ioccur.
Specifically. S 107.7(a) (4) provides that this action must be taken when the law
enforcement support, as described in the airport operator's security program, is not
adequate to comply with S 107.15. Amendment 107-1 was intended to add references in
S 107.7(a) (4) to new security program requirements. However, because that provision is
misnumbered in the current bound version of the Code of Federal Regulations (14 CFR
107.7). the amending language erroneously referred to it as . 107.7(a) (3). This
amendment corrects the amending language to refer to . 107.7(a) (4). The Code ,f Federal
Regulations will be corrected when it is next published in bound form.

EFFECTIVE DATE AND CORRECTION
Accordingly. Amendments No. 107-1. 108(New). 121-167, 129-11, and 135-10 will be

effective September 11. 1981, or. for a certificate holder to which new Part 108 would
apply, on the late that the certificate holder notifies the Director of Civil Aviation
Security of its intention to comply with the Part, whichever date is earlier. The words of
issuance of Amendment 107-1 are corrected to amend S 107.7(a)(4). instead of
S 107.7(a) (3), by inserting the phrase ", (f) (1). or (g) (1)" after the phrase "S 107.3(b) (7)".
(Secs. 313. 315, 316. 317, 601-610 of the Federal Aviation Act of 1958 (49 tU.S.C. 1354(a).
1356, 1357, 1358, 1421-1430); Sec. 6(c) of the Department of Transportation Act (49
U.S.C. 1655(c)).)
NOTE: The FAA has determined that this document pertains to a rulemaking action
which is not a major regulation under Executive Order 12291; that it is not significant
under Department of Transportation Regulatory Policies and Procedures (44 FR 11034:
February 26, 1979); and that. under the criteria of the Regulatory Flexibility Act. it will
not have a significant impact on a substantial number of small entities. In addition, the
FAA has determined that, while a regulatory evaluation was prepared for the final rule.
the expected further impact of this notice and correction is so minimal that it does not
require an evaluation.
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Part 107-Airport Security

1§ 107.1 Applicability and definitions. § 107.3 Security program.

[(a) This Part prescribes aviation security (a) No airport operator may operate an air-
rules governing- port subject to this Part unless it adopts and car-

[(1) The operation of each airport regularly ries out a security program that-
serving the scheduled passenger operations (1) Provides for the safety of persons and
of a certificate holder required to have a property traveling in air transportation and
security program by S 108.5(a) of this intrastate air transportation against acts of
chapter; criminal violence and aircraft piracy;

[(2) The operation of each airport regularly (2) Is in writing and signed by the airport
serving scheduled passenger operations of a operator or any person to whom the airport
foreign air carrier required to have a security operator has delegated authority in this
program by S 129.25 of this chapter; and] matter;

(3) Each person who is in or entering a 1(3) Includes the items listed in paragraph
sterile area on an airport described in (b), (f), or (g) of this section, as appropriate;
paragraph (a) (1) or (a) (2) of this section. and]

1(b) For purposes of this Part- (4) Has been approved by the Regional

[(1) "Airport Operator" means a person Director.
who operates an airport regularly serving 1(b) For each airport subject to this Part
scheduled passenger operations of a cer- regularly serving scheduled passenger opera-
tificate holder or a foreign air carrier re- tions conducted in airplanes having a passenger
quired to have a security program by seating configuration (as defined in S 108.3 of
S 108.5(a) or S 129.25 of this chapter;J this section of this chapter) of more than 60

(2) "Air Operations Area" means a portion seats, the security program required by

of an airport designed and used for landing, paragraph (a) of this section must include at

taking off, or surface maneuvering of least the following:J

airplanes; (1) A description of each air operations
(3) "Exclusive area" means that part of an area, including its dimensions, boundaries,

air operations area for which an air carrier and pertinent features.
has agreed in writing with the airport (2) A description of each area on, or adja-
operator to exercise exclusive security cent to, the airport which affects the security
responsibility under an approved security of any air operation area.
program or a security program used in (3) A description of each exclusive area,
accordance with S 129.25; including its dimensions, boundaries, and per-

(4) "Law enforcement officer" means an tinent features, and the terms of the agree-
individual who meets the requirements of ment establishing the area.
S 107.17; and (4) The procedures, and a description of the

1(5) "Sterile area" means an area to which facilities and equipment, used to perform the
access is controlled by the inspection of per- control functions specified in § 107.13(a) by
sons and property in accordance with an ap- the airport operator and by each air carrier
proved security program or a security pro- having security responsibility over an ex-
gram used in accordance with S 129.25.1 clusive area.
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(5) The procedures each air carrier having [(2) A description of the training program
security responsibility over an exclusive area for law enforcement officers required by
will use to notify the airport operator when S 107.17.
the procedures, facilities, and equipment it [(3) A description of the system for main-
uses are not adequate to perform the control taining the records described in S 107.23.
functions described in S 107.13(a). [(g) For each airport subject to this Part

(6) A description of the alternate security where the certificate holder or foreign air car-
procedures, if any, that the airport operator rier is required to conduct passenger screening
intends to use in emergencies and other under a security program required by
unusual conditions. S 108.5(a) (2) or (3) or S 129.25(b) (2) or (3) of

(7) A description of the law enforcement this chapter, or conducts screening under a
support necessary to comply with S 107.15. security program being carried out pursuant to

(8) A description of the training program S 108.5(b), as appropriate the security program

for law enforcement officers required by required by paragraph (a) of this section must
S 107.17. include the following:

[(1) A description of the law enforcement
(9) A description of the system for main- support necessary to comply with S 107.15.

taining the records described in S 107.23

1(c) The airport operator may comply with [(2) A description of the training program[(c)Theairortopeatormaycomly ith for law enforcement officers required by

paragraph (b), (f), or (g) of this section by in- S 107.17.

cluding in the security program as an appendix

any document which contains the information 1(3) A description of the system for main-

required by paragraph (b), (f), or (g).1 taining the records described in S 107.23.1

(d) Each airport operator shall maintain at § 107.5 Approval of security program.

least one complete copy of its approved security (a) Unless a shorter period is allowed by the
program at its principal operations office, and Regional Director, each airport operator seek-
shall make it available for inspection upon the ing initial approval of a security program for an
request of any Civil Aviation Security Inspector. airport subject to this Part shall submit the pro-

(e) Each airport operator shall restrict the posed program to the Regional Director at least
distribution, disclosure, and availability of infor- 90 days before any scheduled passenger opera-
mation contained in the security program to tions are expected to begin by any certificate
those persons with an operational need-to-know holder or permit holder to whom S 121.538 or
and shall refer requests for such information by 5 129.25 of this chapter applies.
other than those persons to the Director of the (b) Within 30 days after receipt of a proposed
Civil Aviation Security Service of the FAA. security program, the Regional Director either

1(f) For each airport subject to this Part approves the program or gives the airport
regularly serving scheduled passenger opera- operator written notice to modify the program
tions conducted in airplanes having a passenger to make it conform to the applicable re-
seating configuration (as defined in S 108.3 of quirements of this Part.
this chapter) of more than 30 but less than 61 (c) After receipt of a notice to modify, the air-
seats, the security program required by port operator may either submit a modified
paragraph (a) of this section must include at security program or petition the Administrator
least the following: to reconsider the notice to modify. A petition for

[(1) A description of the law enforcement reconsideration must be filed with the Regional

support necessary to comply with S 107.15(b), Director.

and the procedures which the airport (d) Upon receipt of a petition for reconsidera-
operator has arranged to be used by the cer- tion. the Regional Director reconsiders the
tificate holder or foreign air carrier to sum- notice to modify and either amends or
mon that support. withdraws the notice or transmits the petition,
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together with any pertinent information, to the gram shall submit the request to the Regional
Administrator for reconsideration. Director. Unless a shorter period is allowed by

(e) After review of a petition for reconsidera- the Regional Director, the request must be sub-
tion, the Administrator disposes of the petition mitted at least 30 days before the proposed ef-
by either directing the Regional Director to fective date.
withdraw or amend the notice to modify, or by (b) Within 15 days after receipt of a proposed
affirming the notice to modify. amendment, the Regional Director issues to the
§ 107.7 Changed conditions affecting security, airport operator, in writing, either an approval

(a) After approval of the security program, or a denial of the request.
the airport operator shall follow the procedures (c) An amendment to a security program is
prescribed in paragraph (b) of this section approved if the Regional Director determines
whenever it determines that any of the follow- that-
ing changed conditions has occurred: (1) Safety and the public interest will allow

(1) Any description of an airport area set it, and
out in the security program in accordance (2) The proposed amendment provides the
with S 107.3(b) (1), (2), or (3) is no longer ac- level of security required by S 107.3.
curate. (d) After denial of a request for an amend-

4 (2) The procedures included, and the ment, the airport operator may petition the Ad-
facilities and equipment described, in the ministrator to reconsider the denial. A petition
security program in accordance with for reconsideration must be filed with the
5 107.3(b) (4) and (5) are not adequate for the Regional Director.
control functions described in S 107.13(a). (e) Upon receipt of a petition for reconsidera-

(3) The airport operator changes any alter- tion, the Regional Director reconsiders the
nate security procedures described in the denial and either approves the proposed amend-
security program in accordance with S 107.3 ment or transmits the petition, together with
(b) (6). any pertinent information. to the Administrator

(4) The law enforcement support described for consideration.
in the security program in accordance with (f) After review of a petition for reconsidera-
S 107.3(b) (7) 1, (f) (1), or (g) (1)] is not ade- tion, the Administrator disposes of the petition
quate to comply with S 107.15. by either directing the Regional Director to ap-
(b) Whenever a changed condition described prove the proposed amendment or affirming the

in paragraph (a) of this section occurs, the air- denial.
port operator shall-

(1) Immediately notify the FAA security § 107.11 Amendment of security program by

office having jurisdiction over the airport of FAA.
the changed condition, and identify each in- (a) The Administrator or Regional Director
terim measure being taken to maintain ade- may amend an approved security program for
quate security until an appropriate amend- an airport, if it is determined that safety and the
ment to the security program is approved; public interest require the amendment.
and (b) Except in an emergency as provided in

(2) Within 30 days after notifying the FAA paragraph (f) of this section, when the Ad-
in accordance with paragraph (b) (1) of this ministrator or the Regional Director proposes to
section, submit for approval in accordance amend a security program, a notice of the pro-
with S 107.9 an amendment to the security posed amendment is issued to the airport
program to bring it into compliance with this operator, in writing, fixing a period of not less
Part. than 30 days within which the airport operator

J 107.9 Amendment of security program by air- may submit written information, views, and
port operator. arguments on the amendment. After consider-

(a) An airport operator requesting approval ing all relevant material, including that submit-
of a proposed amendment to the security pro- ted by the airport operator, the Administrator
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or the Regional Director either rescinds the (1) Controlling access to each air opera-
notice or notifies the airport operator in writing tions area, including methods for preventing
of any amendment adopted, specifying an effec- the entry of unauthorized persons and ground
tive date not less than 30 days after receipt of vehicles.
the notice of amendment by the airport (2) Controlling movement of persons and
operator. ground vehicles within each air operations

(c) After receipt of a notice of amendment area, including, when appropriate. re-
from a Regional Director, the airport operator quirements for the display of identification.
may petition the Administrator to reconsider (3) Promptly detecting and taking action to
the amendment. A petition for reconsideration control each penetration. or attempted
must be filed with the Regional Director. Except penetration, of an air operations area by a
in an emergency as provided in paragraph (f) of person whose entry is not authorized in
this section, a petition for reconsideration stays accordance with the security program.
the amendment until the Administrator takes (b) An airport operator need not comply with
final action on the petition. paragraph (a) of this section with respect to an

(d) Upon receipt of a petition for reconsidera- air carrier's exclusive area, if the airport
tion, the Regional Director reconsiders the operator's security program contains-
amendment and either rescinds or modifies the (1) Procedures, and a description of the
amendment or transmits the petition, together facilities and equipment, used by the air
with any pertinent information, to the Ad- carrier to perform the control functions
ministrator for consideration. described in paragraph (a): and

(e) After review of a petition for reconsidera- (2) Procedures by which the air carrier will
tion, the Administrator disposes of the petition notify the airport operator when its pro-
by directing the Regional Director to rescind the cedures, facilities, and equipment are not ade-
notice of amendment or to issue the amendment quate to perform the control functions
as proposed or in modified form. described in paragraph (a) of this chapter.

(f) If the Administrator or the Regional
Director finds that there is an emergency [§ 107.15 Law enforcement support.
requiring immediate action that makes the pro- [(a) Each airport operator shall provide law
cedure in paragraph (b) of this section imprac- enforcement officers in the number and in a
ticable or contrary to the public interest, an manner adequate to support-
amendment may be issued effective without
stay on the date the airport operator receives (1) Its security program: and
notice of it. In such a case, the Administrator or (2) Each passenger screening sy

the Regional Director incorporates in the notice quired by Part 108 or § 129.25 of this chapter.

of the amendment the finding, including a brief 1(b) For scheduled or public charter

statement of the reasons for the emergency and passenger operations with airplanes having a

the need for emergency action. passenger seating configuration (as defined in
§ 11 108.3 of this chapter) of more than 30 but less

than 61 seats for which a passenger screening
(a) Except as provided in paragraph (b) of this system is not required, each airport operator

section, each [operator of an airport serving shall ensure that law enforcement officers are
scheduled passenger operations where the cer- available and committed to respond to an inci-
tificate holder or foreign air carrier is required dent at the request of a certificate holder or
to conduct passenger screening under a pro- foreign air carrier and shall ensure that the re-
gram required by § 108.5(a) (i) or § 129.25(b) (1) quest procedures are provided to the certificate
of this chapter as appropriate] shall use the pro- holder or foreign air carrier.1
cedures included, and the facilities and equip-
ment described, in its approved security § 107.17 Law enforcement officers.
program, to perform the following control func- (a) No airport operator may use [, or arrange
tions: for response byj any person as a required law

Ch. 1 (Amdt. 107-1. Elf. 9111181)



PART 107 AIRPORT SECURITY 5

enforcement officer unless, while on duty on the 5 107.19 Use of Federal law enforcement
airport, the officer- Otficers.

(1) Has the arrest authority described in
paragraph (b) of this section; (a) Whenever State. local, and private law en-

(2) Is readily identifiable by uniform and forcement officer who meet the requirements of
displays or carries a badge or other indicia of S 107.17 are not available in sufficient numbers
authority; to meet the requirements of S 107.15, the air-

(3) Is armed with a firearm and authorized port operator may request that the Ad-
to use it; and ministrator authorize it to use Federal law en-

forcement officers.
(4) Has completed a training program that

meets the requirements in paragraph (c) of (b) Each request of th e of Federal law en-
this section. forcement officers must be accompanied by the
(b) The law enforcement officer must, while following information:

on duty on the airport, have the authority to ar- (1) The number of passengers enplaned at
rest, with or without a warrant, for the follow- the airport during the preceding calendar
ing violations of the criminal laws of the State year and the current calendar year as of the
and local jurisdictions in which the airport is date of the request.
located: (2) The anticipated risk of criminal violence

(1) A crime committed in the officer's and aircraft piracy at the airport and to the
presence. air carrier aircraft operations at the airport.

(2) A felony, when the officer has reason to (3) A copy of that portion of the airport
believe that the suspect has committed it. operator's security program which describes

(c) The training program required by the law enforcement support necessary to
paragraph (a) (4) of this section must provide comply with 5 107.15.
training in the subjects specified in paragraph (4) The availability of State, local, and
(d) of this section and either- private law enforcement officers who meet

(1) Meet the training standards, if any, the requirements of S 107.17, including a
prescribed by either the State or the local description of the airport operator's efforts to
jurisdiction in which the airport is located, for obtain law enforcement support from State,
law enforcement officers performing com- local, and private agencies and the responses
parable functions; or of those agencies.

(2) If the State and local jurisdictions in (5) The airport operator's estimate of the
which the airport is located do not prescribe number of Federal law enforcement officers
training standards for officers performing needed to supplement available State, local,
comparable functions, be acceptable to the and private law enforcement officers and the
Administrator. period of time for which they are needed.

(d) The training program required by pro o time chnthe resd
paragraph (a) (4) of this section must include (6) A statement acknowledging respon-
training in- sibility for providing reimbursement for the

(1) The use of firearms; cost of providing Federal law enforcement of-
(1) icers.

(2) The courteous and efficient treatment

of persons subject to inspection, detention, (7) Any other information the Ad-
search, arrest, and other aviation security ac- ministrator considers necessary.
tivities; (c) In response to a request submitted in ac-

(3) The responsibilities of a law enforce- cordance with this section, the Administrator
ment officer under the airport operator's ap- may authorize, on a reimbursable basis, the use
proved security program; and of law enforcement officers employed by the

(4) Any other subject the Administrator FAA or by any other Federal agency, with the
determines is necessary. consent of the head of that agency.

Ch. 1



6 AIRPORT SECURITY PART 107

9 107.21 Carriage of firearms, explosives, or § 107.23 Records.
incendiary devices. (a) Each airport operator shall ensure that-

(a) Except as provided in paragraph (b) of this (1) A record is made of each law enforce-
section, no person may have a firearm, an ment action taken in furtherance of this Part;
explosive, or an incendiary device on or about (2) The record is maintained for a minimum
the individual's person or accessible property- of 90 days; and

(1) When performance has begun of the (3) It is made available to the Ad-
inspection of the individual's person or ministrator upon request.
accessible property before entering a sterile (b) Data developed in response to paragraph
area; and (a) of this section must include at least the

(2) When entering or in a sterile area. following:
(1) The number and type of firearms,

(b) The provisions of this section with respect explosives, and incendiary devices discovered
to firearms do not apply to the following: during any passenger screening process, and

(1) Law enforcement officers required to the method of detection of each.
carry a firearm by this Part while on duty on (2) The number of acts and attempted acts
the airport. of air piracy.

(2) Persons authorized to carry a firearm in (3) The number of bomb threats received,
accordance with 5 121.585 or S 129.27. real and simulated bombs found, and actual

(3) Persons authorized to carry a firearm in bombings on the airport.
a sterile area under an approved security (4) The number of detentions and arrests,
program or a security program used in and the immediate disposition of each person
accordance with 5129.25. detained or arrested.

a U.S. GOVERNMENT PRITING OFFICE 1981 - 341-443/127 Ch. I
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PART 107 P-21

Amendment 107-2
Miscellaneous Amendments

Adopted: February 26, 1982 Effective: April 28, 1982
(Published In 47 FR 13312. March 29. 192)

SUMMARY: These amendments make a number of minor changes to the Federal Aviation
Regulations (FAR). They amend certain Parts to change prerequisites required for flight
tests and the experience necessary for an airline transport pilot certificate. They change
the validity period for the written test for a flight eng- ieer certificate. In addition, they
amend certain sections of the FAR by changing the word aircraft to airplane. Part 45 of
the FAR is amended to permit an approved parts manufacturer to refer, on a tag, to
readily available information when it would be impractical to mark the required eligibility
information on the tag. Part 91 of the FAR is amended to delete the list of purposes for
which a special flight authorization for foreign civil aircraft may be issued. Other sections
are amended for purposes of clarification or correction.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Mr. E. Wendell Owens Regulatory
Review Branch (AVS-22), Safety Regulations Staff, Associate Administrator for Aviation
Standards, Federal Aviation Administration, 800 Independence Avenue, SW.,
Washington, D.C. 20591, Telephone (202) 755-8714.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Background
A number of these amendments address problems in the FAR which have been

highlighted by numerous requests for exemptions and extensions of compliance dates. In
addition, several areas in the FAR require interpretation and clarification. The remaining
changes are editorial.

Generally, these amendments address unrelated items that have accumulated over
recent years and are appropriate for consolidation in a miscellaneous amendment package.

%, Discussion of Comments
The following discussions are keyed to like-numbered proposals contained in Notice

80-23 (45 FR 80450; December 4, 1980).
Proposal 1. The proposal to amend S 21.197 to make Part 135 operators eligible for

special flight permits with continuing authorizations was disposed of separately in
Amendment 21-54 (46 FR 37876; July 23, 1981).

Proposal 2. This proposal would correct an incomplete listing of sections. The correct
sections are listed in Appendix A, Section A23.1(a), as S 23.321 through 23.459. No
comments were received on this proposal. Accordingly, the proposal is adopted without
substantive change.

Proposals 3 and 9. Sections 23.305(a) and 25.305(a) contain parallel requirements for
structural strength and deformation; however, these include differences in wording and
punctuation from the corresponding statements contained in the similar, but correctly
stated SS 27.305(a) and 29.309(a). These proposals would correct S 23.305(a) and
25.305(a) by making them consistent with SS 27.305(a) and 29.305(a). One commenter
points out that the word "or" was erroneously inserted at the time CAR 6 and 7 were
recodified to Parts 27 and 29 of the FAR. The commenter further states that S 23.305
and 25.305 are correctly stated, and that S 27.305(a) and 29.305(a) (which have the word
•or" inserted) should be revised accordingly.

As originally written, the word "detrimental" was used to quantify the amount of
permanent deformation and prohibit acceptance of a loading test which resulted in
deforming the tested article to an extent that would 0egrade its structural charateristics.
Insertion of a comma or a conjunction between "detrimental" and "premanent" would
change the intended meaning. Inasmuch as the proposed change would only add to the
error, the proposals to amend S 23.305 and 25.305 are withdrawn.

Ch. 2
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Proposal 4. This proposal would rearrange paragraphs (a)1), (aX2), and (a(3) of
S 23.441 to ensure that the correct tail load distribution is imposed for the flight condition.
One commenter points out that the desired correct correlation between load specifying
figures in Appendix B and the alternate load requirements of SS 23.441(a), (b), and (e)
could also be accomplished by leaving (aX), (aX2), and (aX3) in their present order while
changing B6, B7, and B8 to B7, B6, and B8. Inasmuch as the interchange of the numbers 6
and 7 occurred initially when the prefix letter B was added in Amendment No. 23-7,
August 13, 1969, and because other printings of Part 23 use the order B7, B6, and B8, the
FAA disagrees with the commenter. Accordingly, the proposal is adopted without
substantive change.

Proposal 5. This proposal would amend S 23.472(f) to delete reference to S 23.725
and insert the reference to S 23.723(a) in its place. This proposal would perm:t drop tests
other than the free drop tests, and would make the requirement consistent with cor-
responding sections of Parts 25, 27, and 29. No comments were received on this proposal.
Accordingly, the proposal is adopted without substantive change.

Proposal 6. No comments were received on the proposal to insert the word "red"
before the word "arcs" in S 23.1549(d), for consistency with S 25.1549(d). The proposal is
adopted without substantive change.

Proposal 7. This proposal would correct a reference to S 23.201(b) in S 23.1587(a)(1).
The -reference to S 23.201(a) or (b) in S 23.1587(aX1) is incorrect. Reference to

S 23.201(a) as proposed in Notice 80-23 is also incorrect. Both references are for
paragraphs dealing with control configurations. Section 23. 201(c) deals with a maneuver
as intended in S 25.1587(aXl).

Two commenters suggest that the altitude loss information required by S 23.1587(aX 1)
should be required for all airplanes regardless of whether or not they have independent con-
trols. The FAA agrees and has amended S 23.1587(aXl) to reference S 23.201(c) which applies
to all airplanes regardless of their control configuration. The section is amended accordingly.

Proposal 8. This proposal would correct errors contained in the equation constants
noted under A23.3, Special Symbols.

No comments were received on the proposal to correct the numbers in the velocity
equations which will then correctly reflect the change from miles per hour to knots. This
proposal is adopted without substantive change.

Proposal 10. This proposal would amend S 25.807 to make it clear that all transport
category aircraft must have ditching emergency exits whether or not ditching certification
is requested.

One commenter objects to the application of the ditching (emergency exit)
requirement to all Part 25 and Part 29 aircraft. The commenter states that the ditching
provisions of SS 25.807 and 29.807 do not apply unless requested. This commenter also
directs attention to Notice 80-23 which solicits economic information on these regulations.

Another commenter expressed full support of the proposal. This proposal is intended
to clarify the existing regulation and does not establish a new requirement for transport
category airplanes. Accordingly, the proposal is adopted without substantive change.

Proposal 11. No comments were received concerning these proposed minor editorial
changes. Accordingly, the proposal is adopted without substantive change.

Proposal 12. This proposal would amend S 29.807 to make it clear that all transport
category aircraft must have ditching emergency exits whether or not ditching certification
is requested.

A commenter states that helicopters not certified for ditching will probably capsize
immediately when rotor lift is lost because of their high center of gravity and lack of
lateral stabilizing appendages such as wings. This commenter also claims that, because of
the additional factor that compartments are not usually water-tight, it is impossible to
determine a waterline. The commenter recommends the proposal be cancelled.

Two commenters strongly object to this proposal on the basis that the extension of the
transport airplane condition to a helicopter is illogical because of the unique
characteristics of helicopters. The commenters point out that the FAA previously
considered this question and agreed that the proposed requirement was inappropriate.

Ch. 2
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PART 107 P-23

Since the time this question was previously considered, there has been no new
evidence which would justify a change in rationale, nor has there been any new evidence
pointing to a need for added rotorcraft ditching exit provisions. Accordingly, this proposal
is withdrawn.

Proposal 13. This proposal would have made Part 43 internally consistent by
amending S 43.4 to include Canadian persons authorized under S43.17. Operations
Review Program Notice No. 12 proposes changes to S 43.3. Accordingly, this proposal is
withdrawn and will be acted upon as part of that review. Comments received in response
to this proposal will be given full consideration in that action.

Proposal 14. Two comments were received in response to this proposal to revise the
marking requirements of S 45.15 so that when it is impractical to mark the required
eligibility information on the tag attached to a part or container, the tag may refer to a
specific and readily available reference manual or catalog which contains the required
information.

One comment was submitted by the Industry Association that petitioned for this rule
change. It found the wording of this proposal to be reasonable.

Another commenter believed that the original concept of Parts Manufacturer
Approvals (PMA) was primarily based on the production of parts such as spark plugs,
pistons, piston pins, etc., to be used as duplicate parts without a specific part number.
These parts are, in fact, required to have a specific part number. Further, the PMA
manufacturer is required to mark the parts (or tags) with parts replacement eligibility. It
was not proposed to remove the requirement for this information from S 45.15; it was
proposed to provide that, in those cases where it would not be practical to mark the
required eligibility information on the tag, the tag may contain a reference to a readily
available manual or catalog containing the required eligibility information.

Section 45.15 is adopted without substantive change.

Proposal 15. Section 61.39(b) has required that an applicant for an airline transport
pilot certificate or an additional rating who does not wish to retake the required written
examination must have been continuously employed since passing the written examination
and be participating in a pilot training program. For the exception from the 24-month
requirement to apply, a person had to have been employed by a carrier immediately
(within 24 hours) after taking the written examination; a strike or furlough constituted a
break in continuous employment, thus invalidating the exception. The FAA has
determined that this rule is too restrictive, since it is possible for a pilot to be on vacation
for a longer period of time than some strikes or furloughs last, and it would be unfair to
apply the exception provision to the vacationing pilot but not the striking or furloughed
pilot. Accordingly, Notice 80-23 proposed to amend S 61.39 to provide that the applicant
need only be employed within the period ending 24 calendar months after the month in
which the applicant passed the written examination and at the time of the flight test.
Notice 80-23 also proposed to eliminate the continuous employment requirement and
substitute a requirement to complete initial training and when appropriate, transition or
upgrade training, and to meet the recurrent training requirements. Requiring an
individual's training to be current is a better means of ensuring retention of the knowledge
tested by the written test than requiring continuous employment.

One commenter responded in support of the proposal. The proposal is adopted as
proposed.

Proposal 16. Section 61.155(d) has provided that a commercial pilot may credit
toward the total flight time required for an airline transport pilot certificate any second-in-
command time "in operations under Part 121." However, S 61.51(cX3) provides that for
meeting the requirements for a certificate or rating, a pilot may log as second-in-command
time all flight time during which that pilot acts as second in command of an aircraft on
which more than one pilot is required under the type certification of the aircraft or the
regulations under which the flight is conducted. The intent of J 61.51(cX3), when it was

Ch. 2
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adopted, was that this rule should apply to the experience requirements for each kind of
pilot certificate. However, at that time no change was made in S 61.155(d). Notice 80-23
proposed to eliminate the phrase "in operations under Part 121," so that all second-in-
command time which meets the requirements of S 61.51(cX3) may be credited under
S 61.155. No comments were received on this proposal.

The proposal is adopted and all second-in-command time which meets the
requirements of S 61.51(cX3) may be credited under S 61.155(d).

Proposal 17. Sect-on 63.35(d) has required continuous participation in a maintenance,
flight engineer, or pilot training program of a Part 121 certificate holder for an applicant
for a flight engineer certificate to be exempted from the 24-month validity period for the
written examination. Similar to S 61.39, this section has been interpreted to mean that any
break in employment, such as a strike or furlough, constitutes an interruption of
continuous participation in a training program and prevents the exception from applying.
The FAA has reevaluated this requirement and has determined that continuous
participation in a training program is not essential. Currency in a certificate holder's
training program for a flight crewmember or recency of experience for a mechanic
employed by a certificate holder ensures knowledge retention better than continuous
participation in a training program.

Notice 80-23 proposed to amendS 63.35(d) to apply the exception provision to a flight
crewmember or mechanic who is employed by a certificate holder within the period ending
24 calendar months after the month in which the applicant passed the written
examination, and whose training is current or meets the recent experience requirements
for a mechanic under S 65.83. It also proposed to expand the rule to include employment
by a commuter air carrier.

No comments were received on the proposal. It is adopted without substantive
change.

Proposal 18. Notice 80-23 proposed to amend S 65.101 to allow formal training to be
substituted for the practical experience now required for repairman certificate eligibility.
One commenter agreed with the substance of the proposal, with the exception that
completed formal training should have the prior approval of the Administrator instead of
being reviewed for acceptability after completion.

Because of the diversity and uniqueness of training associated with repairman ratings.
it would be impractical to establish national uniform training standards necessary for
prior approval of training programs. Conversely, FAA certificated air agencies, aviation
manufacturers, and air carriers are best able to establish that formal training which will
qualify the repairmen they employ to perform or supervise the maintenance of aircraft or
components at its facilities. The FAA can then review the training and determine if it is
acceptable. This amendment will provide a logical alternative to the 18 months of practical
experience formerly required for repairmen eligibility and still provide an equivalent level
of competency. Accordingly, this proposal is adopted without substantive change.

Proposal 19. It was proposed to amend S 65.127(b) to provide that a parachute rigger
need only have available suitable housing that is adequately heated, lighted, and ventilated
for drying and airing parachutes. This section has required, in part, a compartment for
hanging a parachute vertically for drying and airing. Since parachutes are now made of
synthetic fabrics, a vertical or horizontal means for drying and airing parachutes is also
acceptable. However, the housing must still be adequately heated, lighted, and ventilated.

No comments were received on this proposal. Section 65.127(b) is being revised as
proposed.

Proposal 20. Notice 80-23 proposed to delete the list of purposes for which a special
flight authorization could be issued. The intent was to eliminate the need for an applicant
to petition for an exemption from previous S 91.28 when the purpose was other than that
specified under the rule. This was intended to relieve the burden on both the FAA and the
public imposed by exemption procedures.
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would make the language consistent with the applicable word definitions, No comments
were received on these proposals. Accordingly, they are adopted without substantive
change.

Proposal 26. This proposal would have amended S 121.585 to require a certificate
holder to notify a passenger declaring a firearm in checked baggage of the definition of a
"loaded" firearm. It further would have required a certificate holder to determine that
ammunition is carried in accordance with the Hazardous Materials Regulations in Title 49
Parts 171, 172, and 173 of the CFR.

Inasmuch as there is no evidence indicating a need for this added provision, and its
implementation would impose an additional unnecessary cost on certificate holders, this
proposal is withdrawn.

Proposal 29. This proposal would relieve an unnecessary burden on certificate
holders that do not have clerical staffs working holidays and weekends by revising
S 121.703 to change the reporting time to 9:00 a.m. the second workday following the date
of the reportable event for reports covering holidays and weekends. No comments were
received on this proposal. Accordingly, this proposal is adopted without substantive
change.

Proposal 30. Part 129 prescribes rules governing the operation within the United
States of aircraft of foreign air carriers holding a permit issued by the Civil Aeronautics
Board (CAB) under Section 402 of the Federal Aviation Act of 1958. Currently, the CAB
issues exemptions to permit temporary operations by foreign air carriers without a
Section 402 permit provided the foreign air carrier is in compliance with Part 129. This
proposal would amend S 129.1 of the FAR to make Part 129 applicable to foreign air
carriers who hold either a Section 402 permit or other appropriate economic authority, or
an exemption issued by the CAB which requires compliance with that Part. No comments
were received on this proposal.

The phrase "conditioned upon the foreign air carrier compling with the requirements
of the Part" is ambiguous since Part 129 applies regardless of CAB conditions shown on
the economic authority to operate in the United States. Accordingly, this section has been
amended ard adopted without substantive change.

Proposals 31 and 32. These proposals were disposed of in Amendments 135-13 (46
FR 28301; May 26, 1981) and 135-15 (46 FR 30968; June 11, 1981).

Editorial Corrections

Amendments to SS 107.13(a) and 121.575 were not proposed in Notice 80-23. They are
editorial corrections which are necessary and resulted from new Part 108, Airplane
Operator Security (46 FR 3782; February 15, 1981).

These amendments correct SS 107.13 and 121.575 by inserting the appropriate
reference to the new Part. No substantive change is made as a result of the corrections.

ADOPTION OF THE AMENDMENT

Accordingly, Parts 23, 25, 45, 61, 63, 65, 91, 107. 121, and 129 of the Federal Aviation
Regulations are amended effective April 28, 1982.

(Secs. 313(a), 601 through 605 of the Federal Aviation Act of 1958 (49 U.S.C. 1354(a),
1421 through 1425); sec. 6(c), Department of Transportation Act (49 U.S.C. 1655(c)); and
14 CFR 11.49)
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NOTE: The FAA has determined that these amendments reduce the regulatory burden
on the flying public by relaxing certain regulations that govern prerequisites for flight
tests, approved parts reference for manufacturers, and special flight authorization for
foreign civil aircraft by prescribing only the minimum regulations deemed necessary for
safety. The FAA's evaluation of the changes to Parts 23, 25, 45, 61, 63, 65, 91, 107, 121,
and 129 indicates that the benefits will exceed the costs, primarily because the complexity
and volume of regulatory material have been reduced. Further, proposals contained in the
notice which have potential for placing a regulatory burden on the public have been
removed. Therefore: (1) it has been determined that this is not a major regulation under
Executive Order 12291; and (2) I certify that, under the criteria of the Regulatory
Flexibility Act, these amendments will not have a significant economic impact on a
substantical number of small entities. In addition, the FAA has determined that these
amendments are not significant under the Department of Transportation Regulatory
Policies Procedures (44 FR 11034; February 26, 1979). The impact of this rulemaking is so
minimal it does not require a final regulatory evaluation since most of the amendments are
merely editorial corrections and clarifications and some have minimal relaxatory and
beneficial economic impact.
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Appendix C

AIRPORT THREE Interview with:
MIDWEST CITY, USA Mr. XXXX

Director of Operations
8 May 1986

AIRPORT SECURITY

Organization/Structure of security department -

Total number of security personnel -

Shift Schedule -

Special Equipment (CCTV, baggage scanners,etc.) -

What does the major scope of your security responsibilities
encompass?

Does your security program or/the airlines program cover
various aspects of counterterrorism operations?

4
J

How is unauthorized access to sterile areas, such as your
Air Operations Area (AOA), controlled?

Who is responsible for coordination of security plans or
matters with your tenants? Does each tenant have a
designated security officer?

Who is responsible for passenger screening? Are they

periodically evaluated for proficiency?
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Does your security training program include counterterrorism
operations? Does that training include activities with
other agencies/departments? How often are joint exercises
conducted?

With regards to various terrorist activities which have been

directed at airlines and airports in other parts of the
world in 1985 and now this year what types of concerns are

*raised for the future here at your airport?

Realizing that airport operators face economic/budgetary
issues which may curtail some security applications/measures
what would you change here if money was not an issue?

Realizing that electronic screening alone cannot defend
against a potential act of terrorism what other measures
in use here at Airport Three, in your opinion, are the most
important aspects of your operation in providing protection

for your airport?

With bomb detection being a major priority for the airlines,
especially since the Air India explosion/crash last year and
the recent bombing of the TWA aircraft what do you see as
potential changes in this area which may impact on your
operations?
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What direction do you think airport security, for airports
similar in size to this airport, is heading?
(Static/Stronger)

Any projections on the potential for increased terrorist
activity being directed at airports such as this one in the
U.S. by any of the known terrorist groups? Which group
gives you the most concern?
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Appendix D

MODEL POLICY LETTER

Date:

From: Airport manager or equivalent.

To: All officers and senior operating and staff
managers.

Subject: Vulnerability assessment team.

1. In order to minimize the risk to airport personnel and
improve the effectiveness of our system of anti-
terrorism operations, a vulnerability assessment team
is hereby appointed to consist of the following
permanent members. (Here would follow the names and
titles of the permanent team members.)

2. The permanent chairman of the team will be (name and
title) and the permanent secretary will be (name and

title if different from chairman).

3. The vulnerability assessment team is charged with the
responsibility to identify and review regular
operations of this airport which relate to specific
internal actions for potential risk reduction. The
purpose of the reviews will be to establish new or
modified risk reduction techniques and to develop
specific recommendations for the structure of those
techniques.

4. Team findings and recommendations will be made
available to appropriate members of the staff and
operating management for required action in issuing
or modifying policies and procedures found to require
change. The results of the team activities will be
reviewed on a regular basis by this office.

5. In addition to the permanent team members appointed in
this letter, temporary members will be invited by the
chairman to join the team when the operating or staff
activity for which they are responsible is scheduled
for review. Selection of the units and activities for
review consideration will be at the discretion of the
permanent team. Cognizant managers whose areas are
scheduled for team review will cooperate and
participate in review activities. Efforts will, of

course, be made to accomodate existing calendar efforts
and commitments when scheduling team review sessions.
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However, it is expected that all permanent team
members and temporary members designated for
participation in specific sessions will personally
attend unless urgent circumstances make attendance
impossible. If a member will be absent a responsible
alternate will be designated and the permanent chairman
will be informed in advance of the scheduled session.

6. Detailed statements of procedure will be formulated by
the permanent team and distributed to all concerned
personnel by the chairman.

Si gned,

Airport manager or equivalent

C
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% MODEL FIRST TEAM MEETING NOTICE

Date:

Froms Permanent chairman.

To: All permanent team members and any temporary
members required for the session.

Subject: Vulnerability Assessment Team Meeting.

1. Reference is made to the policy letter of the airport
manager or equivalent.

2. As required by the policy letter, the first meeting of
the vulnerability assessment team has been scheduled
for (date, about a month after the notice letter).

3. The activity which has been selected for review at the
first session is (identify the activity).

4. (add if appropriate) As this activity is not
represented by a permanent team member, (name the
responsible manager) has been invited to participate in
this review session as a temporary team member.

5. The team will meet at (location) commencing at (hour)
on (date). The luncheon break will be from (time to
time) and luncheon will be at the option of the
members.

6. Attached to this notice are (representative
vulnerability scenarios, copies of relevant procedure,
or other appropriate enclosures). All addressees are
requested to familiarize themselves with khe
attachments and to review their usyal role in the
activity under review, prior to the meeting date.
Addressees are also requested to acknowledge this
notice. Any questions may be directed to undersigned
at (telephone extension).

r
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7. It is anticipated that the scheduled meeting will
require the entire day and addressees are requested to

adjust their calendars accordingly. If any addressee
foresees an urgent reason why attendance will not be
possible, it is requested that a responsible alternate
be designated and that the undersigned be notified
prompt 1 y.

Signed,

Permanent Chairman
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